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G present tenses: simple and continuous, adion and non-adion verbs

V food and restaurants

P lul and lul, understanding phonetics

Food: fuel or pleasure?

1 READING & SPEAKING We talk to women around the world about their relationship with food.

a What kind of food or dishes do you
associate with these countries?

b Read the interviews with Alice and Jacqueline.
Match the questions with their answers.

The United States China
Italy Japan Mexico

France

1 Is food a pleasure for you?

2 What do you normally eat on a typical day?

3 Do you ever cook?

4 Do you ever eat "unhealthy" food? How do you feel about it?

5 Are you trying to cut down on anything at the moment?

6 Are people's diets in your country getting better or worse?

A D I think people are trying to improve their diets, but they are doing it the
wrong way by following diets like the Atkins diet. Personally, I don't think it's
very healthy to cut out entire groups of foods like carbohydrates.

BD Not very often. I don't have the time or talent to cook full meals. I usually
heat up a frozen meal or order takeout.

C D Sometimes I get fast food for lunch. I have to admit that I love French fries.
I feel terrible about it afterward, but I don't do it very often.

D D I usually have a bowl of cereal or toast for breakfast. For lunch I eat at a
restaurant near my office. I prefer Japanese or Indian food. I usually eat rice
with fish and vegetables, soup, or sushi. I don't eat meat, but I eat a lot of fish.
In the evening, I just have something light at home.

E D I am trying to cut down on the amount of fat I eat. I'm also trying to eat
more whole wheat bread.

F D Not really. I enjoy certain kinds of food, but most meals are just fuel to
keep me going through the day.

A D Yes, I cook every evening for my family. I often make soup or traditional
French dishes like boeu! bourguignon, which is a kind of beef and red wine
stew, and then we have cheese and salad. It may seem a lot, but we don't eat
big servings. What's important to me is quality, not quantity.

B D Yes, I'm trying to eat less chocolate.

C D I think people's diets are getting worse and worse. It's very strange because
we have a lot of information now about how bad fast food is for you. I'm afraid
it's a problem in a lot of countries.

D D Not at home. I think most of the food I cook is healthy. Occasionally when I
eat out I have something unhealthy, but it doesn't worry me.

E D Yes, definitely. For me good meals with the family make me happy!

F D I'm very traditional and I have three main meals a day. For breakfast, I like
hot chocolate and bread and butter with honey or jam. For lunch, I often eat in
a restaurant with my coworkers. I usually have vegetables and meat or fish, but I
love pasta and rice, too. In the afternoon, I have fruit with cookies or a piece of
chocolate. In the evening, I have a proper meal with my family.



Is food a pleasure for you?

Yes, definitely, I love eating.

Rumiko Vasuda is a magazine editor from Tokyo. Japan

d 0 p.l30 Grammar Bank 1A. Read the rules and do the exercises

e Make questions with the simple present or present
continuous to ask your partner. Ask for more information.

What I usually have
How many cups of
Where I usually ha
How often I eat ou
I prefer to eat at h
I need to buy any
I you hungry? I
I currently take an
I currently try to

c Look at some of the things Rumiko said. Circle the correct
form. Then compare with a partner and say why the other
form is wrong.

I l don't usually have I I'm not having breakfast.
2 [used to go to fast-food restaurants, but now l prefer Il am

preferring eating something healthier.
3 l am drinking I l drink a lot of coffee every day.
4 I think that some Japanese people get I are getting fatter.
5 I like I I'm liking the fact that there are more different kirids of

food and restaurants now.

b Listen again and answer the
questions.

1 What does she usually have in
the morning?

2 Where does she usually have
lunch and dinner?

3 Why doesn't she cook very
often?

4 Does she eat or drink anything
unhealthy?

5 Is she cutting down on anything
right now? Why (not)?

6 What's currently happening to
the Japanese diet?

7 Does she think this is a
completely bad thing?

2 GRAM MAR present tenses: simple and continuous,
action and non-action verbs

a 1.1 Listen to Rwniko
answering questions 2-6 from
the interviews. Do you think
food is fuel or pleasure for her?
Why?

______ to have a meal in a restaurant,

not at home

______ a sweet, thick liquid made by
bees

______ the quantity you eat of a
kind of food during a meal

______ to make cold food hot

_____ food you buy from a
restaurant to eat at home

______ substance from animals or
plants used for cooking, e.g.,
oil, butter, ete.

______ food prepared in a particular
way, e.g., sushi, lasagna, etc.

______ made from brown flour

______ a liquid food, often made
of vegetables, e.g.) tomatoes,
onions

______ meat cooked for a long time
in liquid, usually with
vegetables

8

9

2

7

6

3

4

5

10

e Which of the two women do you think has the
healthier diet? Why?

f Now interview each other with the questions
from 1b. How similar are your eating habits?

d Match the highlighted words or phrases with
the definitions.

c Read the interviews again and answer the
questions below. Write A (Alice), J Uacqueline),
or B (both a/them).

Who...?

1 often eats in restaurants
2 eats quite a lot of sweet things

3 eats take·out food
4 cooks big meals at home
5 enjoys eating

6 feels bad when she eats fast food
7 is trying to eat less of something
8 prefers having good food to having

a lot of food
9 is negative about eating habits in

her country



3 VOCABULARY food and restaurants
a Take the quiz in pairs.

Can you think o:.;,f.......';"._ .....

ONE red fruit, ONE yellow fruit, ONE green fruit

TWO things that a strict vegetarian doesn't eat

THREE kinds of food that are made from milk

FOUR things people have for breakfast

FIVE things people eat between meals

SIX vegetables you can put in a salad

SEVEN things that are usually on a table in a restaurant

b 0 p.144 Vocabulary Bank Food and restaurants.

c Ask and answer the questions below with a partner.

. ~.

5 What's your favorit~~·..? .' ~... ~.~

a kind of restaurant (French"ltalian, etc.} ~.
b restaurant dish, c take-out food "

~ ,~ - "-".: r .. 't'

6 How importan(are these things toxou fn a restaurant?
Number 1-4"«(;" the most ,important) ~ .

"" I .,. ,,", .

the food~. the service 0 "',
the atmqsph,he D -the price 0' < • •

7 How do y'94»refer these things to be cooke~? ", •
(grilled, boilee, etc.)

",
chicken fislii:. eggs pota!oes

8 If you eat steak, ow do you like it cooked?
(rare, medium, well- 'Jje) , ••

_ID

4 PRONUNCIATION /u/ and /u/,
understanding phonetics

'tt

a Look at the sound pictures. How do you
pronounce them?

b Put the words in the correct column.

cook cookies food fruit good
JUICe mousse soup spoon sugar

c ,,1.2' Listen and check.

d 0 p.157 Sound Bank. Look at the typical
spellings for lul and lu/.

e Look at the information box. How do phonetic
symbols in a dictionary help you pronounce
words correctly?

A Pronouncing difficult words

Some words are difficult to pronounce because

1 they have a silent syllable or letter, e.g., vegetables
l'vEd3toblzl

2 some letters are pronounced in an unusual way
e.g., steak Istelkl

3 you aren't sure where the stress is, e.g., dessert
Id,'z"rtl

f '" 1.3'" Look at some food words that are difficult
to pronounce. Use the phonetics to practice saying
them correctly. Then listen and check.

1 knife Inarfl
fruit Ifrutl
salmon I'sremonl

2 sausage l's~sld31

lettuce !'lEtosl
sugar I'Jugorl

3 yogurt I'youg"rtl
menu I'menyul
diet l'daIotl

g 1.4 Listen and repeat the sentences.

1 The first course on the menu is lettuce soup.

2 What vegetables would you like with your steak?
3 Do you want yogurt or chocolate mousse for dessert?

4 1 take two spoonfuls of sugar in my coffee.
S Sausage isn't very good for you.
6 Would you like some fruit juice?



5 LISTENING
a Have you ever tried English food?

What did you think of it?

b 1.5.... Kevin Poulter, an English chef,
has a restaurant in Santiago, the capital
of Chile. Listen to an interview with him
and number the photos 1-5 in the
order he mentions them.

c Listen again and answer the questions.

I Why did he decide to open
a restaurant in Chile?

2 Why did he call it Frederick's?

3 Why were Chilean people
surprised when he opened his
restaurant?

4 What English dishes does
he serve in his restaurant?
Are they popular?

5 How many women work in
his kitchen? Why does he
think there are so few
women in restaurant
kitchens?

6 What is most difficult for him
about life in Chile?

d What kinds of restaurants are there
in your town? What nationalities
do they represent? Which ones do
you like?

6 SPEAKING
a Work in groups of three A, B, and C. First read

sentences 1-6 and decide (individually) whether you
agree or disagree. Think about examples you can use to support
your point of view.

1 Women worry more about their diet than men.

2 Young people today have a worse diet than they did ten years ago.

3 Men cook as a hobby; women cook because they have to.

4 Vegetarians are healthier than people who eat a lot of meat.

5 You can often eat better in cheap restaurants than in expensive ones.

6 Every country thinks that its cooking is the best.

b Now A say what you think about sentence 1. Band C listen and
then agree or disagree with A. Then B say what you think about
sentence 2, ete. Try to use the expressions in Useful language.

Useful language

For examPI~ 1agree~ 1don't agr~ I think that's true. I don't thinktha~ ~
~ (I think) it depends.:s...

till.



G past tenses: simple, continuous, perfect
V sports
P /~r/ and /~r/1

~ If you really want to win, cheat

1 GRAMMAR past tenses: simple, continuous, perfect

a In which sports are there the most cases of cheating? How do people cheat in these sports?

b Read the article and find out how the people cheated.

Famous (cheating) moments in sport

With a little help from my friends

o SOCCER
Argentina was playing England in

" the quarter-finals of the 1986
World Cup in Mexico. In the 52nd
minute the Argentinian captain, Diego
Maradona, scored a goal. The English
players protested, but the referee
allowed the goal. However, 1V cameras
showed that Maradona had scored the
goal with his hand! Maradona said the
next day, "It was partly the hand of
Maradona, and partly the hand of God."

later in the game Maradona scored
another goal and Argentina won 2-1.
They went on to win the World Cup.

D TRACK AND FIELD

Fred Lorz, from New York, won the marathon
at the St Louis Olympic Games in 1904. He

finished the race in three hours 13 minutes.

After the race, Fred was waiting to get his
medal, and the spectators were cheering him
loudly. Afice Roosevelt, the daughter of the
US President, was in the crowd, and some
journalists took a photo of Fred with her. But
then suddenly somebody started shouting
'lcheater" and soon everybody was shouting
the same thing. It was true. Fred had traveled
18 of the 42 kilometers in somebody's car!
Fred didn't win the gold medal and he was
banned from track and field.

D FENCING

Baris Onischenko. an army officer from
the Soviet Union, was competing against

Jim Fox from Britain in the 1976 Montreal
Olympics. Boris was winning and the eledronic
scoreboard was showing hit after hit for him.
jim Fox protested to the referee. Fox said that
Boris was scoring points without hitting him.
Olympic officials examined Boris's sword and
they made a shocking discovery. Boris had
changed the electronic part of his sword. He
could turn on the hit light on the scoreboard
even when he hadn't hit Fox. Boris went home
the next day, in disgrace. The British
newspapers called him "Dishonischenko."

c Look at the highlighted verbs in text 1. What three tenses are they? Underline an example
of each tense in the other two texts.

d Which of the three tenses in c do we use for ...?
I completed actions in the past
2 an action in progress at a particular moment in the past
3 an action that happened before the past time we are talking about

e 0 p.l30 Grammar Bank 1B. Read the rules and do the exercises.-



f Cover the texts. In pairs, retell the three stories using the correct tenses.

Text 1 )'I~ext~2~~;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;;;;;;;;;;;'
England (play) Argentina. Fred Lon (win) the marathon in 1904.
Maradona (score) a goal. He (wait) to get his medal.
The English players (protest) but the The spectators (cheer).

referee (allow) the goal. Everybody (start) shouting "cheater."
The TV cameras (show) that Marado",n,;...,rrec!:;(travel) 18 km ey car!

(score) the goal with his hand.

Text 3

Boris Onischenko (compete) against
Jim Fox.

Boris (win) but Jim Fox (protest).
The Olympic officials (examine)

Baris's sword.

They (discover) that he (change) the
electronic part of his sword.

b In pairs, tell each other your stories. Ask for
more details.

mE

Juan Antonio Marin
refereed 200 league and
50 international games

b Because he was a great person.
c Because he was a very good player and a good person.

3 The worst experience he ever had as a referee was...

a when a player hit him during a game.
b when a woman with a child tried to attack him.
c when a 16-year-old boy attacked him.

4 Why does he think there is more cheating in soccer today?
a Because soccer is big business.
b Because the referees are worse.

c Because the players are better at cheating.

5 How does he say the players cheat?
a They fall down when nobody has touched them.
b They accept money to lose games.
c They touch the ball with their hands.

6 What's the most difficult thing for him about
being a referee?
a Players who cheat.
b Making decisions.
c The rules are too complicated.

7 Does he think fair play still exists?
a Yf?$.
b No.
c He doesn't say.

c Listen again for more information. Do you agree with him
that there is more cheating in soccer (or other sports)
than before?

3 LISTENING
a Can you think of two disadvantages of

being a professional soccer referee?

b 1.6 You're going to hear an
interview with a former Champions
League referee from Spain. Listen
and choose a, b, or c.

What was the most exciting game he
ever refereed?
a His first professional game.
b He can't choose just one.
c Real Madrid against Barcelona.

2 Why does he mention Mauro Silva?
a Because he was the best player he

ever saw.

a time you had an accident
or got a sports injury

What were you doing? How
did the accident happen?
What part of your body did
you hurt? What happened
next? How long did it take
you to recover?

a time you saw or met a
celebrity

Where were you? What was
the celebrity doing? What
was he I she wearing? Did
you speak to him I her?
What happened?

a time you or someone you
know cheated (on an exam
or in a sport I game)

What were you I was he I
she I doing?
Where? When?
Why did you I he I she I
cheat? What happened?

a really exciting sports
event you saw

Where and when was it?
Who was playing?
What happened?
Why was it so exciting?

2 SPEAKING
a You are going to tell a story. Choose one of the

topics below and plan what you are going to say.
Ask your teacher for any words you need.

Tell your partner about...



4 VOCABULARY sports
a In pairs, take the quiz.

Sports Quiz
1 How long does a soccer game last?

2 How many referees are there in a basketball game?

3 How many players are there on a volleyball team?

4 How often are the Olympic Games held?

5 How long is a marathon?

6 How many holes are there on a golf course?

7 How long is one lap of a running track?

b 0 p.145 Vocabulary Bank Sports.

c In pairs, think of a sports team in your town / country
and answer the questions.

.. What's the name of the team?

'Oi What sport do they play?

~ Where do they play? (in a stadium, arena, etc.)

Cl Who is...?
a the coach
b the captain
c the best player on the team

~ How many spectators watch their games?

~ What happened in their last game?

6 SPEAKING

5 PRONUNCIATION /:)[/ and /gr/

a Write the words in the correct column. Be careful
with or (there are two possible pronunciations).

were serve shorts world four girl hurt

score sport shirt warm up worse court

b 1.7 Listen and check.

c 0 p.157 Sound Bank. Look at the typical spellings
for these sounds.

d 1.8 Practice saying these sentences. Listen
and check.

I I got hurt when I caught the ball.

2 Her serve's worse than the other girl's.

3 It was a tie. The score was 4-4.

4 It's the worst sport in the world.

S We warmed up on the court.

6 They wore red shirts and white shorts.

In pairs, interview your partner about sports using the questionnaire. Ask for more information.

~ ~ou\ike
.... <;>.0
What sport(s) do you play? :....-~-iiiiiii""'!""rn,
Have you ever won a cup or a trophy?,
Have you ever been injured playing sports?,
Do you prefer playing sports or being a spectator,
Do you prefer watching individual or team sports?,
Do you go to watch a local sports team?,
Are there good sports facilities in your town?,
Is there any sport you'd like to learn to play well?,
How many hours do you spend a week watching sports on TV?

"ID

Spor.
r".)

• hat sports do / did you have to play at school?,
Do / did you enjoy it?,

Do you play any sports in your free time?,
Do you think you're in shape?

Would you like to be in better shape?,
Do your family and friends like sports?,

Is there any sport you don't mind watching on TV?,
What sport do you hate watching most on TV?,

Have you ever been to a big sports event?,
Do you think physical education should be optional at school?



7 READING

When you hear
the final whistle

DIl One of the hardest things fOr any prQ,fessionaJ
athlete to do is to know when to retire. Do you retire
when you are at your physical peak or do you wait until
your body (or your coach) tells you that it's time to go?
But even harder is finding the answer to the question
"What am I going to do with the rest of my life?"

fJ=:J . "There's a high risk
of depression and people often find adjusting to a new
way of life difficult," says lan Cockerill, a sports
psychologist. "For athletes, there's an extra trauma 
the loss of status, the loss of recognition, and the loss of
the glamour That's the hardest part." As Eddie Acaro, the
us jockey says, "When a jockey retires, he becomes just
another little man."

IIJ . Perhaps they just
can't stand life without the high of playing professional
sports. Michael Jordan, the greatest basketball player of
all time, retired three times. He retired once from the
Chicago Bulls, made a successful comeback with the
Bulls, and then retired again. His second comeback with
an inferior team ended in failure, and he retired forever
at the age of 40. Jordan said, "There will never be anything
I do that will fulfill me as much as competing did."

El] Muhammad Ali
needed the money, but his comeback fight, at the age
of 39, against Trevor Berbick, was one of the saddest
spedacles in modern sports. After losing to Berbick, Ali
retired permanently. Three years later, he developed
Parkinson's disease.

Ill] . As Jimmy Greaves, a
former soccer player for England, said, "I think that a lot
of players would prefer to be shot once their career is
over." Many of them spend their retirement in a
continual battle against depression, alcohol, or drugs.

I!IJ . Franz Beckenbauer
is a classic example of a soccer player who won
everything with his club, Bayern Munich. After retiring,
he became a successful coach with Bayern and finally
president of the club. John McEnroe, the infamous "bad
boy" of tennis, is now a highly respeded and highly paid
TV commentator. But sadly, for most professional
athletes these cases are the exceptions.

a Look at the photos. In pairs, answer the questions.

Have you ever seen any of these people playing sports?
At what age do you think people reach their peak in these sports?
Do you know what these people do now?

b Read the article once. Do most professional athletes find it
easy or difficult to retire?

c Complete the article with sentences A-F below.

It For some people the pain of saying good-bye never leaves them.
ia Others can't resist the chance of one last "pay day."
11 Some athletes go on playing too long.
ID But for the lucky few, retirement can mean a successful new career.
g Retirement for people in general is traumatic.
119fle.t>f the hllft1esl thiflgs for ""y I'refessi''''al athlele le de is le

knew nheft te retirE.

d Can you remember these words? If not, check with
the text. Underline the stressed syUable.

I adjective: depressed noun: dellJ,£ssion
2 adjective: glamorous noun: _
3 verb: lose noun: _
4 verb: recognize noun: _
5 verb: faiJ noun: _
6 verb: retire noun: _

e Think of an athlete from your country who has retired. What
is he / she doing now? Do you think he / she retired
at the right time?

mE



I VOCABULARY & SPEAKING family
a Look at the two pictures. Which one do you

think shows the typical family of the future?

Read the first paragraph of the article and
find out.

..

G future forms: going to, present continuous, will
V family, personality
P prefixes and suffixes

Families have a
great-great future

Twenty years ago, the typical extended family was "wide." It usually consisted
of two or three generations, with many children in each nuclear family. People
had lots of aunts and uncles but often didn't know their grandparents. However,
according to a new study, the family is changing shape. The family groups of the
future will be "long and thin," with three or four small generations.

Here are some of their predictions:

1 Most children will know their great-grandparents (and even
great-great-grandparents) because people are living longer.

2 Very few children will have brothers or sisters, and it will be common to be
an only child. As a result, future generations will not have many cousins
either.

3 Many children will grow up isolated from other children and young adults. This
may make them more selfish and introverted.

4 More couples will divorce and remarry, some more than once. They may
have children with their new partners, so many children will have a
stepmother or stepfather and half-brothers or half-sisters.

5 There will be many "boomerang children." These are children who leave
home to get married, but then divorce and return to live with their parents.

6 There will be more single-parent families.

7 Because houses are now so expensive, different generations may decide to
live together, so parents, grandparents, and adult children may co-own their
houses, and many couples will have to live with their in-laws .



b Now read the whole article. Match the highlighted words with the definitions.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

_______ your grandparents' parents
_______ a child who doesn't have any brothers or sisters
_______ families where the mother or father is bringing up the children on his I her own
_______ your uncle's or aunt's children
_______ the family of your husband I wife
_______ all your relatives including aunts, grandparents, ete.
_______ your grandparents' grandparents
_______ boys who have (for example) the same father but a different mother
_______ the new wife of your father
_______ two people who are having a relationship

c Read the seven predictions again. In pairs or small groups, answer the questions for each prediction.

1 Is this already happening in your country?
2 Do you think it will happen in the future?
3 Do you think it will be a good thing or a bad thing?

Useful language

I thinks~ I don't think~ MaYbQ

prObablQ I'mSureit~

2 GRAMMAR future forms

a 1.9 Listen to three dialogues between different family members.
Who is talking to who (e.g., brother to sister)? What are they talking about?

b Listen again and match two sentences with each dialogue (1-3). Write 1,2, or 3 in each box.

A I'll make you a cup of tea. 0 C Are you going to go to college? 0 E I'll be really careful. 0
B You'll crash it again. 0 D I'm staying at Mom's tonight. 0 F It's going to be cold tonight. 0

c With a partner, decide which sentence(s) A-F refer(s) to ...

a plan or intention 0
an arrangement 0
a prediction 00
a promise 0
an offer 0

d 0 p.l30 Grammar Bank 1C. Read the rules and do the exercises.

e Move around the class, ask other students questions, and complete the chart.

Find someone who... name more details

is seeing a relative this weekend.

isn't having dinner with their family tonight

is getting married soon.

is going out with their brother or sister on Saturday night.

is going to have a new nephew or nie'" soon.
~

is going to leave home in the near future. "

is going to have a big family reunion soon.

isn't going to go on vacation with their family this year.

m..



I think I suffered a lot because of my father leaving us when we were small, but
Wendy helped me to understand that Dad loved us too, but in a different way.
She also taught me that you can't 'blame other people for your problems. You
have to look at yourself.

(arnie, the
older sister,
says:

I sometimes think that poor Wendy has spent all her life
competing with me. She was a very quiet, shy child, while I
was incredibly talkative and demanding. Iwas awful! I
wasn't interested in studying. All I wanted to do was go to
parties, and Wendy used to tell my parents. So I was
horrible to her. I used to 5 pinch her and bite her.

I was very jealous of Wendy also because she was more attractive. But she always
defended me when other people 6criticized me. Sometimes it seemed as if she
was the older sister and I was the younger one. Although we were complete
opposites, 7 we were also very close and had a lot of fun together. We still do.

Wendy,
the younger
sister, says:

Being in a band - or working at anything - with a
member of your family can be difficult, but it also
has advantages. If we have a big argument about a
song, after a while we remember that we are sisters
and we 'make up. Nothing is going to stop us
from being sisters.

We are family ...

I always thought Carnie was really ' cool, especially when
she was a teenager and had bright red spiky hair. But, like
most older sisters, she wasn't at all interested in her younger
sister. Idesperately wanted to be with her and her friends.
Sometimes I used to follow them, but she hated that.

When we were 2 kids, we both had a lot of material things like toys and clothes, but
even then we knew that Mom and Dad weren't happy. We used to talk about it all
the time. After a while they separated and we
stayed with my Mom. We didn't see Dad for quite a
few years, which really hurt us. But it's also the
thing that brought me and Carnie closer together.
When Iwas 16 or 17, the one and a half year
3 age gap between us didn't matter anymore, and we
started to get along with each other and to write
songs together.

Wendy Wilson and her older sister
Carnie are the daughters of the
Beach Boys founder, Brian Wilson.
They formed the band Wilson Philips
(with the daughter of Michelle Philips
of The Mamas and Papas) and their
first album was a worldwide hit.
Today they are both married and live
in Los Angeles. Here they talk about
their relationship.

Two sisters tell the truth
about themselves - and
each other...

d Look at the highlighted words
and phrases. In pairs, choose the right
meaning, a or b.

a boring
b fashionable

2 a children
b adults

3 a age difference
b the time they weren't

together
4 a become friends again

b stop speaking
5 a kiss

b hurt with your fingers
6 a say bad things about someone

b say good things about someone
7 a we got along very well

b we got along very badly
8 a ask other people for help

b say that somebody is responsible for
something bad

e Do you think their relationship is
typical of brothers and sisters?

c Now read the article and check your
answers.

3 READING
a In a family with two children, do you

think it's better to be the older or the
younger brother or sister? Why?

b You're going to read an article about
two sisters, Wendy (the younger sister)
and Carnie (the older sister). Before
you read, predict the answers to the
questions below. Write W (Wendy)
or C (Carnie).

Who do you thiuk...?

1 had a more unusual hairstyle

2 admired her sister

3 didn't want to be with her sister

4 followed her sister everywhere

5 tried to compete with her sister

6 wasn't a good student

7 told her parents when her sister did
something wrong

8 used to hurt her sister physically

9 was jealous of her sister

10 always defended her sister

...



HOW WORDS WORK ... 6 LISTENING & SPEAKING

Look at two sentences from the We are family text.

"We started to get along with each other :'

"You have to look at yourself ."

Use each other when A does something to Band B
does the thing to A

We love each other = I love you and you love me.

Use a reflexive pronoun (myself, yourself, himself,
herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves) when
the subject of the verb is the same as the object.

I cut myself She looked at herself in the mirror.
You can also use a reflexive pronoun for emphasis.

Nobody helped me. I did it all myself

Complete the sentences with each other or a
reflexive pronoun.

1 After the argument, they didn't speak to _ .
for a week.

2 This light is automatic. It turns on and off
by __.

3 We built the house __ .It took three years.
4 We only see _ once a month.

S They argue a lot. They don't understand __.

6 I blame__ for the accident. It was my fault.

4 VOCABULARY personality
a Can you remember? What do you call a person who...?

1 talks a lot _
2 doesn't talk very much _
3 feels uncomfortable and nervous when he / she

meets new people _
4 thinks someone loves another person more than

him / her _

b 0 p.146 Vocabulary Bank Personality.

c Write down the first three personality adjectives that
you can remember from the Vocabulary Bank. Don't
show them to your partner. Your teacher will tell you
what they say about you.

a What's your position in the family? Are you the oldest child,
a middle child, the youngest child, or an only child?

b 1.11 Listen to a psychologist talking about the influence
your position in the family has on your personality.
Complete the chart by writing four more personality
adjectives in each column.

Oldest children Middle children Youngest children Only children

self-confident independent charming spoiled

b 1.10 Listen and check. Are -OUS / -able / -ible / -ive
stressed? Are un- / in- / im- stressed?

c Practice saying the adjectives.

ClIE1I

c Compare with a partner. Then listen to the four sections
again and check your answers. What details can you
remember?

d Look at the completed chart above. In pairs, say

- if you think it is true for you. If not, why not.
- if yon think it is true for your brothers and sisters or your friends.

7 1.12 SON G !J We are family

sensitiveaggressIve
impatient

5 PRONUNCIATION prefixes and suffixes
a Underline the stressed syllable.

1 jealous ambitious generous
2 sociable reliable
3 responsible sensible
4 competitive talkative

S unfriendly insecure



Mark
Nicole
Mark
Nicole

Nicole

Allie

Ben

Mark

Jacques

b Read the conversation. In pairs, what do you think the
missing words are? Don't write them in yet.

e Listen again and complete the conversation.

cl Look at the highlighted phrases. Which is the most
formal way to greet someone?

e 1.15 Listen and repeat the higWighted phrases. Copy
the iliYthm.

f Move around the class in pairs, introducing your partner
to other students. Use the higWighted phrases.

MEETING PEOPLE
a 1.14 Cover the dialogue and listen. What do the people

in the Paris office do?

THE STORY SO FAR
1.13 Listen to the story of Mark and AlIie.

Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false).

1 Mark met AlIie in London two years ago.
2 He's American and she's British.
3 They work for MTV.
4 He invited her to San Francisco for a vacation.
S They both got jobs in the new Paris office.
6 Mark is going to be Allie's boss.
7 They are both in Paris now.

__. I'm Mark Ryder.
Ah, you're the new marketing director.
That's right.
I'm Nicole Delacroix. I'm AlIie's personal
assistant. __ to Paris!

Mark Thank you.
Nicole I'll just tell AlIie you're here. Allie?

Mark Ryder's here. OK.
You're from San Francisco, __ you?

Mark Yes, I am......................................................................................................................
AlIie Hello, Mark.
Mark Allie. It's __ to see you again.

How are you?
AlIie Very well. Did you have a good __?
Mark Yes, fine, no problems......................................................................................................................
AlIie Let me __ you to the team.

You)ve __ Nicole) my personal assistant?
Mark Yes, we've said hello.
AlIie __ is Jacques Lemaitre, our PR director.
'acques How __ you do?
Mark Mark Ryder. How do you do?
AlIie And this is Ben Watts, our designer.
Ben Hi, Mark.
Mark Great to __ you, Ben.
Ben We've __ a lot about you.
Mark Really? All good, I hope.
Allie OK. Shall we go to my office?

..

SOCIAL ENGLISH It's a secret
a 1.16 Listen. What do Mark and

AlIie want to keep secret?

b Listen again. Answer with M (Mark),
A (AlIie), or B (both).

1 Who thinks it's strange that they're
together now?

2 Who missed the other person a lot?
3 Who thinks Nicole is very friendly?
4 Who thinks it's going to be hard to

keep their secret?
S Who wants to ftnd an apartment?
6 Who's thinking about work?

c 1.11 Complete the USEFUL PHRASES.
Listen and check.

d 1.11 Listen again and repeat the phrases.
How do you say them in your language?

USEFUL PHRASES
Why d__ we sit down?
I h__ to find an apartment.

Don't worry. It won't t__
you long.

I was w__ (what kind of
a boss ... ).

W__, you'll find out
tomorrow.

~ US English apartment

e UK English flat

GII!IlII MultiROM



a Read the two e-mails once and answer the questions.

1 Why has Stephanie written to Claudia?
2 Does Claudia recommend her friend?

b The computer has found five spelling mistakes in
Claudia's e-mail. Can you correct them?

c Read Claudia's e-mail again. Then cover it and answer
the questions from memory.

1 Which I±J adjectives describe Amanda's personality?

2 What does she like doing in her free time?

3 What negative things does Claudia say about Amanda?

d Look at the highlighted expressions we use to modify
adjectives. Put them in the right place in the chart.

Anna is very / messy.

Useful language: describing a person
He's pretty / very, ete. + adjective

(e.g.,friendly, outgoing, ete.)

She's a little + negative adjective (e.g., messy, shy, ete.)

He likes / loves / doesn't mind + verb + -ing
He's good at + verb + -ing

Imagine you received Stephanie's e-mail asking
about a friend of yours.

WRITE an e-mail to answer it.

PLAN what you're going to write using the paragraph
summaries below. Use the Useful language box and
Vocabulary Bank p.l46 Personality to help you.

Paragraph 1 age, family, work / study

Paragraph 2 personality (good side)

Paragraph 3 hobbies and interests

Paragraph 4 any negative things?

CHECK the e-mail for mistakes ( grammar,
punctuation, and spelling).

From: Stephanie
To: Claudia

Subject: Hi from New Jersey

Dear Claudia,

I hope you're doing well.

I just got an e-mail from your friend Amanda. She wants
to rent a room in my house this summer. Could you tell
me a little about her (age, personality, etc., and what she
likes doing) so that I can see if she would fit in with the
family? Please be honest!

Send my regards to your family and I hope to hear from
you soon.

Best wishes,

Stephanie

From: Claudia
To: Stephanie

Subject: Re: Hi from New Jersey

Hi Stephanie,
Thanks for your e-mail.
Of course I can tell you about Amanda. She's 21, and
she's studing law with me.
I think she's [lreflY extroverted and very sociable - she
has lots of freinds. She's also very good with children.
She has a young stepbrother and several young cousins,
and I know she likes playing with them. She's eXtremeljiJ
hardworking and responsable. She passed all her exams
last year, which is more than I did!

She likes going out, watching movies, and Iistenning to
music, but not rock or heavy metal - so don't worry
about noise! And she's happy to do things on her own.
She's very independent, so you won't really have to look
after her. Her parents are divorced, and she lives with
her mother and stepfather, but she also sees her father
regularly.
The only negative things I can think of are that she's
a little messy - her room is usualy not very neat - and
that her English is, well, not great. But I'm sure she'll learn
fast! I think she's ~\iJ
nice and that you and the
family will get along well
with her.
I hope that's useful. Let
me know if you need any
more information about her.
Love,
Claudia

P.S. I'm attaching a photo
of the two of us.

III



What do you remember?

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

a Underline the word with a different sound

PRONUNCIATION

c Fill each blank with one word.

1 I always ask __ steak when we eat __.
2 What do you usually have lunch?
3 It's a good idea to warm __ before you start running.
4 Who do you get __ with best in your family? LB!l

moody

grandfather

sausage

spoon

field
court

affectionate

dJr pool tuna fruit course

·ti cook food look good

~ court short worse warm

rn couple moody couSin duck

c:=n sausage bossy frozen loss

2

1

3

4

5

a Word groups. Underline the word that is different. Say why.

I fresh seafood frozen homemade

2 fried chicken duck
3 knife roast fork
4 referee coach captain

5 pool track beat
6 aggressive jealous bossy
7 charming sensible sociable
8 COUSlU family mother-in-law

b Write words for the definitions.
1 It's an adjective for food that is hot, e.g., curry or chili.

s _

2 It's what you have before the main course.
a _

3 It's when two teams finish a game with the same score.
t _

4 It means to hurt yourself in an accident or playing a sport.
get i _

5 Your mother's second husband is your s _
6 It's an adjective for a person who always thinks about himself / herself.

s _

7 It's an adjective. It's the opposite of generous.
s _

Put the verbs in the correct tense.

A Wow. JL that your new car? (be)

BYes.

A When I it? (you / get)

B 1 2 (buy) it last month.
____ it? (you / like)

A Yes, it's great. What happened to your
headlight?

B 14 (hit) another car when I
5 (drive) to work. I thought
the traffic light 6 (change),
but it hadn't. Would you like to go for
a drive?

A I can't right now because I 7 _

(meet) a friend in ten minutes. How

about tomorrow evening? It's Wednesday
and I usually 8 (finish) work
early.

B OK. j9 (pick you up) at 7: 00.
You IQ (love) it, I know.

A I'm sure I will. See you tomorrow, then.

b !1!!derline the stressed syllable.

menu referee impatient sociable irresponsible



What can you do? REVIEW & (HECK

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?

Jam today, tomorrow, yesterday...

Craig Flatman is every nutritionist's nightmare 
a fifteen-year-old who never eats anything except

bread and jam but, unbelievably, is perfectly healthyl
Although his diet contains hardly any protein and is 60
percent sugar, he is 1.84 meters tall, weighs 69 kilos,
and his parents say he has never been seriously ill
apart from typiall childhood illnesses.

Craig or 'jam Boy:' as his friends have nicknamed
him, rejects any form of meat, fish, fresh fruit, or

vegetables. The only time he doesn't eat bread
and jam is for breakfast, when he has chocolate

cereal. and for snacks, when he oCalsionally has
a slice of chocolate cake. He also drinks two
pints of low-fat milk a day.

Craig's strange diet started when he was
four years old. As a baby he had refused to eat

solid food, and rejected everything until his
father gave him a sugar sandwich when he was

nine months old. He also ate chocolate spread
sandwiches, and this, with milk, was his diet until he

1;. was four, when he asked to try jam and started an
~ eleven-year obsession.
~ Craig sometimes craves some variety, but every
~ time he tries something else he feels sick. Doctors
§ believe that his cond~ion may have been alused by
:; choking on solid food when he was a baby. 'They tell
~ me I'll grow out of it," says Craig ''but Idon't know if I'll
{5 ever change:' Although Craig's parents eat a normal diet,
« their family meals are made more difficult by the fact

that Craig's sister Amy, 13, is a vegetarian. And every
time they go out for a meal together, they have to alII

in advance - to find out if they aln bring jam
sandwiches for Craig!

a Read the article and mark the sentences T (true), F (false)
or os (doesn't say).

I Craig doesn't eat any protein.
2 He eats ten jam sandwiches a day.
3 The only other things he eats are chocolate cereal and cake.
4 When he was a baby, he didn't like solid food.
S His obsession with jam sandwiches started when he was eleven.
6 Craig doesn't want to try any other kinds of food.
7 Doctors have done a lot of tests on Craig.
8 They think Craig's diet will change when he gets older.
9 Craig's family eats out about once a month.

10 Craig also has jam sandwiches when his family eats out.

b Guess what the highlighted words and phrases mean. Check
with your teacher or a dictionary.

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE?
a 1.18 Listen and circle the correct answer,

a) b, or c.

I How many people want orange juice?
a two

b three
c four

2 Why doesn't the woman want anything to eat?
a Because she's not hungry.
b Because she doesn't feel well.
c Because she's on a diet.

3 What does Robertson do now?
a He owns a restaurant.
b He works in Odando.
c He works with young players.

4 Who's coming to lunch?
a The man's mother-in-law and his sister.
b The man's mother and his sister-in law.
c The man's mother-in-law and her sister.

S What are they going to give their
granddaughter for her birthday?
a Money.
b Clothes.
c They can't decide.

b 1.19 You will hear a man calling to
reserve a tennis court. Complete the
information on the secretary's form.

Name: Mark , _

Membership number: , _
Day: 3 _

"lime: , _

Court number: 5 _

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Can you... ? Yes (.f)

o talk about your diet
o describe a sports event you have been to

(where, when, what happened)
o describe a member of your family and his I

her personality
o say how you think families will change in

the future



(i present perfect and simple past
V money, phrasal verbs
P saying numbers

D (noun)
E (adj)
F (noun)

d 0 p.147 Vocabulary Bank Money.

We live in a '__ little world
that teaches every little boy and girl
to '__ as much as they can possibly,
then turn around and spend it foolishly.
We've created us a J__ mess,
we '__ the money that we don't posse5'i:

Our religion is to go and 5__ it all,
so it's shopping every Sunday at the 6

When you're 7__ go and get!"'ll'--
Take out another 9__ on yo
consolidate so you can IO__-l
to go and spend some more when Yl?U get

Chorus
All we ever want is more,
a lot more than we had before.
So take me to the nearest store.
Can you hear it ring?
It makes you want to sing.
It's such a beautiful thing - Ka-chin
lots of diamond rings,
the happiness it brings,
you'll live like a king,
with lots of money and things.

Ka-ching!

Chorus

Ka-ching
broke credit card earn

mall mortgage spend
blow
loan

afford
greedy

b Now look at words 1-10 in the song and match
them with their meanings.

A (verb) to give or pay money
for something

B (noun) money tbat a person or
a bank lends you

C (verb) to have enough money to
buy something
a shopping center
having no money (informal)
a small plastic card you use
to buy things

G (verb) to get money by working
H (adj) wanting more money, etc.

tban you really need
_____ (verb) to spend a lot of money

on something (informal)
_____ (noun) tbe money a bank lends

you to buy a house

c Listen again and read the lyrics. What do you
think the song is saying?

1 Money always makes people happy.
2 The world has become obsessed with money.
3 The singer would like to have more money.

1 VOCABULARY & LISTENING money

a 2.1 Listen to a song about money and complete
it with these words. What is "Ka-ching?"



2 GRAMMAR present perfect and simple past

a Shelley and Ben are having an argument about money.
Read what Shelley says and complete the conversation
with Ben's answers from the box below. Then try to
guess his last answer.

We've had it for at least three years. Maybe longer.
It's old.

No. What is it?
Why not?

¥es, I betlght it yesterdfr)'
I can't.

Shelley Is that a new camera?
Ben I Yes. I bought it yesterdal"
Shelley What's wrong with our old camera?
Ben 2

Shelley Old? How long have we had it? A year?
Ben 3

Shelley Three years? ['m sure we bought it
last year. Look. We can't afford a

Ben 4

Shelley Have you seen this?
Ben 5

Shelley The gas bill. It arrived this morning. And we
haven't paid the phone bill yet. Take it back
to the store and get your money back.

Ben 6

Shelley Why not?
Ben Because ...

b 2.2 Listen and check.

c In pairs, read the dialogue again and underline four
examples of the present perfect and three examples
of the simple past. Then answer the questions.

Which form of the verb do we use for. .. ?

I a completed action in the past

2 things which started in the past and are true now

3 past actions when we don't say exactly when

4 past actions when we say exactly when

d 0 p.132 Grammar Bank 2A. Read the rules and do
the exercises.

3 SPEAKING
In pairs, interview each other with the
questionnaire. Ask for more information.

Have you ever wasted money on something
you've never used?

Yes. I bought an exercise bike.

s:=Why did you buy it?

MONEY
Questionnaire-

(waste) money on something you've never used

(sell) anything on the Internet

(lose) a credit card or your wallet

(save) for something for a long time

(win) any money (e.g., in a lottery)

(be) robbed

(lend) money to someone who didn't pay you back

Have you... recently?,

(buy) anything on the Internet

(go) to a shopping mall

(buy) anyone a present

(use) a credit card

(take) money out of an ATM

(borrow) money from someone in your family

mEl



4 READING
a Which of these sentences best describes your

attitude towards money?
1 All I want is enough money to enjoy life.
2 Money is very important to me. I'd like to earn

as much as possible.
3 I would be happy to live with less money and

fewer possessions.

b You're going to read an article about a woman
who lives without money. Why do you think
she does it? How do you think she survives?
Read the article to find out.

d Match the highlighted phrasal verbs with their definitions.
Write the verbs in the base form.

throwaway put into the trash
e.g., Please . .. those candy wrappers.

2 arnve, appear
e.g., I invited 20 people to my party but only 10 will ....

3 give something to somebody without wanting
anything in return
e.g., She decided to ... her old clothes to the
local hospital.

4 start a new company or organization
e.g., My brother is going to ... a software company.

e In pairs, answer the questions.

Do you agree with Heidemarie that. .. ?
all jobs are equally important

• most people don't like their jobs
• people judge you according to how much you earn

2 What do you think of Heidemarie'
Would you like to have her as a friend'

c Read the article and answer the questions.

1 What was Heidemarie's job?
2 What possessions does she have now?
3 How did the experiment start?
4 Where has she lived since the experiment started?
5 Does she still work?
6 What does she do when she needs something?
7 What is she trying to show with her experiment?
8 What did she do with the money she earned

from her book?

A
the age of 54, Heidemarie quit her job as a
psychotherapist, gave away all her money and her

apartment, and threw away her credit cards.
Today, aside from some clothes (three sweaters,

two skirts, two pairs of shoes, and a coat) and a few personal
belongings, she doesn't own anything.

It all began as a one-year experiment. In her home city of
Dortmund, she set up a "swapping circle" where people
exchange services without using money, for example, a haircut
for a mathematics class. To prove that this could work, she
decided to give up using money for a year. But when the year
ended, she continued and has not used money since then.

At first she house-sat for friends who were on vacation. She
stayed in their houses in return for watering the plants and
taking care of their animals. At the moment, she is staying in a
student residence where she can sleep, take a shower, or use a
computer in return for cooking for the young people who live
there. She also "works" as a psychotherapist. "Before I treated
very wealthy people but now I help anyone who turns up.
Sometimes they give me something in return, but not always."...

Heidemarie says, "I can live thanks to my contacts.
A lot of people who know me understand what
I'm doing and want to help me. When I need a
bus ticket, for example, or a new tube of toothpaste
I think, 'Who can I ask? What can I give them in
return?' If I want to go to the movies, I might offer to
take care of somebody's children for the afternoon.

It is one of the mistakes of our society that most
people do something they don't like just to earn
money and spend it on things they don't need.
Many people judge you according to how much
you eam. In my opinion, all jobs are equally important
You may not earn a lot of money, but you may be
worth a lot as a person. That's my message."

So what did she do with all the money she earned
from the sales of My Life Without Money?

"I gave it all away..."



5 VOCABULARY & PRONUNCIATION
saying numbers

a 2.3 Write the numbers. Then listen and
repeat. Practice saying them.

Numbers

fifteen
fifty
a hundred lone hundred
seven hundred and fifty
one thousand five hundred
seven thousand five hundred
seventy-five thousand
seven hundred and fifty thousand
a million lone million
seven and a half million

b 2.4 Complete the numbers.
Then listen and check.

Money, percentages, decimals
and fractions .

c In pairs, practice saying these numbers.

0/3 0.7 1% 7.8

430 0
€600 2,8009,250

£200,000 3,000,000

$2.50

€8.99

£3.20
50%
0.5
3.9

7.35
v,
'n
'A
'A
6\-2

two __

eight __ and __ cents
three _
fifty __
zero __ five

______ three five
a __ lone __
a __ /one __

a __ lone __

three __ I three _
six __ a half

6 LISTENING & SPEAKING
a 2.5 Listen to a news program.

How many different news items
are there?

b Listen again and answer the
questions with a number.
1 How many people were injured

in the crash?

2 How fast was the truck going?
3 How many transit workers have walked off the job?
4 What pay raise do they want?
5 How many more unemployed people are there this year?
6 How many are there in total?
7 By how much have house prices increased in the last five years?
8 How much does an average single-family house cost in the US?

c Answer the questions with a number, percentage, ete. Ifyou don't
know the exact number, use about or approximately.

1 What's the population of... ? your country your town I city
2 What percentage of the people in your country... ?

speak English have more than two children
have a dog smoke

3 How much do these things cost?
a cup of coffee a laptop computer a small apartment downtown
a newspaper a DVD a small car

m..



G present perfect continuous
V strong adjectives: exhausted, amazed, etc.
P sentence stress, strong adjectives

Changing your life

1 LISTENING

a Answer the questions in pairs.

I If you could spend a year working or studying in another
country, which country would you choose? Why?

2 What would you like to do there?
3 What problems do you think you might have?

b Read about Angela and describe what you can see in
the photos.

c 2.6 Listen to Angela and answer the questions.

I Why did she choose Ecuador?
2 Why did she want to take a year off?

3 Where is Angela taking art classes?
4 What is the most difficult thing for Angela in Spanish?
5 How do the students in her art classes feel about having

a foreigner in the class?

6 What does Angela like about teaching English?
7 What does she like most about living in Ecuador?

d Compare your answers with a partner. Then listen
again to check.

2 GRAMMAR present perfect continuous
with for / since

a 2.7 Listen and complete these questions and
answers from the interview with Angela.

I How long have you been __ here?
2 I've been __ and __ since I was a child.

3 What have you been __ here since you arrived?

4 I've been __ some art classes at the university.
5 j've been __ for about three months now.

b Look at sentences 1-5 and answer the questions.

I Are the verbs action or non-action verbs?

2 Do they refer to single actions or continuous I repeated
actions?

3 Do they refer to a completed action or one that is still
happening?

c 0 p.1l2 Grammar Bank 2B. Read the rules for present
perfect continuous for unfinished actions. Do exercise a
only.

Ell

-My name's Angela and I'm an elementary sc:hool

tead1er. Afew months ago, Idecided to change my life.

I took a year off and went to live in Ecuador."



3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress

A An important part of clear communication in English is stressing the words
in a sentence that carry the information, and not stressing the other ones.

a 2.8 Dictation. Listen to five sentences. Try to write down the stressed words. Look at the words
and try to remember the whole sentence. Then listen again and write the complete sentences.

b 2.9 Listen and fQPy the iliYthm.

1 I've been living here for two years. 4 How long have you been waiting?
2 How long have you been learning English? 5 It's been raining all night.
3 She's been working in Italy since October. 6 We've been looking for an apartment for ages.

4 SPEAKING
a Look at the circles, and write something in as many as you can.

A restaurant
you often go to

A magazine I
newspaper

you read regularly

Something
you are learning

(to do)

A sport you
play regularly

(or a kind of exercise
you do regularly)

A club,
organization,

gym, etc. that you
are a member of

A thing
you have that is
very important

to you

b Compare circles with a partner. Ask your partner at least three questions about the things
they've written. One question must be How long have you.. .?

A Remember after How long. .. ?with action verbs, e.g., play, use the present perfect
continuous, with non-action verbs, e.g., know, use the present perfect simple.

How long have you been playing volleyball? r
.2-Since Iwas about 15.

How often do you Pla~

m..



5 READING
a Can you think of one way that a vacation could

change your life for the better?

b You're going to read an article about two people
whose lives were changed by a vacation. Work in
pairs. A read about Victoria, B about Sally.

c In pairs, take turns telling each other about the
two women. Answer these questions.

What is she doing now?
What was she doing before?
What made her change her life?
How does she feel now?

cl Read the text that you didn't read before. Did
your partner leave out any important information?

e In pairs, try to guess the meaning of the highlighted words.
Then match them with their definitions below.
First text
1 of little importance
2 crazy
3 a person who looks after animals (e.g., in a zoo) _
4 animals like large monkeys
5 not looked after well

Second text
6 the London subway
7 very good-tasting
8 asked for (in writing)
9 burning brightly

10 very small

f Whose life do you think has changed the most? Which of the
two vacations would you choose?

"'''' ~

It was just a vacation, but it changed my Life
Vacations can be good for your health. You Ue on a beach
and relax, and tensions disappear. But sometimes a
vacation can change your life completely, which is what
happened two years ago to Victoria Smith and Sally Gook.

Victoria Smith, six years ago. was working as a manager at a chain store.
Then she went on vacation to Borneo...

"It was a working vacation," said Victoria, "where you could study orangutans
in the wild. Ihave always been interested in apes, so 1thought IT would
be fun: The vacation was wonderful and when Victoria came home she
found it very difficult to retum to her old life. "Suddenly the problems in the
store just seemed so trivial: Although everybody told her she was insane,
she decided to go back to college and study biology. Four years later she
became a chimpanzee keeper.

For the last two years Victoria has been working at Monkey Wond, a
center that takes care of apes that have been mistreated. Many have
been rescued from laboratories and circuses all over the wond. She works

long hours, and the pay isn't very good, but she
loves it. "Apes are like a big family, each with
their own personality:'

"Tm really happy now. Since 1 started
working here, 1feel that I've been doing
something important, not just wasting

y life: !J1~~II1l~it.~p

• wailing for me."

Sally Gook wakes up every morning to a deep blue sky and
blazing sun. For the last two years she has been living on the
tiny Greek island of Lipsi, which is only 16 square kilometers
in size and has a population of just 650.

But until a few years ago she lived in London. "I was working for
a large financial services company and I had a good social life
and made a lot of money. But 1 had to get up very early every
morning, often in horrible weather. and get a train and
the Tube to work:

Then one day she and a friend decided they needed a relaXing
vacation, and they came to Lipsi. "I loved it - the people, the
mountains, the sun, and the delicious food. Suddenly 1 knew
there was a different life waiting for me here: Afew months
later she applied for a job at the travel company that had
organized her vacation.

Since then she has been Living on Upsi and working as a tourist
guide. Her boyfriend, who is Greek, is a fanner. Sally said, "I've
only been back to London once, and 1can't imagine ever living
there again."

Adopted from 0 newspaper



6 VOCABULARY & PRONUNCIATION strong adjectives
a Write synonyms for the strong adjectives.

Strong adjectives
1 The island's tiny - only 16 square kilometers.
2 The food in Lipsi was delicious.
3 Her father's furious. She crashed his car.
4 I'm terrified of flying. 1never travel by plane.
5 I've been working all day. I'm exhausted.
6 It's going to be boiling tomorrow - about 40°C!
7 Can 1have a sandwich? I'm starving.
8 The apartment's enormous. It has five bedrooms.
9 I'm not going to swim. The water's freezing.

10 Your car's filthy. Why don't you wash it?
1J That's a great idea! Let's do it.
12 This book's awful. I can't finish it.

Normal adjectives
= very -"s",m",a",U _

= very good-tasting

=very _
= very _
=very _
=very _
=very _
=very _
=very _
=very _
=very _
=very _

b Cover a. Complete the responses with a strong adjective.

1 Are you hungry? Yes, I'm starving

2 Was your mother angry? Yes, she was _
3 Is her apartment small? Yes, it's _
4 Are you tired? Yes, I'm _
5 Is the floor dirty? Yes, it's _
6 Are you afraid of spiders? Yes, I'm of them.

C .10 Listen and check. Are the strong adjectives stressed? Listen again and repeat.

d 0 (ommuni(ation Are you hungry? Yes, I'm storving!A p.116 8 p.119.

7 GRAMMAR present perfect continuous (for recent continuous actions)
a Look at the pictures. How do the people look? What do you think has been happening?

2.11 Listen and check. What have they been doing? Complete the sentences.

1 Sharon and Kenny _
2 The man _

3 The man and woman and _

c 0 p.l32 Grammar Bank 2B. Read the rules for the present perfect continuous for recent
continuous actions. Do b.

d Look at the adjectives and imagine that you are exhausted, filthy, etc. Think of an
explanation for each one. Then in pairs, invent a short conversation using each adjective.

exhausted
very stressed

filthy furious
very red

Hi. You look exhausted.
What have you been doing? I've been working in the backyard.

mEl



HOW WORDS WORK ...

..

c You're going to read about the first two trips, but the paragraphs
are not in the right order. Find the first paragraph for the plane trip,
and then the other three. Do the same for the train trip. Then compare
with a partner.

The plane The train
1__ 2__ 3__ 4__ 1__ 2__ 3__ 4__

the most comfortable
the most convenient

G comparatives and superlatives
V transportation and travel
p stress in compound nouns

1 READING

The bus took 45 minutes.

It tooK me just 30 minutes from home.

ow long does it take you to get to school?

Use take (+ person) + time (+ to gel to) ... to talk about the duration
of a trip.

Ask and answer the questions in pairs.

How long does it take you to get to work / school?
How long does it take to get downtown from your house?
a by car b by bus c by subway d on foot

d Now read about the two trips again carefully in the right order.
Answer the questions with T (the train) or P (the plane).

On which trip...? Which trip was...?

I did Ihe traveler have to get up earlier D 7 quicker D
2 could the traveler have something to eat or drink D 8 cheaper D
3 was the traveler more stressed D 9 more comfortable D
4 could the Iraveler see beautiful scenery D 10 more convenient D
5 did the traveler have a meal when he arrived D
6 did the traveler arrive earlier Ihan expected IJ

a In pairs. ask and answer the questions.

1 When was the last time you traveled ..?
by train by car by plane

Where did you go'
How long did your trip take?
Did you have a good trip'

2 In general, which of the three forms
of transportation do you prefer' Why'

b Read the introduction to the article. Race to the sun. Answer the questions
with by car, by train, or by plane.

Which trip do you think was...?

the quickest
the cheapest



C 2.13 Listen to Martin talking about his trip and fill in the By car
column in the chart. Now compare the information with your anSwers in la

2 LISTENING
a 2.12 Listen to Martin talking about his trip from

London to Avignon by car. Number the pictures 1-7.

b Listen again. Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false).

1 There's a lot of traffic in London on Saturday mornings.
2 Gas is more expensive in Britain than in France.
3 There are two ways to cross the English Channel by car.
4 You can't drive through the Channel Tunnel.
5 The trip through the tunnel takes an hour.
6 Drivers must sit in their car when they go through the tunnel.
7 The speed limit on French highways is 120 km/h.
8 French highways aren't free.
9 It's 970 kilometers from Calais to Avignon.

By carBy train

6 hours 40 mins
£65.80

8

9

By plane

5 hours 45 mins
£63

5

5

London to Avignon

How long did it take? (from home)
How much did it cost?
Comfort /10
Convenience /I0

IiI When I got to security, I saw that there was a
really long line. I began to worry that I might
miss my flight because you have to board 40
minutes before takHlff. I had to run to gate
48 and Iarrived completely out of breath.

1]1 arrived on time! I picked up my suacase
and followed the Exit signs. It was great not
to have to waa for my luggage or to worry
about getting a bus or taxi downtown.

B We boarded. Because there are no seat
numbers on these flights, everybody tries to
get on as quickly as they can. I sat next to a
friendly Frenchman. We took off and soon
I was looking down on London. There was
no meal, not even coflee, but we landed
10 minutes ahead of schedule.

mAt 4:15 a.m. a taxi picked me up and took me
32 miles to Stansted airport Although a was
early morning. there was a lot of traffic and I
arrived later than I had planned. I took my
luggage to check~n and asked for a window
seat but the wornan said there were no
seat numbers.

D At 7:10 a.m. Iarrived at Waterloo station by
taxi. It took me just 30 minutes from home.
I bought a newspaper and walked to the
platform. I got on and found my seat. As
soon as we started moving. I went to find
the dining car and had a cup of coffee.

o Just outside the station I looked up and saw
the medieval walls of Avignon's hiStoric cty
center. It was 2:20* in the afternoon and I
was just in time for a late lunch! My ticket
cost £65.80, and Igave the trip 8/10 for
comfort and 9/10 for convenience.

mI only had to waa 20 minutes for my luggage.
Then I walked outside into bright sunshine
and waaed for the bus to Avignon, about 40
kilorneters away. I didn't have to waa long
and the bus took 45 minutes. It was only
11 :00' and I had the whole day in front of me.
My ticket cost £63, and Igave the trip 5/10 for
comfort and 5/10 for convenience.

mI looked out of the window. Although we
were moving at 340 kilometers an hour,
the trip was smooth and relatively quiet. The
part where we traveled under the English
Channel took just 22 minutes. Soon
Iwas looking at the fields and farmhouses
of France. The sun was shining. Idosed my
eyes and went to sleep.

• France is one hour ahead of the UK.

cl Think of a town / city in your country. How many different ways are
there of getting there? Which do you think is the best? Why?

GEl



b 0 p.l48 Vocabulary Bank Transportation
and travel.

c With a partner compare the experiences below
using the bold adjectives.

b 0 p.l32 Grammar Bank 2e. Read the rules and
do the exercises.

In your town / city...

5 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING stress in
compound nouns

a 2.10 Listen and repeat the compound nouns.
Which word is usually stressed more?

traffic light pedestrian area
boarding pass gas station
parking lot rush hour
car crash seat belt
bike lane traffic radar
parking ticket speed limit
traffic jam ticket office

b Ask and answer the questions in pairs.

gate highway
speed limit

plane

check in
rush hour

take off

car

dining car
platform

station

train

I safe, exciting, healthy
traveling by motorcycle
traveling by car
traveling by bike

2 enjoyable, dangerous, relaxing
traveling by yourself
traveling with friends
traveling with your family

3 difficult, expensive

learning to drive
learning to ride a bike
learning to fly a plane

4 VOCABULARY transportation and travel
a Put the words into the correct column.

3 GRAMMAR comparatives and superlatives
a Read the sentences. Read the highlighted

phrases. Mark them right (....) or wrong ()C).
Correct the wrong sentences.

What's the quicker way to get to the South
of France?

2 Driving is more boring than going by train.

3 Gas isn't as cheap in Britain than in France.

4 Does the plane cost the same as the train?

5 Going by train is less expensive as flying.

6 It was the more comfortable hotel I've ever
stayed in.

7 The worst month to travel through France
is August.

8 Do the British drive more carefully than the
French?

Ell.



6 LISTENING & SPEAKING
a Read the beginning of a newspaper article and then talk

to a partner:

I Do you (or your family) ever do any of these things while
driving a car?

2 Which three do you think are the most dangerous? Number
them 1-3 (I = the most dangerous).

Which of these things is
the most dangerous when
you're driving a car?
• making a call on your cell phone

• listening to your favorite music

• listening to music you don't know

• opening a bag of chips or a can of soda

• picking up a specific CD from the passenger seat

• talking to other passengers

Acar magazine tested car drivers in a driving simulator.
The drivers had to "drive" in the simulator and at the
same time do the things in the list above. The results
of the tests were surprising (and worrying).

b 2.15 Now listen to a road safety expert
talking about the tests. Number the activities
1-6. Were your top three right?

c Listen again and answer the questions.

1 What should you do when you are driving?
2 Why is opening a bag of chips or a can of soda

so dangerous?
3 What do people often do when they pick up

a CD?

4 What gets worse when drivers are talking on
the phone?

5 How do people drive when they are listening
to their favorite music?

6 What happens if the music is fast and heavy?

7 What's the main problem when drivers talk to
other passengers?

8 Why is listening to music you don't know the
least dangerous?

d Look at the statements below and decide
whether you agree or disagree. Put a V' next
to the ones you agree with and an )( next to
the ones you disagree with. Think about
your reasons.

Drivers should not use any kind of phone
when they are driving.

The minimum age for riding a motorcycle
should be 25.

People who drink and drive should lose
their license for life.

The speed limit on highways should be
100 kilometers an hour.

Cyclists are just as dangerous as car drivers.

Police traffic radars do not stop speeding.

People over 70 are more dangerous drivers
than young people.

e In groups, give your opinions on each
sentence. Do you agree?

_..



d V·17 Listen and repeat the highlighted phrases.
Copy the iliYthm.

e Look at the highlighted phrases in the dialogue.
Complete the chart.

REQUESTS AND PERMISSION
a Q.l6 Cover the conversation and listen.

Answer the questions.

I What does Jacques ask Mark to do?
2 What does Mark ask Ben to do?
3 What does Nicole ask Allie?

b Read the conversation. In pairs, what do you think
the missing words are? Don't write them in yet.

c Listen again and complete the conversation.

Request

Would you mind... ?

Response

Jacques

Mark
Ben
Mark

Ben
Mark

Allie
Nicole
Allie
Nicole
Allie
Nicole
Allie

Nicole
Allie

Mark? Would you mind __ me those
concert dates?
Of __ not. Ben, are you busy?
Me? Never.
__ you help me? I can't open
this document.

Thanks.

Hi, Nicole.
Could you sign these, please?
Sure.
Is it __ if I take tomorrow afternoon off?
I'm __, but tomorrow's really difficult.
What about Friday afternoon?
Friday? That's fine. Do you __ you
could __ me the request bye-mail?
Vh, yes, of __.
Hello? Hi, Mark. Could you hold a moment,
Mark? Thank you, Nicole. __ you come
and see me when you have a moment?

Permission

f 0 Communication Requests page 119.

El

SOCIAL ENGLISH Office gossip
a 2.18 Listen. Who do Mark and Nicole

talk about?

b Listen again and mark the sentences
T (true) or F (false).

I Mark hasn't found an apartment yet.
2 Mark likes Ben and Jacques.

3 Jacques's wife is a lawyer.
4 Nicole likes the way A1Iie dresses.
5 She thinks A1Iie is friendly.
6 A1Iie orders a soda.

C 2.19 Complete the USEFUL PHRASES.
Listen and check.

d Listen again and repeat the phrases.
How do you say them in your language?

USEFUL PHRASES
Have you started 1__ for an apartment?
I haven't had time y__.

J-- a minute.
H__ do you like (the office)?

Have you h__ of (Isabelle)?

L__ me get you (a drink).
Thanks. I'll h__ a (Diet Coke1M).

mmI MultiROM



Nightmare hips
We asked you to tell us about your
nightmare trips. Rita from California
wrote to us about hers...

A nightmare trip I remember was three years ago '__ I
was going to the airport with my friend. We were going to
Hawaii on vacation and we had to be at Los Angeles
airport two hours before the flight.

We~ home with plenty of time, '__ when we got to
the freeway there was a huge traffic jaml The trallic wasn't
moving at all. We didn't knew what to do. It was too late to
go another way, 3__ we just sat in the car getting more
and more stressed. 4__ ten minutes, the traffic started
moving slowly. We decided to leave the freeway and try
to found another way to the airport. 5__ I wasn't sure of
the way and we got completely lost. We was sure we were
going to miss the flight. We finally arrived at the airport just
thirty minutes before the plane was going to leave. The
woman at the check-in counter said we couldn't to check in
our luggage '__ it was too late, 7__ we had to run with
all our suitcases to the departure gate.

8__ my friend felt down and hurt her leg, we managed
to get to the gate in time and 9__ we caught our flight.

a Read the story once. What happened in the end? Then correct
the six grammar mistakes with the verbs (wrong tense or wrong form).

b Read the story again and complete with a connecting word or phrase.

after although because but (x2) in the end so (x2) when

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 3

PLAN what you're going to write using the paragraph
summaries below: Use the Useful language box and
Vocabulary Bank p.l48 Transportation and travel to help you.

Paragraph 1 When was the trip?
Where were you going? Who with? Why?

What went wrong? What happened?

What happened in the end?

Useful language: travel problems
the flight was delayed there was a traffic jam

your car broke down you got a flat tire

you got lost you forgot your passport

you missed your flight your flight was overbooked

c Look at the list of possible travel problems in the Useful language box below.
Mark them C if they refer to a trip by car and P if they refer to a trip by plane.

,---------------------,
WRITE about a nightmare trip you've had
(or invent one).

CHECK the story for mistakes ([grammail, rpunctuation],
and [§p_ellingl ).

Ell



VOCABULARY
a Word groups. Underline the word that is different. Say why.

b Write words for the definitions.

1 It's an adjective. It means "very dirty." f _
2 It's a noun. It's money that you pay to the government.

t _

3 It's a noun. It's the time of day when buses and trains are full.
r h _

4 It's a verb. To give someone money that they must later pay back.
1 _

5 It's a noun. It's the place in a train station where you get on or off a train.
p---

6 It's a verb. It means to receive money from a relative after their death.
i _

7 It's a noun. It's the piece of paper you need to get on a plane.
b p orc _

8 It's an adjective. It means "very small." t _

GRAMMAR
a Complete the sentences with one word.

1 A Would you like to watch the movie?

B No. I've 1__ seen it three times.

2 A How '__ have you lived here?

B ' __ 2004.

3 A 4__ you read this novel?

B No. Is it good?

A I haven't finished it 5__•

b Complete the second sentence so that it
means the same as the first.

1 I started to work here three years ago.
I've here for three years.

2 I bought this camera in 2006.

I've __ this camera __ 2006.

3 The train is cheaper than the plane.
The plane is than the train.

4 Women drive more carefully than men.
Men don't drive as women.

5 None of the other sofas is as comfortable as
this one.
This som is comfortable one.

1 coin
2 save
3 exhausted
4 delicious
5 flight
6 bus
7 bike lane

check
waste
terrified
wonderful
journey
van
train station

bank
mortgage
hungry
great
trip
helmet
speed limit

bill
owe
furious
awful
travel
truck
traffic jam

PRONUNCIATION
a Underline the word with a different sound

~ afford board card enormous

i tiny pick up traffic ticket

JY crash station rush charge..

~ coin check cyclist car

Cf seat earn speed greedy

c Complete the sentences with one word.

1 What time did the plane take __?
2 She got some money __ the ATM.
3 Who paid __ the meal last night?
4 When can you pay me __ the money you owe me?
5 Can I pay __ credit card?

5

4

3

2

b .!l!:\derline the stressed syllable.

invest security luggage pedestrian terrified



What can you do? REVIEW & CHECK

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?

When lydia Nash appeared on the 1V show Who Wants 10 be
a Miffionaire? and was fortunate enough to win £16,000, she

de<:ided to give all the money away. This wouldn't have been surprising
if she had been rich or famous, but lydia was a 19-year-old then.

lydia gave all the money to a charity that helps orphaned children in
Thailand and where she had also worked as a volunteer for the previous
three years. "I first visited the orphanage when I was seventeen, and I felt
very depressed by what I saw. When Igot back to England, I felt angry.
looking around, alii could see were people who were obsessed with
money. That convinced me to retum to Thailand the following year."

After she won the money, some of her friends at the university thought
that maybe she had made the wrong decision. "Some people said I
should have saved it for a down payment on a house or to pay back my
student loan." lydia said. "That really annoyed me. Students seem to
live in an unreal world, where they constantly complain about being
poor. But there's an enormous difference between our situation and
that of people who have absolutely no money."

With the help of Ihe money lydia gave them, Ihe charity has just
finished building Rainbow House, a new fa<:ility Ihat will house 50
young children and where they will live until they are adopted.

<l;
~ If lydia had won a million pounds and not only £16,000, would she still
~ have given away all the money? She said, "Before going on the show, I
l!! thought a lot about what it would be like to have a lot of money, and I
o realized that Iwouldn't like it at all. And then, of course, as I had been
E to the orphanage and had seen all the work that needed to be done, I.g

knew how useful that money could be. It was far more important for the
]] charity than it could ever be for me. Idefinitely think Igot more
8- enjoyment out of giving the money away than if I had kept it for myself."

~""----------------------'a Read the article once. Then read it again and choose
a, b, or c.

I People were surprised that Lydia gave away the money
she won because __.
a she was young and not very wealthy
b she already had a lot of money of her own
e she had won a lot of money

2 Before winning the money, Lydia had been to the
orphanage in Thailand __.
a once b twice c several times

3 Lydia thinks that students today __.
a are broke all the time
b have a lot of money
c are not as poor as they think

4 The charity has used the money to __.
a build a new house for the teachers
b adopt more children
c build a new residence for children

5 Lydia __.
a wouldn't mind being rich
b wouldn't like to be rich
c would like to be a little bit richer

b Look at the highlighted words and phrases. Can
you guess what they mean?

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE?
a 2.20 Listen and circle the correct answer, a, b, or c.

I Where did the woman probably lose her eredit card?
a In the gas station.
b In the flower shop.
e In the restaurant.

2 How long has he been working as a teacher?
a Ilh years b 2lh years c 3lh years

3 How ean people travel today?
a By road. b By train. e By air.

4 How are they getting to Buffalo?
a Route 17 b the Thruway c Route 80

5 Who is working at the moment?
a Her brother.
b Her brother's wife.
e Her brother and his wife.

b U1 Listen to a conversation between a bank manager
and a client. Complete the sentences with a number.

I Ms. Stevens wants to borrow $__.

2 The period of the loan will be __ years.

'The monthly payments will be $__.

4 The interest rate is __ %.

sThe first payment will be on .

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Can you...? Yes (.r)

talk about different things you can do with money
say how long you've been living in this town and
learning English
compare traveling by car, train, and plane in your
country



...seen someone using a "hands-free" phone

.. .forgotten to turn your phone off(with embarrassing
consequences]

•••used a cell phone while you were driving

Cell phone questionnaire
Do you have a cell phone?

If so, how long have you had it?

If not, are you thinking of getting one?

How many of your friends or family have cell phones?

What kind of ring tones do they have?

What do they use their cell phones for (aside
from talking]?

Where orwhen should people turn off their cell phones?

.' ... ..~. ....~--\'.", 1\.:. \ ....
\ ~....\~,ii; •

G must, have to, should (obligation)
V cell phones
P sentence stress

1 France a cell phone
2 Germany b tdefonino
3 Italy c cdular
4 the US d movil
5 the UK e portable
6 Spain f mobile
7 Argentina g Handy

b 3.1""" Listen and match the sentences with
the sounds.

A D He's dialing a number.
B D She's texting a friend.
C D He just hung up.
DD She's choosing a new ring tone.
E D He's calling back.
F D She left a message on his voice mail.
G D The line's busy.

c Use the questionnaire to interview another student.
Ask for more information.

1 VOCABULARY & SPEAKING cell phones
a Match the word with the country. How do you

say cell phone in your language? Which name
do you like best?

-1
1-" ,1-

..



2 GRAMMAR must. have to, should (obligation)
a In pairs, look at the picture and answer the questions.

1 What's the man doing? Does it annoy you when people do this?

2 Does this happen a lot in your country?

3 What other things do people do with cell phones that annoy you?

b 3.2 Listen to five people talking about things that annoy them
about cell phones. Match the speakers with what they say.

Who .. ,?

A says talking on your cell phone can be dangerous D
B complains about people who are very impatient to use their cell phones D
Ccomplains about people using cell phones on social occasions D
D hates having to listen to other people's conversations D
E complains about people who interrupt a conversation to answer the phone D

c Match these sentences from the dialogues with their meaning.

I You shouldn't answer the phone if you're talking to a salesperson. I J
2 You have to turn off your cell when you fly. D
3 You must not use your phone until you get off the plane. D
4 You don't have to shout. The other person can hear you. lJ
5 You should talk quietly if you are in a public place. D

d 0 p.l34 Grammar Bank 3A. Read the rules and do the exercises.

3 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING sentence stress

A You don't need to do this. It isn't necessary.

B Don't do this. It isn't allowed I permitted.

C Do this because it's a rule or the law.

D I think it's a bad thing to do this.

E 1 think it's a good thing to do this.

a 3.l Listen and repeat the sentences.
Copy the iliYthm.
1 You must not use your phone on a plane.

2 1 don't have to g<> to work tomorrow.

3 We have to take an exam in June.

4 You should turn off your cell phone in class.

5 You shouldn't talk loudly on a cell phone.

6 [must g<> to the bank this morning.

b Read the deftnition of manners. Then look at
phrases 1-8. Are these laws (or against the law)
or just good I bad manners? Mark M (manners)
or L (law).

manners [pi noun] a way of behaving that is
considered to be polite in a society or culture

c Compare with a partner. Then make sentences with ...

You should / shouldn't ... (for manners)

You have to / can't / must not ... (for the law)

Manners or the law?
=:::::=:=:~

m..



4 READING
a What does the expression culture shock mean? Have you ever had culture shock?

b Read the article and check (.....) the sentence which says what the article is about.

D The English have very good manners. D The English and Russian ideas of good manners are different.

D The English are polite but insincere. D Russians are very rude and unfriendly.

CultUrf shock
He also watched in amazement when, at a dinner

party, we swallowed some really disgusting food
and I said, "Mmm ...delicious:' In Russia, people

are much more direct. The first time Alexande(s
mother came to our house for dinner in

Moscow, she told me that my soup needed
more seasoning. Afterward, when we
argued about it, my husband said, "Do you

prefer your dinner guests to lie?"

Alexander complained that in England he felt
"like the village idiot" because in Russia if you smile

all the time, people think that you are crazy. In fact,
this is exactly what my husband's friends thought of

me the first time I went to Russia because I smiled
at everyone, and translated every please and

thank you from English into Russian!

At home we now have an agreement.
If we're speaking Russian, he can say
"Pour me some tea:' and just make a noise

like a grunt when I give it to him. But when
we're speaking English, he has to add a please,
a thank you, and a smile.

When I first met Alexander and he said to
me, in Russian, "Nale; mnye cha; - pour me
some tea:' I got angry and answered, "Pour it
yourself:' Translated into English, without a
Could you...? and a please, it sounded really rude
to me. But in Russian it was fine. You don't have to
add any polite words.

Good manners are always good manners - anywhere
in the world. That's what Miranda Ingram, who is
English, thought until she married Alexander, who
is RussialL

Another thing that Alexander just couldn't
understand was why people said things like,

] "Would you mind passing me the salt, please?"
g. He said, "It's only the salt, for goodness sake! What
~ do you say in English if you want a real favor?"

However, when I took Alexander home to meet my
parents, I had to give him an intensive course in
pleases and thank yous (which he thought were

~ completely unnecessary), and to teach him to say
~ sorry even if someone else stepped on his

toe, and to smile, smile, smile.:g

"E.g

c Read the article again and mark the sentences T (true) or F (false).
Correct the wrong sentences.

I Miranda got angry because her husband asked her to make the tea.
2 Miranda had to teach him to say "sorry" when something wasn't his fault.
3 Her husband thinks English people are too polite.
4 Alexander wasn't surprised when people said they liked the food at the

dinner party.
5 The food was delicious.
6 Miranda didn't mind when her mother-in-law criticized her cooking.
7 Alexander thought his mother was right.
8 In Russia it isn't normal to smile all the time when you speak to someone.
9 His Russian friends thought Miranda was very friendly because she

smiled a lot.
10 Alexander never says "thank you" for his tea when he and Miranda are

speaking in Russian.

d Now cover the text. Can you complete
the phrases with the missing verbs?
1 on someone's foot or toe

(by accident)
2 some water into a glass or

tea into a cup
3 a noise, like a grunt
4 food (so that it goes from

your mouth to your stomach)
5 a word from English into

Russian

e Are people in your country more
like Miranda or Alexander?

..m



5 LISTENING

""""'""H_ • ,,;,. u,l H_ • "it< u,! H_ • _il. ",1
H_ • nU. ,u,,! H_ •. . ,"

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No

I Clare, a student from Ireland
2 Paul, an American business man in China

3 Andrea, an American from Chicago
4 Marcos, an economist from Latin America

b Listen again and answer the questions.

I Why do some foreigners find the expression "Have a nice day" annoying?
2 Does Clare disagree?
3 What do some Chinese people call the Americans?

4 How does Paul's friend explain this?
5 What three reasons are given for people being ruder now?

6 What do some American tourists do that shows they don't respect local customs?
7 Does Marcos feel that all American tourists are like this?

a 3.4 Listen to four people answering the question, ''Are Americans polite?" Do they
answer «yes" or "no"?

6 SPEAKING
Look at the five situations. In groups, discuss ...

Do people do these things in your country?

Do you think it's good or bad manners to do these things, or does it not matter?

In my country, we don't kiss people when
we meet them for the first time.

Greeting people

kiss people on both cheeks when
you meet them for the first time
call older people by their first names
use more formal language when
speaking to an older person

let your children run around and
be noisy
be very affectionate to your boyfriend
or girlfriend
talk on your cell phone

Men and women - a man's role

pay for a woman on the first date
wait for a woman to go through
the door first
make sure a woman gets home
safely at night

Good manners?
Bad manners?

Does it matter?

alwa~s stop at a pedestrian
crossmg

honk at someone who's
driving slowly
drive with the windows down
and your music playing loudly

take a present if you're invited
to dinner at someone's house
arrive more than 10 minutes
late for a lunch or dinner
smoke in a house where the
owners don't smoke

mEII



B

(i must, may, might, can't (deduction)
V describing people
P -eigh, -aigh, -igh

I READING
a Answer the questions in pairs.

1 How many documents do you have
that have your photo on them?

2 Where was your passport or ID card
photo taken?

a in a photo booth b at home
c at a photo studio

3 Do you think the photo looks like you?

4 Do you like the photo? Why (not)?

b Look at the three people and their
passport photos. Do they look like
their passport photos?

c Read the first paragraph of the article
and answer the questions.

1 Why is our passport or ID card photo
important?

2 Which nationality is the least happy with
their passport photo?

3 Which is the happiest?

4 Which nationality is the vainest?

d Now read the rest of the article.

Who is happy with their photo?
Who isn't? Why?

e Look at the hi~iilited words
in the text and choose the
correct meaning.

1 a a study

b a book

2 a feeling uncomfortable

b feeling happy

3 a journalists

b famous people

4 a feeling pleased with yourself

b feeling unhappy with yourself

5 a very beautiful

b very ugly

6 a without hair

b with a lot of hair

7 a a kind of document

b false hair

Do I really look like this?
Our passport or ID photos are the photos we show to the largest number of

different people during our lives. But how happy are we with our passport photo?

Do we make an effort to get a good one? According to I research done by the US

printer company Lexmark, the answer varies according to nationalities. It seems that

the Italians are the most 2 embarrassed about their passport photo (21% said they

didn't like showing it to other people). On the other hand, 98% of Norwegians said

they were happy with their photos. And the French spend the most time trying to get

the perfect photo (sometimes spending an hour in the photo booth!). We asked

three 3 celebrities how they felt about their passport photos...

Michael Winner
movie director

"I used to be very 4 proud of my passport
photo," said Michael Winner. "For more than
forty years I looked like an elegant movie
director." But recently Michael renewed his
passport and took a new photo in a photo
booth. "Now I look like a drug dealer," he says.

Ruth England
TV host

Ruth England spends her life traveling and showing
her passport photo to passport officials around the
world. She confessed, "Once I had a passport photo
where I looked really shideous and so Ideliberately
'lost' my passport and got a new one. For my latest
passport, I took several photos and Ichose the best
one. It's pretty good. I've had much worse ones."

loby Young
author and journalist

Toby Young said, ''I'm often stopped when I go
through immigration because I don't look like
my passport photo at all. In my photo
I had a lot more hair but now I'm' bald.
No one believes it is me. So, now I have two
possibilities: take a 7 wig with me every time
I travel or get a new passport photo!"

Adapted from 0 newspaper



HOW WORDS WORK ...
Look at two sentences from the text:

Once I had a passport photo where I looked really hideous.
I ooked liKe an elegant movie director.
You can use the verbs look and look like to talk abont a person's appearance.

. Use look + adjective (or an age).
• Use look like + a noun or pronoun.

Complete the sentences with look or look like in the correct form.
I This photo doesn't __ you at all. When was it taken?
2 You __ very young in this photo. How old were you?
3 Your brother __ a football player. He's huge.
4 You __ tired. Why don't you go to bed?

2 VOCABULARY describing people
a 0 p.l49 Vocabulary Bank Describing people.

b 3.5 Look at the four men and listen. Which one is the bank robber?

light brown
straight weigh

high in his eighties
overweight sight

height
neighbor

bright
might

3 PRONUNCIATION -eigh, -aigh, -igh
a Look at the pink letters in the words below. Are they pronounced fer/ or far/?

Put the words in the correct column.

b .. 3.6" Listen and check.

c How is -igh always pronounced? How is -eigh usually pronounced?
Which word is an exception here?

d ,3.i'\ Practice saying the sentences. Listen and check.

1 She has light brown hair. It's short and straight.
2 He's medium height and slightly overweight.
3 He's in his eighties, but his eyesight's very good.
4 She likes wearing tight straight-leg jeans. ...



4 GRAMMAR must, may, might, can't (deduction)

a Look at the photo of the three women. Who do you think is who? Match texts A-C with the photos.

Millionaire's
daughter?

•Managing
diredor?

Policewoman?

b Read the texts again. In pairs, answer the questions.

I Which two women feel they are judged because of their appearance? How?
2 Which woman thinks she is judged because of her name? How?

c Look at the highlighted phrases in the texts and answer the questions.
I Which phrase means it's impossible?
2 Which phrase means it's certain?

3 Which phrase means it's possible?

d 0 p.134 Grammar Bank 3B. Read the rules and do the exercises.

e 0 Communication Who do you think they are? p.116 Match more people with their jobs.

"ID
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Laura Day, policewoman

When people first meet me, th
I might be a teacher or a ha;
When I'm not wearing my unifo
never believe me that I'm a pol

When I tell people what I do, th
reaction is, "You can't be a pol

you're too small!" I'm only 5 ~

tall. People always think that

are big and masculine. Often
believe me when I show them
identity card.

* = 1,6 meters

5 LISTENING
a In pairs, look at the man in the photo

and answer the questions. Use must,
may, might, can't be. Say why.

1 Where do you think he's from?

the US Sweden Spain

2 How old do you think he is?

in his 20s in his 30s in his 40s

3 What do you think his job is?

priest musician accountant

b 'J.8~ Listen to the first part of a radio interview with him
and check your answers. Were you right?

c Listen again and make notes under the headings below.
Compare with a partner.

flame

parents

lafltJl/(/tJes

fIt1tlOtlality
- (what Ire feels)
- (wlrat Ire lool:,s !il:,e)

,

DJ
Sam Roddick, daughter of Anita Roddick
(the millionaire founder of Body Shop)

When I introduce myself to people and say
my name, they often say, "Oh you must be
the Body Shop woman's daughter." Later
they can't remember my name. I'm very

proud of my mother, but I would never
say, "My mom's Anita Roddick." I don't
know if I am very different from the
typical "rich kid" because I don't knoW any.
My friends never mention my background
or money and neither do I.

People often ask me who my
think, "She can't be the ma
- she's a woman." They're ex

an older man in a suit. Or
'"·S speak to me on the phone and.
[jr I am a woman, then they thin
co must be. a 50-year-old woman
EO pant suits and is very unfemin'.g

't> very surprised when they see
.'!J
§- like that at all. In the office I
~ jeans and tennis shoes.

* = salons where you can ha
and pedicures

professiofl
- (wlren Ire started)
- (lrow 10fltJ Ires been dOliltJ ItprofesslOtlally)

d 3.9 Now listen to the second part of the interview and answer
the questions.

1 In which of the two countries is it easier for him to make a living?
2 In what other countries is there a lot of interest in his job?
3 What is the stereotype of someone doing his job?
4 In which of the two countries does he think people judge him

by his appearance?

e How important is appearance in your country?
Do people in your country judge by appearances?



G can, eauld, be able to (ability and possibility)
V -ed / -ing adjectives
P sentence stress

If at first you don't succeed, ...

1 GRAMMAR con, could, be oble to
a Look at the title of the lesson, which is the first half of a well-known

saying. Look at the different second halves below. Which do you
think is the real saying? Which do you think is the best advice?

...ask for advice. . ..leave it until tomorrow.

...give up. ... pay someone else to do it for you.

...have a cup of coffee. . .. try, try again.

b Look at the definition of be able to. What other verb is it similar to?

be able 10 do 51h to have the ability, opportunity, time, ete.
to do something, e.g., Will you be able to come to the meeting next week?

c Read the article about people who have
tried (but failed) to learn something.
Complete the text with these phrases.

I've never been able to say

I was able to learn

you'll never be able to speak

I just wasn't able to do it

I hate not being able to communicate

I would suddenly be able to do it

all my friends are able to do

I'm a failure! I

,... '

I started taking driving lessons when I
was 17. Although I'm normally a fast
learner, I . After 18
months I failed my first test. I was really
disappointed. Since then I've taken the
test again three times, but I've always
failed - usually on reversing or parking.
The problem is I get so nervous during
the tests that I can't drive very well. It's so
embarrassing to admit that I can't learn
to do something that 2 !

Amanda, Dallas

I've always wanted to be able to dance salsa,
and when Iwas working in Ecuador there
were free classes, so Ijoined. But the art of
salsa is to keep your arms still and move your
hips, and Ijust couldn't do it. When I hear
music, my arms start moving but my hips
don't. After about ten hours of classes,
3 the steps, but Iwas
dancing like a robot! Ididn't give up, but
soon everyone in the class was dancing and
Iwas just slowly moving from side to side and
counting out loud "one, two, three, four." I
was sure that one day' _
but that never happened. Ican still
remember the first two steps, though, and I
still try to dance when I hear a salsa tune,
as long as nobody is watching.

john, Tampa

You IS LoVE: Of"..,... Live)

I've started learning English at least ten
times. I've been to classes, I've had a
private teacher, I've used a self-study
course, but 5 anything in
English. I even had an American girlfriend
once, but she learned Portuguese before I
managed to improve my English, so we
always spoke in Portuguese. I travel a lot
for my job and 6 • It's so
frustrating. I'm 32 now and I think if you
don't learn a language when you're a
child, or go and live in the country,
7 it well.

Guilherme, Brasilia *
* translated from Portuguese



sail

create a
website

dance salsa

drive

cook

ride a horse

speak a foreign language
(aside from English)

ski

sing

swim

.,
~O\lo__o0_- ___

I.~ pl~y a musical
V Instrument

Interview your partner with the chart.

3 SPEAKING

C .12 Listen and make new sentences with the
verbs you hear.

ride a horse')

~I'd love to be able to ride a horse.

a 3.10 Dictation. Listen and write six
sentences with can / can't or could / couldn't.

b 3.11 Listen and repeat the sentences. Qpy the rhYthm.
1 I'd love to be able to ski.
2 We won't be able to come.
3 I've never been able to dance.-- -- ---
4 She hates not being able to drive.

d Look at phrases A-G. What tense or form of
be able to are they?

e 0 p.l34 Grammar Bank 3e. Read the rules and
do the exercises.

f 0 Communication Guess the sentence Ap.T16 Bp.1l9.

2 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress

Yes, I can. No, I can't.

HOW WORDS WORK ...
1 Look at the two uses of so. Match them with

their uses.

1 It's so frustrating!

2 The classes were free, so I joined.

o to emphasize an adjective or an adverb
o to connect a cause and a result

2 Look at the sentences below. Is so use
number I or use number 2?

A I love Paris. It's so beautiful. 0
B The bus didn't come, so I walked home. 0
C Why does he talk so much? 0
o 1was so tired that I went to bed at 9:00. 0
E I was tired, so 1went to bed. 0

How well?

Vllhen did you learn?

How did you learn?

Did you find it easy
or difficult?

Would you like to
be able to?

t
Why (not)?

...



4 VOCABULARY -ed / -ing adjectives
a Look at the picture.

1 Which person is bored? Which person is boring?
2 Which person is embarrassed? Which person is embarrassing?

b Without looking back at the texts in 1, underline the correct
adjective in these sentences.

1 I failed my first test. I was really disappointed I disappointing.
2 It's so embarrassed I embarrassing to admit I can't do something

that all my friends are able to do.
3 I hate not being able to communicate. It's so frustrated I

frustrating.

c Look back at the texts on page 44 and check your answers.

d Complete the adjectives with -ed or -ing.

1 What do you think is the most excit__ sport to watch?
2 What music do you listen to if you feel depress__?
3 What was the last interest__ TV show you watched?
4 Have you ever been disappoint__ by a birthday present?
S Which do you find more tir__, traveling by car or by

public transportation?
6 Are you often bor__ at work or school?
7 What's the most embarrass__ thing that's ever happened to you?
8 Are you frighten__ of any insects?
9 Do you feel very tir__ in the morning?

la What's the most bor__ movie you've ever seen?

e Ask and answer the questions in pairs. Ask for more information.

..m

5 LISTENING
a You're going to hear a psychologist talking

about how to succeed at learning to do
something new. Before you listen, match
these phrasal verbs with their meanings.

1 I want to take up scuba diving.
2 I'm going to give up learning Japanese.

It's too difficult.
3 If I like the music, I'll keep on dancing.

D a stop, abandon
Db continue
D c start something new

b 3.13 Read these seven tips. Now listen
to the program. Check (11') the five
things the psychologist says.

1 D Be realistic about what you choose.
2 D Always take up a new activity at the

beginning of the year.
3 D Don't think you'll be bad at all sports

just because you're not good at one.
4 D Don't give up an activity before you've

given it a good chance.
S D If you're learning something new, don't

think you're going to become the best
in the world at it.

6 D Always take up a new activity with a
friend.

7 D Learning something new is a good way
of meeting people.

c Listen again. What examples does she
give for each point you've checked?



6 READING
a Can you think of anyone you know or a famous person who has been successful

in very difficult circumstances?

b Work in pairs. A read about Natalie; B read about Bethany. Complete the chart.

Natalie Bethany

1 How did she lose a limb?
2 When did she start her sport again?
3 How did she feel?
4 What has she achieved since then?
5 How does she see her future?

c A use the chart to tell B about Natalie. B complete the chart. Then change roles.

d Now read the other article. Underline five words / phrases in either article that you want to remember.

e What do the two women have in common? What's different about them?

... _~i!:1l
Natalie. the swimmer who lost a leg
Natalie du Toit, the South African swimmer, was only seventeen
when she lost her leg in a car accident. She was going to a
training session at the swimming pool on her motorcycle when
a car hit her. Her leg had to be amputated at the knee. At the
time, she was one of South Africa's most promising young
swimmers. Everybody thought that she would never be able
to swim competitively again.

But Natalie was determined to persevere. She went back into
the pool only three months after the accident. And just one
year later, at the Commonwealth Games in Manchester, she
swam 800 meters in 9 minutes 11.38 seconds and qualified
for the final - but not for disabled swimmers, for able-bodied
ones! Although she didn't win a medal, she still made history.

"I remember how thrilled Iwas the first time that I swam after
recovering from the operation. It felt like my leg was there.
It still does," says Natalie. "The water is the gift that gives me
back my leg. I'm still the same person Iwas before the accident.
I believe everything happens in life for a reason. You can't go
back and change anything. Swimming was my life and still is.
My dream is to swim faster than I did before the accident."

7 3.14 SON G JJ You can getitif you really want

Bethany. the surfer who lost an arm
Bethany Hamilton was the best girl surfer of her age
when she lost an arm in a shark attack. She was only
thirteen years old and was surfing in Hawaii when a
tiger shark attacked her and tore off her left arm. It
happened so fast she didn't even scream.

But Bethany was determined to get back on a surfboard
as soon as possible. As soon as she left the hospital, she
began practicing her surfing exercises on the beach.
Everyone was amazed to see her surfing so soon after
her accident. Incredibly, she finished 5th at the National
Surfing Championships.

"The first time I went back into the water, I was so
happy I cried," she said. "It was easier than I thought.
But obviously it's much more difficult than with both
arms, and I have to accept I'll probably never be world
champion, which used to be my dream."

Since then, Bethany has signed a contract with Rip Curl
and has written a book about her experience, which has
been made into a movie. "I always dream of the ocean,"
she says. "When you surf a wave, it's like walking on
wale!: ou're in"the air, i like ling. .

~"



HOW TO GET THERE
a 3.15 Cover the conversation and listen. Where is the

apartment that Mark is going to see? What's the best
way to get there? How is Mark going to get there?

b Read the conversation. In pairs, what do you think
the missing words are? Don't fill them in yet.

Mark

Jacques
Mark

Jacques

Mark
Jacques
Mark
Jacques
Mark
Jacques
Mark

Jacques
NicoIe
Mark
Nicole
Mark
NicoIe

Mark

Where __ is it? I'm sorry, I didn't catch that.
OK.__ far is it? OK, OK. Merci. Au revoir.
Any luck?
I think I've found an apartment.
How do I __ to Belleville?
The easiest __ is to get the metro at
Pyramides. Take Line 14 and __ at Chatelet.
OK.
Then take Line 11__ Mairie des Lilas.
Where do I __ off?
At Belleville.
How many __ is it?
Six, I think.
Oh right, I've found it on the map. How long
does it to get there?
About half an hour.
Have you found a flat?
Yes, in Belleville this time.
When are you going to see it?
This afternoon.
If you can wait till six, I'll __ you a lift.
I live near Belleville so I'm driving that way.
That's great. Thanks.

c Listen again and complete the conversation.

d 3.16 Listen and repeat the highlighted phrases.
Copy the iliYthm.

e In pairs, try to remember the questions for these answers.

1 The easiest way is to get the metro.
2 At Belleville.
3 Six, I think.
4 About half an hour.

f 0 Communication How do I getthere? A p.lI? Bp.120.

C 3.18 Complete the USEFUL PHRASES. Listen and check.

d Listen again and repeat the phrases. How do you say
them in your language?

USEFUL PHRASES

SOCIAL ENGLISH What's going on?
a 3.17 Listen. Does Mark decide to rent the apartment?

b Listen again and answer the questions.

1 What are the main advantages and disadvantages of the
apartment?

2 What two lies does Mark tell? Why? Do you think Nicole
believes him?

El

So, what do you t__?
It's a long w__ from (the station).
What's it 1__?

I can't w__ (to see it)!
Are you on your o__?
I'll call you b__.

GmmI MultiROM



An informal letter WRITING

Amancla went to the US and stayed with
SlI!phanie and David in New Jersey. After she
had gone home. she wrote to thank them.

a Look at the list of things she says in her letter.
Number them in a logical order 1-7.

A 0 She suggests the best time to come to Mexico.
B 0 She thanks them for inviting her.

e 0 She talks about what she's been doing recently.

D 0 She apologizes for not writing earlier.

E 0 She mentions two really good experiences
in the US.

F 0 She thanks them again and invites them to stay.

G 0 She talks in general about the nice things
that happened in the US.

b Now read Amanda's letter and check your
answers to a.

c Find and correct five punctuation and
capitalization mistakes in the second paragraph.

d Look back at the e-mails on page 17. What
difference is there in style between an
informal letter and an e-mail?

Useful language: informal letters le-mails
Beginnings
Dear + name (e-mail: Dear or Hi)
Sorry for not writing earlier but...
Thank you f Thanks (so much) for

(your letter, inviting me, etc.).
It was great to hear from you ...

Endings
That's all for now.
Hope to hear from you soon. f Looking forward

to hearing from you.
(Give my) regards flove to ...
Best wishes f Love (from)
PS I enclose a photo of the three of us (e-mail:

I'm atlaching... )

Imagine you have some American friends in
the US, and you stayed with them for a
week last month.

WRITE a letter to thank them.

PlAN what you're going to say. Use 1-7 above
and the Useful language box to help you.

CHECK the letter for mistakes ( grammar,
punctuation, and spelling).

A"". Gustavo 6az 179

46800 Puerto Vallarta

Mexico
August 25

Dear Stephanie and David,

50ny for not writir1!J earlier !>ut r"" """" incredibly I>u5y since I got
~ackl

Im writir1!J to thank you for invitir1!J me to stay with you in july I had
a fantastic time. The......u..r was perfect and I really think my
er1!J1ish got ~r. i hOf'" you think 50 tool

It was very nice to meet Clai'" and Emma. n.e... """" a lot of
memoral>le days, !>ut n; ....". forget the rock concert..,....nt to-It

was amazir1!J - or the visit to New York.

For the last th.........ks r"" """" very l>usy organizir1!J everythir1!J for
my next year at college. I have to register for all my su~ject5 and

choose the electives I want to take. I'"" al50 """" ex,,,,,lsir1!J a lot as
I put on th.... kilos while I was in New Jerseyll've ~n goir1!J

swimmir1!J every day and playir1!J voll~all with my frlends. Talklr1!J of
sports, I was 50rry to _ that the Met,; lost on Saturday. Let's

hope they play ~ter next .....k.

Anyway, that's all for now. Thanke again for everything. Don't forget

my Invitation to come to Mexico. My family would love to meet you.

Sprlng would ~ a g...at time as It'e not too warm or too crowd"".

Give my love to Clai", and Emma.

Beet wishe"

Amanda

P.5. I enclose a photo I took of the girls in NewYorIc.



What do you remember?

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

a Underline the word with a different sound

a Complete the description.

PRONUNCIATION

interest

depress
bore

embarrass

frustrate

My cousin Ann is very attractive.

She's in her lm__-twenties

- 24 or 25 I think. She's blond,

with shoulder- 2 1__ hair.

It's completely 3 5__, not

curly at all. Her 4 b__ are

very long and get in her eyes.

She's very near-sighted, but

she 5 w__ contact lenses.

&e dial might fifties frightened

""~ weight height straight engaged
~. .

c=:D bald long brown tall

I gray ugly glasses change

~ check mustache watch choose
5>

5

4

2

I

c Complete with one word.

I Please turn __ your cell phone. You can't use it here.
2 John's not here. Can you call later?
3 I can't believe it! He hung __ in the middle of our conversation!
4 She looks her mother. They both have big eyes.
5 He's __ his late forties. c::m

3

b Complete with an adjective from the bold verb.

I Are you __ in sports?

2 I was very when I failed the test.
3 This book is really __. I can't finish it.

4 I completely forgot his name. It was so __ I
5 I felt very __ because I just couldn't do it.

Complete the second sentence with two
words so that it means the same as the first.
Contracted forms, e.g., isn't, count as one
word.

I really think it's important for you
to learn to drive.

You really must learn to drive.

I Why don't you join a tennis club?
11 would be good for you.
I think you a tennis club.

2 I'm sure she's not American. She doesn't
have an American accent.

She American, she doesn't
have an American accent.

3 I can't go out tonight.
I won't to go out tonight.

4 It's prohibited to take photos there.
You take photos there.

5 I'm not sure if she'll like her present.
She like her present.

6 Wearing a uniform is not mandatory.
You to wear a uniform.

7 The lights are on, so I'm sure he's
at home.
The lights are on, so he _
at home.

S I think this is probably their house.
This their house.

9 Paying in advance is obligatory at
this school.
You pay in advance at
this school.

10 Drinking a lot of coffee isn't a good idea.
You a lot of coffee.

b !Jt1derline the stressed syllable.

disappointed embarrassing interested frustrated overweight

IEI



What can you do? REVIEW & CHECK

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT? CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE?

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Can you ... ? Yes (./)

o talk about bad cell phone manners, and what you
think people should do

o describe yourself and other people
o talk about something you've tried to learn but

weren't able to and say why

a Read the article and choose a, b, or c.

1 In 1993, the writer was _ about the chances of ever traveling to
Europe.
a optimistic b pessimistic c worried

2 When her professor called, she felt that she _ celebrate the news.
a shouldn't b had to c could

3 Her professor couldn't understand _.

a why she was crying b what she was saying
c why she didn't sound happy

4 In the end, the writer's friend _.

a felt better b felt worse c left early
5 When the friends met again a year later, they _ that "famous" day.

a felt sorry about b enjoyed remembering
c didn't talk about

b Look at the highlighted words and phrases. Can you guess what
they mean?

Good News
Bad News

One of the best days of my life was the
day one of my professolS called to say

that Ihad been accepted to study for a year at
the University of the Sorbonne in Paris. I had
never traveled much, and Ididn't think Iwould

ever have the chance to go to Europe. The

news came one ahernoon in May of 1993. Iwas just 19 yealS old and I
was in my room at college. Just before the call, a friend of mine came into

my room, threw herself into a chair, and burst into tears. She had had
plans to get married in June, but her boyfriend had just broken up with

her' At that very moment the phone rang. So there Iwas listening to the
best news of my life, while my friend was crying over the waISt news in
helS. My professor said, '''M1a(s the matter? Aren't you excited?' Isaid,
''Yes, Iam, but I'll tell you about it later:' Idid my best to console my
friend, but it was really hard for me to be sympathetic while Iwas so
happy about my news.

Finally I couldn't stand rt anymore. Isaid to my friend, "Stay here. Ihave
to go out for a few minutes:' Iwent out and got a big pizza, a quart of
chocolate ice cream, and a big bottle of soda. ''You and Iare going to have
a feast" Isaid, and then Itold her my news. That friend was a much
happier pelSon when she leh. Iwent to France and had a wondenul year.
Istudied hard, became fluent in French, traveled, and met many wondenul
people. When Icame back I ran into my friend. Although she'd been
deeply hurt by the break up with her boyfriend, she had also had a good

year at school and was about to leave for graduate school. We laughed
together over that "famous" day in my room, possibly the best and worst
day of our. lives.

a

b

3.19 Listen and circle the correct answer,
a) b) or c.

I Where's the girl's cell phone?

a In the cafe. b In her pocket. c In her bag.

2 How late are their friends?

a Less than 15 minutes. b 15 minutes.
c More than 15 minutes.

3 Which photo does the man like?

a The woman's. b His own. c Neither of them.

4 The girl's new boyfriend is ...

a tall and with long dark hair.
b tall with short dark hair.
c short with short dark hair.

5 How many times has the woman failed her
driving test?

a One. b Two. c Three.

3.20 Listen and complete the form with the
missing information.

The Language School
Name:

last Name: , _

Nationality: , _

Student wants to take the 4 level.

Student has been to , _



G first conditional and future time clauses + when, until, ete.
V education
PIA! or Iyuf?

Back to school, age 35

1 VOCABULARY education 2 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING lA! or Iyu!?

a Put the words in the correct column.

A The letter U between consonants or at the beginning
of a word is usually pronounced lA! or Iyu/.

a Answer the questions in pairs.

I When did the 'i>uond World War end?

2. What is the tapital of c..olombia?
"3 Who wrote Don QUi}(ote?

4 \low man1 \:ilob'fles are there in a megab'fle?
S Who invented the theof1 of relativit1?
(, What's S", IS .. 4?

1 \low man1 le9s does an inseGt have?
S What is water made of?

computer

study

lunch

subject

fun usually result
uniform university

Iyul

b Match the questions with these school subjects.

chemistry 0

geQgraphy 0
history 0
information technology 0
literature 0
math 0

~sics 0
biQlogy 0

c 0 p.lSO Vocabulary Bank Education.

b 4.1 Listen and check. Practice saying the words.
Why do we say a university but an umbrella?

c 4.2 Practice saying these sentences. Listen and check.

1 What subjects did you study in high school?

2 Do students at that school wear uniforms?
3 Most students have lunch in the cafeteria.
4 We usually have fun in our music class.

d Interview your partner using the questionnaire.
Ask for more information.

Your education
What kind of high school/you go to?

/ you like it?

How many students / there in each class?

How much homework / you have?

/ you have to wear a uniform?

/ discipline very strict?

/ students behave well?

Which subjects / you good and bad at?

Which / your best and worst subjects?



3 READING
a Look at the photo above. What's lillUSUal

about one of the students?

b Read the introduction. Why did Damian
Whitworth go back to school? What kind
of school did he go to?

c Read Damian's diary for one of the days
he spent back at school. Does he think
school is easier or harder now?

d Read the text again and put the phrases
A-H in the correct places.

A A crowd of students is watching.

B However, the students are totally
involved.

C He's friendly with the students but not
too friendly.

D When I was the same age as these kids,
I had never used a computer.

E It's a magical moment and the most
effective class I have seen.

F "Are )SU reall) in-sur-elassf"

G One boy says he has fries every day.

H Phones that ring in class are
confiscated until the end of the week.

e In pairs, look at the highlighted words
and phrases. Try to guess what they
mean from the context. Then check a
dictionary.

fin pairs, look at each heading and say if
what happens is the same, similar, or
different from the high school you went
(or go) to.

French
My first lesson is French. I am in a class of thirteen-year-olds. Outside the classroom
some girls start interrogating me. 1 "Are yOlt realJxjn our cla5s?~' "How old are you?"
"How old do you think I am1" I reply.
'Well ... you're not 13 '"

First we have a listening test that I find difficult. Iget 14 out of 20. Not bad. Then we
make review lists on the computer. / . Now every student has one.

Math
As we wait outside the math classroom a teacher tells me to button my shirt all the
way up. The math teacher uses an interadive whiteboard that has graphics and video,
but the students don't look very interested in the lesson. A cell phone rings and the
owner hurries to turn it off. 3 _

History
Mr. Fishleigh is the history teacher. He doesn't have any problems controlling the
noise level. (Other teachers do.) 4 He talks to them as if they
were adults and gets their attention in return .

Lunch
In the cafeteria we can choose between traditional and fast food.
Burgers and fries are the most popular meal. 5 _

Information and communication technology
We are designing spreadsheets for cell phone sales and Icannot
imagine a more boring lesson. 0 _

Most students have Internet access at home and the school has a
website where parents can see what homework their children have
and when they have to hand it in .

Religious education
The teacher introduces us to meditation. We sit cross-legged and try
to fill our minds with blackness and think positively about people
who we have been thinking negatively about. For 15 minutes the students sit, eyes
closed, in total silence. When Ihey leave the class they are slightly dazed:
"Incrediblel"
"Amazing!"
'We should do this in malh!"

7

The bell rings. End of school for Ihe day.

As we leave there is a fight at the school gates. 8 "If anyone hits
anyone, I'll call the police," says a teacher

So has school gotten easier?

It's difficult to say if school has become harder or easier since I was a child
because teaching methods have changed so much. Alii can say is that during

my working life I have had many tiring experiences. Being back at school for a
week was as tiring as any of them. Being a student today is very, very hard work.

4A 53



4 GRAMMAR first conditional and future time clauses

a In pairs, answer the questions.

1 When was the lasl lime you took a test? Did you pass or fail?

2 What's the next test you are going to take? How do you feel about it?

3 How do you usually feel before you take a test?

4 What do you usually do the night before a test?

5 Have you ever failed an important tesl you thought you had passed
(or vice versa)?

b Carla and Ruben are waiting for their results.
4.3 Listen to Carla and answer questions 1-5. 4.4 Then do the same for Ruben.

Was the test difficult?

2 When and how will you get the results of the test?

3 How will you celebrate if you get a high score?

4 What will you do if you don't get the score you need?

C 4.5 Listen and complete the sentences.

I They probably won't admit me unless

2 As soon as , I'll look up my
scores!

3 I don't want to plan any celebrations until

4 If 1don't get into college, _

5 When , they'll mail the results.

cl 0 p.136 Grammar Bank 4A. Read the rules
and do the exercises.

e Choose five sentence beginnings from the
list below and make true sentences about
yourself. Then tell your partner.

I won't stop studying English until I

I'd like to retire when ...

I'll leave home as soon as...

I'll be really annoyed if...

I don't want to have children before ...

I'll have a big party if...

I'll always live here unless..

I'll have more free time when ..

I'll have something to eat as soon as

I won't get married until. ..

f 4.6 Listen to Carla and Ruben. Did they get the results they needed? What
scores did they get? What are they going to do?

"ID



5 LISTENING 6 SPEAKING

Summer vacation should be shorter.

Girls study better without boys in the class.

Boys study better in a mixed class.

My first point ist~

Useful language

First of all.=2

Cooking and housekeeping should be taught

at all schools.

All schools should let children wear whatever

they want to at school.

Physical education should be optional.

b Explain to the rest of your group what you
think about your topic. The others in the
group should listen and say if they agree
or disagree with you and why.

a In groups, each person chooses a different statement
from the list below. Decide ifyou agree or disagree with
your statement, and write down at least three reasons.

Private schools are usually better than

public schools.

the food wearing a uniform

not being able to watch TV going for cross-country runs

having a lot of homework taking cold showers

not being able to use cell phones

8:00 Thafll Teach 'Em
Final part of the six-part series following a
group of modern 16-year-old students in a 1950s
boarding school.

1 What do you think the idea of the program was?

2 Which of these things do you think the students hated most?

a Look at this extract from a TV guide and the photo.
Answer the questions.

3 What do you think the discipline was like? How do you
think the students were punished if they behaved badly?

4 Do you think the students did well or badly when they took
1950s exams?

second ..~

FinaIlY..=2.
Another important

point is that ...

b 4.7 Listen to a TV critic talking about the program That'll
Teach 'Em. Check your answers to a. Were you surprised?

c Listen again and mark the sentences T (true) or F (false).

I Sixteen teenagers took part in the experiment.

2 They didn't have to sleep at school.

3 The uniforms were not very comfortable.

4 They had to stay inside the school grounds all the time.

5 The students weren't allowed to talk during the classes.

6 They really missed being able to use computers and calcuJators.

7 They thought the classes were boring.

8 The students failed because they weren't intelligent enough.

9 School subjects today are easier than in the 1950s.

10 Most of the teenagers enjoyed the experiment.

d Do you think school subjects in your country are easier than they
used to be? ...



G second conditional
V houses
P sentence stress

In an ideal world ...

4 what wouMyou wear {you were invited
on a date hy someoneyou real6' liked?

S what wouldyou eat foryour last mealand
who (dead or aft've) wouldyou share it with?

1 Ifyou couM ft've in anotherferiod oftime for
its fashion, when wouMyou choose andwhy?

2 Ifyou couMcome hack in another ftle, who
(or what) wouldyou like to he?

3 Ifyou couldhan fJne arlide ofdothin!J' what
wouldit he?

Our weekly 'fuestt'onnaire, This week we ask the actress

amimodellsabella R.ossellt.'ni anddancerJoa'fuln Cones.. ,

..



1 GRAMMAR second conditional
a Look at the two photos on page 56 and describe the people.

Do you know anything about them?

b Read the questions in Getting personal and match two
answers with each question. Try to guess which answers are
Isabella Rossellini's and which are Joaquin Cortes's.

A 0 A trY on the wa/~ so/couldwatch people.

B0 Etfher the thirties, (or tfs elCjance, or the seventies,
(or its hippy clothes and!Jreat music.

C0 Jeans anda shirt.

D 0 "Cry hi!Jh heels on shoes.

EO Wtfh a fabulous woman. / wouldn't really care
about the(ood

F 0 "Crtical-slYipedpants with horizontal-striped/ackets.

C; 0 Some super comfortable French pafamas that
everyone thinks are clothes.

HO A b,rd

I 0 /wouldhavepasta with my dO!J' Macaroni
It's what she has wantedher whole Itfe.

1 0 It!choose today orany time after the endofthe corset

c Look at Getting personal again, and answer these questions.

1 In questions 1-4, what tense is the verb in the ifclause?
2 What tense is the other verb?
3 How is question 5 different?
4 Do the questions refer to real or imaginary situations?

d 0 p.l36 Grammar Bank 4B. Read the rules and
do the exercises.

e 0 Communication What would you do if... ?Ap.1l7 Bp.120.

2 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING sentence stress
a Match the sentence halves.

I I wouldn't wear that hat 0 A if she practiced more.

2 If you exercised more, 0 B I'm sure she'd
understand you.

3 If it weren't so expensive, 0 C if I could find the
right person.

4 I'd~ married tomorrow 0 D you'd feel much better.

5 She'd Jili1y better 0 E ]'d buy it.

6 If you talked to her, 0 F if I were you.

b 4.8 Listen and check.

c Listen again and repeat. Copy the tjlythm. Then
cover A-F and try to remember the sentences.

d Choose three of the sentence beginnings below and
complete them in a way which is true for you. Tell
a partner and say why.

If I won a "dream vacation"in a contest, I'd 90..'

If I could choose any Car I Met/, /',;{ have a..·

If I could be very!Joo<lat a SlUr!, I',;{ choose...

If I could choose my i<lealjub, I'd...

If I had more time, /',;{learn...

If I couldbuy a house in anuther country, 1'cI b"y."

mlEl



3 VOCABULARY houses
a Look at the cover of the

magazine. Which room is it?
How many things in the room
can you name?

b 0 p.151 Vocabulary Bank
Houses.

c In pairs, ask and answer
the questions.

Where do you live?

What do you like about the area where you live?

What don't you like?

What do you like about your house I apartment?

What would you change?

5 READING
a Have you ever visited the house where a

famous person was born or lived? Where was it?
What do you especially remember about it?

b Read the article about Casa Awl. Which part
of the house are these things connected to?
Why are they mentioned?

two giant statues

Leon Trotsky

a yellow floor

a monkey and a parrot

a pair of shoes

a cupboard with a glass door

July 7, 1910

1929-1954

c Match the higWighted words with their
meanmg.

d What did you find out abollt Frida Kahlo
and her life? Would yOll like to visit her
hOllse?

4 LISTENING & SPEAKING
a 4.9 Listen to four people describing their "dream house."

Match the speakers 1--4 to the pictures.

b Listen again and match the people with what they say.

Which speaker ...?
D would not like to have other people living nearby
D would like to live somewhere that was partly old

and partly modern
D would not spend much time inside their dream house
D doesn't trunk they will ever get their dream house

2 _

3 _

4 _

5_

6 _

7 _

8

a piece of furniture with
cupboards at the bottom
and shelves above, to hold
cups and plates, etc.

material that you can
see through

the door, gate. or opening
where you go into a place

a room where paintings
are hung

the floor above where you arc

with a lot of fresh air inside

wooden or metal covers

that are attached to
windows

an area, usually behind a
house, where people can sit
and cal outside

c Think for a few minutes about what your dream house
would be like and write down notes. Use Vocabulary
Bank Houses to help you.

Where would it be?
What kind of house or apartment would it be?
What special features would it have?

d In groups, describe your houses. Whose do you like best?...

6 4.10 SON G 1) Our house



Houses you'll never forget
Casa Azul (The Blue House)

On the corner of Londres and Allende Street in

Coyoacan, an old residential area of Mexico City,

there is a house with bright blue walls, tall

windows and green shutters, surrounded by

trees. It is one of the most extraordinary places in
Mexico, the horne of the surrealist painter Frida

Kahlo, who died in 1954, when she was only 47.

The entrance is guarded by two giant statues

nearly seven rneters tall. As you walk past thern,

you enter a garden with tropical plants and

fountains. When you go inside the house, the first

room is the spacious and airy living room. Here

Frida and her husband, the painter Diego Rivera,

entertained their famous friends, including the

millionaire Nelson Rockefeller, the composer

George Gershwin, and the political leader Lean

Trotsky. Now the room is a gallery where some

of Frida's paintings can be seen.

The first thing you notice when you go into the

kitchen is the floor - painted bright yellow to stop

insects from corning in. There is a long yellow

table where Frida and Diego often had lunch

parties, and a yellow china cabinet holding

traditional green and brown Mexican dishes. Here,
their guests often found themselves in the

company of Frida's pets, Fulang Chang, a beloved

monkey, or Sonite the parrot, who used to
perform tricks at the table in return for butter!

Everywhere in the house you can feel the spirit of

Frida and Diego. Upstairs Frida's palette and

brushes are still on the worktable in her studio, as

if she had just put them down. In Diego's

bedroom you can see his stetson hat and a huge

pair of shoes - he had enormous feet. In another

bedroom there is a cupboard with a glass door

that contains one of the colorful Mexican dresses

that Frida loved to wear.

Above the cupboard, in Spanish, are painted these

words: "Frida Kahlo was born here on July 7,

1910." In fact, she was born three years earlier

(July 6, 1907), but she changed her birth date to

the year of the Mexican Revolution. On the walls

of the patio is another inscription "Frida and

Diego lived in this house frorn 1929-1954." Again,

this is not entirely true. She and her husband lived

in separate houses for five years during that
period, and they divorced in 1939, though they

remarried a year later. The house, like Frida's life,

is full of contradictions.



c
G usually and used to
V friendship
P Isl or hi?

Still friends?

1 VOCABULARY & SPEAKING friendship
a Complete the text with the phrases below.

argue dese friend coworker get along very well

have a lot in common keep in touch known

lost touch met

I have a close friend named Irene. I've 1 _

her for about 15 years now. We 2 at work.
She was a 3 of mine at the company
where I used to work, and we used to have our coffee
breaks at the same time.

We 4 , although we don't 5 _

We have pretty different interests. We don't work
together anymore, and when I changed jobs, we
6 for a couple of years. But now we
_____ regularly. We call each other once

a week, and we see each other about twice a month.

We don't 8 very often, only sometimes

about movies, as we have completely different tastes!

b Think of a close friend of yours. In pairs, ask and
answer the questions.

How long have you known him / her?

Where did you meet?

Why do you get along well?

What do you have in common?

Do you ever argue? What about?

How often do you see each other?

How do you keep in touch the rest of the time?

Have you ever lost touch? Why? When?

Do you think you'll stay friends?..

2 GRAMMAR usuollyandusedto
a Have you ever tried to get in touch with an old friend?

Why? Did you succeed?

b Read about the Friends Reunited website and answer
the questions.

1 What's it for?

2 How do you use it?

Friends Reunited is a website that helps you find

old friends and lets you read what people you've lost touch

with are doing now.

New visitors find their old schools or workplaces, which

are usually listed on the web page, and then add their
names to the list of people already registered. They can

also post photos and information about what they are

doing now. When they want to contact another member,

Friends Reunited forwards the message. Communication

takes place without revealing personal e-mail addresses or

contact details until members decide they want to do so.

c Now read about two people who registered on the
website. Who did they want to meet? Why?

d Complete the texts with the sentences below.

he used to go to I used to know 1 used to live

used to come we used to go out

e Look at the two texts again. When do we use used to?
How do you make negatives and questions?

f 0 p.136 Grammar Bank 4C. Read the rules and
do the exercises.



Friends Reunited? I

Carol. 52. from Miami
When I was 15, I fell in love with a boy called Robert.
I was at school and he was in his first year of college.
1 in secret because my parents didn't like
him at all. Robert was a long-haired hippy who played the
guitar. But after a year, I broke up with him because my
parents were making my life impossible. Robert was very
angry, and we completely lost touch. Butl always wondered
what had happened to him, and when I heard about
Friends Reunited I decided to try to get in touch again. I'm
divorced now, and I thought "you never know...".
I remembered the name of the schoolthat' _
and J went to their web page on Friends Reunited and
there was his name! I sent him an e-mail and two days
later I got a reply..

3 LISTENING
a 4.11 Read the text about Carol again. Now listen to her

talking about what happened next. Was the meeting a success?

b Listen again and answer questions 1-5.

1 Why was Carol surprised at Rober!'s choice of job?
2 What happened when she got to the restaurant?
3 What do Carol and Robert look like now?
4 What did Carol realize as soon as she saw Robert?
5 How had Robert changed?

c 4.12 Read the text about Alex again. Now listen to him
talking about what happened next. Was the meeting a success?

d Listen again and answer questions 6-10.

6 Did he recognize any of the people?
7 How did he feel?
8 What did they talk to him about?
9 What did he remember when he saw the photos?

10 Who is Anna? What does he think of her now?

4 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING Isl or Iz!?

a 4.13 Listen to the sentences. Is the se in the verbs
pronounced Isl or Iv? Write s or z in the box. Which
pronunciation is more common?
1 I used to live in New York. 0
2 I used my credit card to pay. 0
3 Excuse me. Can you help me? 0
4 We won't win; we'll lose. 0
5 They advertise on TV. 0
6 They promised to keep in touch. 0
7 Could you close the window? 0

b Now practice saying the sentences.

c In pairs, tell each other about three of the following.
Give as much information as you can.

Alex. 24. from Chicago
l in Chicago but when I was eighteen, my
family moved to Los Angeles. Two years ago I had a really
bad motorcycle accident. I was in a coma for two weeks
and in the hospital for six months. I completely lost my
memory, not just of the crash itself but also of my past.
While I was in the hospital, my family , _
every day and play my favorite music and show me photos.
Little by little, I began to remember who I was and who my
family was. But I still couldn't remember anything about the
rest of my life. Then my sister had the idea of contacting
Friends Reunited. Through them she contacted people
, in Chicago when I was at school. 5he
arranged a reunion at a restaurant and I traveled to Chicago
in search of my past.

A machine you used to use a
lot but don't anymore

A friend you used to have but
that you've lost touch with

A teacher at school you used
to hate

A sport you used to play but
don't anymore

A singer you used to listen to
a lot and that you still like

A food or drink you didn't use
to like but like now

An actor you used to like a lot
but don't anymore



5 READING

?"•
It said you should ask yourself about
each thing you have: Is it useful? Do
I really like it? Do Ifeel better every time
I look at it? If the answer is no to any
one of those questions, you should
throw it away. Maybe we should ask
similar questions about our friends.

What kind of friends will you probably
need to edit? Sometimes it's an old
friend - somebody that you used to
have a lot in common with, but who,
when you meet now, you have very
little or nothing to say to. Or it might
be a new friend that you get along pretty
well with, but who is taking up too
much of your time. Next time one of
these people calls you and suggests
a meeting, think, "Do I really want to
see this person?" and if the answer
is no, say no, and make an excuse.
That way you'll have more time to
spend with your real friends.

Do you need to "
Is your cell phone directory full of phone
numbers of people you don't really want
to talk to? Do you go out with people
from work or school more often than
with your real friends? Do you say yes to
invitations because you think you
should, not because you want to? If you
answered yes to at least two of these
questions, then maybe it's time to "edit
your friends?"

Nowadays people tend to spend a lot of
time socializing with coworkers or
classmates. The result is that we don't
have enough time to see our real, close
friends. As our lives get busier, it
becomes more important to spend the
little free time we have with people we
really want to see, people we love and
who really love us.

Who are the friends you need to edit?
Afew years ago, 1read a book about how
to get rid of unnecessary possessions.

c Now read the article again. Choose the best summary of each paragraph,
aJ h, or c.

People need to "edit" their friends if. ..

a they have moved to a different area.
b all their friends are people from work or school.

c they are spending a lot of time with people who are not real friends.
2 People today are often very busy, so ...

a they should see their friends less.
b they should think carefully about how they spend their free time.
C they should try to make friends with people from work I school.

3 The writer says that...
a we should ask ourselves who our real friends are.

b most of OUT friends are unnecessary.

c we shouldn't treat friends as possessions.
4 The kind of friends we probably need to "edit" are...

a old friends who don't talk very much.
b new friends who talk too much.

c friends that we don't really want to see anymore.

d Read the article agau1. Underline five new words or phrases you want to learn.

e Do you agree with the article? Do you need to "edit your friends?"

a How often do you see your really good friends? Would you like to see them
more often? Do you spend much time with people you don't really like?

b Now read the magazine article. What does "edit your friends" mean?

...



E receIve

F throwaway

G arrive at I in

o know somebody (or something) little by little

A make contact with somebody

B have a good relationship with

e become

HOW WORDS WORK ...

1 Look at these expressions with get that have appeared in this lesson.
Match them with their meanings A-G.

1 a book about how to get rid of unnecessary objects L
2 a new friend that you get along pretty well with [J

3 .. .1 sort of relaxed and felt I was getting to know them again 0

4 1 got to the restaurant late L I

5 1decided to try to get in touch

6 and two days later I got a reply c::
7 1 got really excited L I

2 Complete the questions with get or an expression with get.
Ask and answer the questions in pairs.

I Who do you _ __ best in your family?

2 Does it take you long to ~ __ new people?

3 Do you _ more e-mails from friends than from coworkers?

4 How do you normally with your friends (by text, phone, etc.)?

5 How often do you things (e.g., clothes) that you don't use anymore?

6 LISTENING & SPEAKING
a 4.14 Read sentences A-F below. Now listen to three people talking.

Which sentences are they talking about? Write 1,2, or 3 next to the sentence.

A Men keep their friends longer than women.

B It's more difficult to keep in touch with friends now thao it used to be.

e It's impossible to stay "good friends" with an ex-boyfriend or girlfriend.

D You should never criticize your friend's boyfriend or girlfriend.

E You should never lend money to a friend.

F You can only have two or three close friends.

b Listen again. Do they agree or disagree with the statements?
What are their reasons? What examples do they give?

c Now look at the sentences and mark them with a (V) or (lC)
to say if you agree or disagree. Think about your reasons.

d In groups, compare opinions. Try to give real examples
from your own experience or of people you know.
Use the phrases below to help you.

Useful language

Agreeing

1agree witht~ I think that'st~

Disagreeing

I don't agree with that (at~ I don't think that'st~

Giving examples

For example, I have a friendWh~ •Sorry, Fr""', boJt I can no longer go 00 with
this marade. Not only am I not your best friend,

I'm no! """" sure I like you at all.·

aEl
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MAKING SUGGESTIONS
a 4.15 Cover the conversation and listen. What's the

problem? Where do Mark and Allie decide to take Scarlett?

b Read the conversation. In pairs, what do you think the
missing words are? Don't write them in yet.

AlIie I got a message this morning. It's from Jacques.
(Allie plays the message.)

AlIie You've met Scarlett Scarpino, haven't you, Ben?
Ben The punk princess? Yeah, I met her in London last year.
AlIie What's she like?
Ben Let's say she's a bit ... difficult.
AlIie What are we going to __ with her?
Mark Why __ you show her around Paris?
AlIie I have a __ idea. Why don't you show her around Paris?
Mark What, me? I'm new here!
AlIie You can't leave me to do this on my own.
Mark OK, why __ we take her to Notre Dame? I mean,

it's her first time in Paris, isn't it?
Ben I don't think churches are really her thing.
Mark How __ taking her on a boat trip?
AlIie Brilliant!
Mark And then we could go up the Eiffel Tower.
AlIie __ a good idea. I'm sure she'll love the view.
Ben And she might fall off!
Mark Thanks for your help, Ben. Shall we have lunch

after that?
A1Iie __ go somewhere really nice. Do you have any

recommendations) Ben?
Ben __ about La Renaissance? It's Jacques's favorite.
AlIie That sounds perfect. Uh, Ben, do you want to come, too?
Ben Sorry, AlIie. I'm really busy. But I'm sure you'll have an

unforgettable meal.

SOCIAL ENGLISH An unforgettable meal
a 4.17 Listen. What does Scarlett have

for lunch?

b Listen again and mark the sentences
T (true) or F (false).

1 Scarlett isn't hungry.
2 She doesn't eat meat or fish.
3 She's allergic to seafood.
4 She didn't enjoy the boat trip.
S They went up the Eiffel Tower.
6 Allie doesn't like Scarlett.
7 Mark guesses what Scarlett would like to eat.

c 4.18 Complete the USEFUL PHRASES. Listen
and check.

d Listen again and repeat the phrases.
How do you say them in your language?

c Listen again and complete the conversation.

d 4.16 Listen and repeat the highlighted phrases.

e Look at the highlighted phrases again. Then
cover the conversation. Try to remember the
missing words for making suggestions.

Making suggestions
______ taIce her to Notre Dame?

____ taking her on a boat trip?

__ go somewhere really nice.

____ La Renaissance?

f Imagine you are going to go out with the other
students next Saturday. In small groups, ask and
answer the questions.

1 What time and where should we meet?
2 Where should we have dinner?
3 What should we do after dinner?

USEFUL PHRASES
What w_~_ you like?

Aren't you h__?

(The seafood) 1__ good.

I'm a to (mushrooms,
strawberries, nuts, etc.)

No, h__ on. I have an idea.

Do you think you could p__
do me a favor?

~ US English restroom

E UK English toilet

GDlMultiROM



Would you like to stay in this beautiful house in the heart of the
Canadian Rocky Mountains?

It's a spacious house with four bedrooms, a living room, a large
kitchen, two bathrooms, and plenty of storage. There are breathtaking
views of the mountains from all the windows. It has a large balcony,
which is ideal for eating outside in the summer. The house has
wooden floors, a jacuzzi™, cable television, and Intemet

It's a quiet, safe neighborhood and the neighbors are very warm and
friendly. The house is within walking distance from stores and
restaurants in the local town and a short drive from areas with
excellent skiing and hiking. In the area around the house; you can see
amazing wildlife such as bears, wolves, deer, and mountain goats.

This house is perfect for families or two couples. It's a non-smoking
property and, sorry, no pets.

superb
Rent this.mCe two-bedroom apartment. It's perfectly located between
43rd Street and 8th Avenue, five minutes from Time Square and most
of the theaters, and a fifteen-minute walk from Central Park.

It's a nice 1SO-square-meter apartment on the19th floor of a new
building. It has two bedrooms, a nice living room with a huge balcony,
a kitchen/dining room, and two bathrooms. The apartment has very big
windows, so during the day it's very light and at night you have a nice
view of midtown Manhattan, especially on the 4th of July, when you
can see all the fireworks!

The neighborhood is colorful, and it's nice for people who like
eating out or going to the theater and clubs. There's a subway station
on the corner, and it's a ten-minute walk to Grand Central station. JFK
airport is about half an hour away by taxi.

This apartment is nice for couples. Sorry, no children or pets and
definitely no smoking.

a Read the two ads from a website. Which one would you prefer
to rent for a two-week vacation? Why?

b Read about the house in Canada again. Highlight any adjectives
which help to "sell" the house.

c Now read about the New York apartment again. Improve the
description by replacing the word nice with one of the adjectives
below. Often there is more than one possibility.

Useful language: describing location
It's perfectly located ...

within walking distance from .
a (fifteen-minute) walk from .
a short drive from ...

The neighhorhood is (safe, friendly, etc.)
It's a (beautiful) area ...

breathtaking ideal magnificent perfect spacious """""

WRITE a description of a house / an apartment (real or imaginary) for a website.

PLAN what you're going to write. Use the Useful language box and Vocabulary Bank p.151 Houses to help you.

Paragraph 1 A brief introduction. What kind of house I apartment is it? Where is it exactly?
Paragraph 2 Describe the house I apartment. What rooms does it have? Does it have any special characteristics?
Paragraph 3 Describe the neighborhood. How far is it from places of interest, public transportation, etc.?
Paragraph 4 Say who the house / apartment is suitable for. Are there any restrictions?

CHECK the description for mistakes ( grammar, punctuation> and spelling).

El



GRAMMAR VOCABULARY
a Complete the sentences with the right

form of the verb in parentheses.

I If [ don't pass the exam, [ it again
in January. (take)

2 You'd sleep hetter if you less
coffee. (drink)

3 Don't buy it unless you sure you
like it. (be)

4 If] could ban a piece of clothing,
I big hats. (ban)

5 As soon as he 1 we can have
dinner. (arrive)

a Word groups. Underline the word that is different. Say why.

I cottage village apartment house

2 sink dishwasher refrigerator shower
3 elementary uniform private public
4 cheat pass exam fail
5 classmate friendship coworker close friend

b Complete the sentences.

I Math, physics, and geography are s _
2 A school year is often divided into two s _

3 A school where you have to pay is a p school.
4 A senior university teacher is a p _

5 The area outside the central part of a city is called the s _
6 Smoke goes up and out the c _
7 The part that covers the top of a house is the r _
8 The "door" of a yard is the g _

c Fill each blank with one word.

I They often argue __ politics.
2 Do you keep __ touch __ old school friends?

3 They live the suburbs.
4 Do you get __ well with the people in the office?
5 My son is __ the university.

6 We don't have very much __ common.

PRONUNCIATION

5

a Underline the word with a different sound.

uniform exam secondary residential coworker

b .ll!!derline the stressed syllable.

mtouch study student subject

/yu/ punish musIC argue university

~ close cosy country stone

~ ban cottage balcony math

o~ common copy modern homework
"

3

2

5

4

b Choose a, b, or c.

Where if you took the job in
Boston?

a will you live b did you live
c would you live

2 I used with that man over there.
a going out b to go out c go out

3 I enjoy flying, but now I love it.
a not used to b didn't used to
c didn't use to

4 In the summer I to the country.

a usually go b use to go
c usually to go
____ to wear glasses?

a She used b Does she use
c Did she use



What can you do? REVIEW & CHECK

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE?

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?

b 4.10 Listen to two men talking about an apartment
share. Complete the missing information.

'__ Elm Street.

Rent. $2 __ a month + 3__ bills

Room available 4__

5__ permit costs $60 a year

Apartment
share

a Read the article and mark the sentences T (true),
F (false), or DS (doesn't say).

1 Another Brick in the Wall was also successful outside the UK.

2 The children got a little money for singing on the record.

3 The music teacher was a friend of the group Pink Floyd.

4 The principal of the school wasn't happy about the song.

5 Peter Rowan was one of the thirteen children.

6 He thinks the children will get a lot of money.

7 lan Abbott is sorry that he didn't work harder at school.

8 He doesn't have any children of his own.

9 Mirabai Narayan is sure the song made her become a teacher.

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Can you...? Yes (.f)

o talk about a school you used to go to (or go to now)
o describe your ideal house
o talk about a close friend (where and when you met,

how often you meet, etc.)

a 4.19 Listen and circle the correct answer, a, b, or c.

What problem does the teacher want to discuss?

a A girl copied from john. b john cheated on an exam.
c john is lazy.

2 The woman in the restaurant is ...
a slim with blond hair. b tall and dark.
c short and heavy.

3 Which house are they going to buy?

a The house with a yard. b The townhouse.
c They haven't decided.

4 When did Dennis graduate?

a 1977 b 1981 c 1988
5 When are they going to have lunch?

a Thursday 2:00 b Thursday 12:30 c Tuesday 1:00

b Look at the highlighted words and phrases. Can you
guess what they mean?The children who sang on Another Brick in the Wall by the

British group Pink Aoyd have changed their tune since 1979.
Twenty-five years later, they are trying to take the group to
court because of unpaid royalties.

The song, which was a number 1 hit in the UK and
abroad, was an attack on school and education and it had
the famous chorus, ''We don't need no education, we don't
need no thought controL .. teacher, leave those kids alone!"
The chorus was sung by thirteen schoolchildren from
Islington Green School in London, who were taken to the
Britannia Row record studios to sing on the recording by
their music teacher. They never met the group and were not

paid for their work. When the principal of the school heard
the song with its anti-school lyrics, she banned the children
from receiving any publicity or from appearing on TV.

Peter Rowan, a royalty expert from Edinburgh, has spent
two years trying to find the children, now adults, and he
intends to help them make a legal claim for royalties.
Mr. Rowan said, 'They probably won't get more than a few
hundred pounds each, but this is about recognition. They
deserve to have their work recognized even if it has taken
25 years."

lan Abbot!, 40, was one of the children who sang on the
record. He said, "Now I don't agree that 'We don't need no

education: Education is so important. I really regret that I

didn't study more at school. I would like to go to university
now and get a degree. But work gets in the way when you
get older. Sometimes I say to my nieces, 'You must study
harder: and they say, 'But why? Look at what you sang on
that song.'"

Mirabai Narayan, another one of the children, now works
as a teacher herself. She said, "I sometimes wonder if the
song influenced my career. My job now is to help kids with
learning difficulties."

El



G quantifiers
V noun formation
P -ough and -ough

Slow down, you move too fast

1 GRAMMAR quantifiers

a Answer the questions and compare
with a partner.

How much time (approximately)
do you spend on a weekday...?

sleeping
having meals (breakfast, lunch, etc.)
working (or studying)

cooking
doing housework or shopping
relaxing, exercising, or seeing friends

b Read the article Are you happy with
your work-life balance?Which situation
is most typical in your country?

c Read the article again and underline
the correct phrases.

d 0 p.138 Grammar Bank 5A. Read
the rules and do the exercises.

e Talk in small groups about the things
below. Are you happy with your
work-life balance?

How much time do you have.. _?

for yoursel
to exercise
to see friends
to be with your family

How much...do you have?
work

school I college ark
English homework
energy

..



Elena, lawyer, Santiago, Chile 2 PRONUNCIATION -ough and -augh

daughter

tough

Why?

caught

through

brought

thought

bought

laugh

although

enough

I Eat breakfast__

2 Forget the __. Do __ instead.

Tips

3 Galora .

C 5.2 Practice saying the sentences. Then listen and check.

1 I bought some steak, but it was very tough.

2 Although it was dark, we walked through the tunnel.

3 I thought I'd brought enough money with me.

4 I laughed when my daughter caught the ball.

A. Be careful with the letters ough and augh. They can be
pronounced in different ways.

a 5.3 You are going to hear an expert telling us five ways in
which we can slow down in our daily lives. Listen once and
complete Tips 1-5 with two words.

b 5.1 Listen and check. Which is the most common sound?
Which three words end with the sound /f/?

a Write the words in the list in the correct column.

3 LISTENING

2 I didn't use to have 5much time / many time for
anything because I was working 5too much / too
many hours - 45 or more a week. But then I
decided to stop working overtime and to use my
time at work more efficiently. Nowadays I have
'plenty of / plenty time for myself. I play tennis two
evenings a week, and I don't take work home on
weekends. I am much happier. I think when you
have time to enjoy your personal life, you work
much better.

Nayuha, salesperson, Tokyo, Japan

3 Yes, I am happy with it because I've chosen a lifestyle
that I like and that gives me 80 lot of /0 lot free time.
But my father, on the other hand, works more than
70 hours a week for a car company, which I think is
crazy. 'Lots of / Much Japanese people do the same.
There's an expression in Japanese, karoshi, which
means "dying because you work lOtoo hard I too much
hard." Alot of people in Japan get sick Of die because
they work "too / too much. I think my generation is
different. We don't want our lives to be ruled by work.
I work " a few / 0 little hours a day in a store - that
gives me enough money to live. I spend the rest of
my time seeing my friends and playing baseball.

4 Spend 10 minutes each day .

5 Take a __, not a __.

b Listen again and write down any other information you can
in the Why? column. Compare with a partner.

C Which do you think are the best two tips? Do you already do
any of them?



4 READING & VOCABULARY

We promise to...

b Read the introduction to the article. What is
the "counterrevolutionr)

Do you eat
"slow food "?

<I~
Slow Food"

The Slow Food movement was founded the day that an Italian
journalist, Carlo Petrini, saw that a fast·food restaurant had opened in
Piaua di Spagna, the beautiful square in Rome. He thought it was
tragic that many people today live too quickly to sit down for a
proper meal and only eat mass-produced fast food. He decided that
he had to try to do something about it and so he started the Slow
Food movement. Although he didn't succeed in banning the fast-food
restaurant from Piaua di Spagna, Slow Food has become a global
organization and now has more than 80,000 members in 100 countries.

But now a worldwide movement, whose aim is to
slow life down, has started a counterrevolution.
Its supporters are people who believe that a
happier and healthier way of life is possible...

The clock rules our lives. The more we try to save
time, the less time we seem to have. In every

area of our lives, we are doing things faster. And
many of us live in towns and cities that are gening

noisier and more stressful as eac:h day passes.

Slow down,
you move too fast

smoking in streets and parks

wildlife

teachers' salaries

unemployment

national products abroad

people to get more exercise

..
ad..-
~
~....

influence somebody in a positive way,
e.g., J ... my children to play sports.

2 to make something bigger,
e.g., The boss is going to ... my salary.

3 to say something is not allowed,
often by law, e.g., We want to ... smoking everywhere.

4 to help something to happen or
develop, e.g., The meeting helped to ... better relations.

5 to make something smaller,
e.g., ... the noise, the number of cars.

6 to defend somebody or something,
or keep them safe, e.g., We need to ... these birds
as they are becoming extinct.

a Read the leaflet and match the verbs with their
meanings.

c Work in pairs, A and B.

A read Do you eat "slow food"? and find the
answers to these questions.

1 Who started the Slow Food movement? Why?

2 What did he think was wrong with today's world?
3 What are the aims of the Slow Food movement?

4 How big is the Slow Food movement now?

B read Would you like to live in a "slow city"?
and find the answers to these questions.

I How did the Slow City movement start?
2 What are the aims of the Slow City movement?

3 Where has it spread to?
4 What do the people of Aylsham in the UK think

about living in a Slow City?

d Cover the article. A tell B about the Slow Food
movement. B tell A about the Slow City movement.

e Do you think these movements are a good idea?

"ID

"Each meal: says William Rubel of Slow Food, California, "should be a
special occasion."

Slow Food also encourages people to eat local and regional food, to use
local shops and markets, to eat out in small family restaurants, and to
cook with traditional recipes. As member Jon Winge says, "I think it's
such a cool idea. You support the people who produce beautiful
products for you."



5 VOCABULARY noun formation

a Form nouns from the verbs and adjectives below and
write them in the chart.

A Nouns are often formed:
from verbs, by adding -ment, -ion, -ation, and -al
from adjectives by adding -ness or -ity

orgamze

survive

-ity

-ion

happy move
relax similar

-ness

-ation

discuss govern

propose react

-al

-Oleot

crazy
possible

.. Would you like to
cittosl(JlO) live in auslow city"? b 5.4 Listen and check. Underline the stressed syllable

in each word. Which ending has a stressed syllable?

The idea of "cittaslow" or "slow cities" was inspired by the
Slow Food movement, and it was started by the mayor of the
small Italian town of Greve in Chianti. The aim of slow cities
is to make our towns places where people enjoy living and
working, and where they value and proted the things that·
make the town different. Towns that want to become a Slow
City have to reduce traffic and noise, increase the number of

green areas, plant trees, build pedestrian areas, and promote
local businesses and traditions.

Many other small towns in Italy have joined the
movement, and it has spread to other countries all over
the world. Aylsham in the UK recently became a slow city,
and most people are delighted.

6 SPEAKING
a Imagine that your town is thinking of becoming a

"slow city" and is planning to do the following things:

• Ban all fast-food restaurants.
• Promote small family restaurants.

• Ban cars from downtown.

• Create more pedestrian areas.

• Create more green areas and plant more trees.

• Reduce the speed limit in the town to 30 km/h.
• Use speed bumps and traffic radars to control speed.

• Move all big supermarkets outside the city.
• Encourage local shops and ban multinational chain stores.
• Ban loud music in bars and clubs.

"Slow cities are about having a community life in the town,
so people don't come home from work, shut their doors and
that's it," said a local resident. "It is not 'slow' as in 'stupid.' It
is 'slow' as in the opposite of 'frantic' and 'stressful.' It is
about quality of life."

Mark the sentences with a (V) or (le) to say if you
agree or disagree.

b Work in groups. Have a "meeting" to discuss each
proposal and then vote for or against it.

The problem with

(reducing... ) is that.. I don't think that would wor~

That would really make a differenc~

But not everybody in Aylsham is happy. For teenagers,
who have to go 25 kilometers to Norwich, the nearest city, to
buy tennis shoes or CDs, living in a slow city is not very
attradive. "It's all right here," says Lewis Cook, 16. "But if you
want excitement, you have to go to Norwich. We need more
things here for young people."

Useful language

I'm for / against (banning.J:;( I think / Idon't think it would
be a good idea (to create... )

c Compare with other groups. Which proposals are the
most popular?

mE



B

G articles: a / an, the, no article
V verbs and adjectives + prepositions
P sentence stress, the, lel or 15!?

Same planet, different worlds

1 GRAMMAR articles: a / an, the, no article
a Read the text and complete it with a I an, the, or - (no article).

Do you agree with the text?

Five things you don't usually hear a woman say to a man
1 "No thanks. I don't like __ chocolate."

2 "I know it's our anniversary __ next Saturday, but let's not go out. Let's stay in
and watch __ the baseball game on TV."

3 "1 want to buy __ new car -1 really like __ new BMW. It has fuel injection
and does 180 kilometers __ hour:'

4 "I'm glad you like __ junk food. Tlove __ men with __ fat stomachs.
I find them very attractive."

5 "Don't worry, Jwasn't expecting __ present. I don't like __ presents anyway."

b 0 p.138 Grammar 8ank 58. Read the rules and do the exercises.

c Read the text and complete it with a I an, the, or - (no article).
Do you agree with the text?

Five things you don't usually hear a man say to a woman
1 "I see Brad Pitt has __ new movie out. Would you like to go to __ movies

tonight and see it?"
2 "I'm completely lost, so I'll stop and ask __ woman over there for directions:'
3 "[ thought __ sheets needed changing, so I put them in washing machine."

4 "I think __ red dress looks nice, but take your time. There are lots of other stores
we can try."

5 "I really admire the way you can go to __ work, run __ house, and raise
__ children so well!"

2 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress, the, 181 or 15n

a 5.5 Dictation. Listen and write six sentences. Practice saying them
with the correct rhythm. Are articles normally stressed?

b 5.6 Listen and repeat the phrases. When is the pronounced log/? How is it pronounced in the other phrases?

the store the address the owner the sun the engineer the world

A Remember th can be~ e.g., the,o~ e.g. think.

C 5.7 Listen and circle th when it is pronounced 101. Then repeat the sentences.

1 That man over there is very wealthy. 4 I threw it away the other day.
2 June is the sixth month of the year. 5 We have math in the third year.
3 There are three things you have to remember. 6 The athletes run through that gate.



3 READING & SPEAKING
a In pairs, look at the list of subjects below. Who do you

think talks about them more, men or women? Write M
orW.

sports _ work _ clothes _ health _

family _ mOVIes _ politics _ cars _

their house _ the opposite sex _

b Read the first paragraph of Gossiping with the girls? Does
the writer agree with you? Who talks about most topics?

Gossiping with the girls?
W omen are experts

at gossiping, and
they always talk about
trivial things, or at least
that's what men have
always thought. However,
some new research suggests
that when women talk to
women, their conversations
are far from frivolous, and
cover many more topics (up
to 40 subjects) than when

men talk to other men. Women's conversations range from health
to their houses, from politics to fashion, from movies to family, from
education to relationship problems. Sports are notably absent. Men
tend to have a more limited range of subjects, the most popular
being work, sports, jokes, cars, and women.

According to Professor Petra Boynton, a psychologist who
interviewed over 1,000 women, women also tend to move quickly
from one subject to another in conversation, while men usually
stick to one subject for longer periods of time.

At work, this difference can be an advantage for men, as they can put
other matters aside and concentrate fully on the topic being
discussed. On the other hand, it also means that they sometimes
find it hard to concentrate when several things have to be discussed
at the same time in a meeting.

Professor Boynton also says that men and women talk for different
reasons. In social situations women use conversation to solve
problems and reduce stress while men talk with each other to laugh
or to compare opinions.

c Now read the whole article. What does the writer say?
Choose a, b, or c.

1 When women talk to each other they generally talk
about _

a unimportant things
b very serious things
c many different things

2 Men as women.
a don't talk as much
b don't talk about as many things

c don't work as much

3 Tn conversation women than men.
a talk more quickly

b change the subject more often
c talk more about work

4 At work, if there is a meeting that focuses on one
subject, _

a men will probahly concentrate better than women

b women will probably concentrate better than men
c men and women will both concentrate well

5 One of the reasons why women talk to each other is

a to relax
b to exchange ideas
c to tell jokes

d Now prove that the article is wrong! Work in pairs
or small groups.

If you're a woman, try to talk for two minutes about:
sports cars computers
If you're a man, try to talk for two minutes about:
fashion shopping losing weight / dieting

HOW WORDS WORK ...
1 Look at the highlighted words and phrases in

Gossiping with the girls?Which one(s) do we use ...?

1 to compare and contrast two facts or opinions while
2 to introduce an opposite point of view .__~_

3 to introduce S01l1e extra information _

4 to explain who says or believes something _

2 Complete the sentences with one of the words or
phrases. Sometimes there are two possibilities.

1 My sister plays tennis and she goes swimming
once a week.

2 1raveling by yourself can be fun. , it is
often more dangerous.

3 doctors, we shouldn't drink too much coffee.

4 Dogs are very affectionate, _ cats are more
independent.

5 New technology makes our lives easier.
it can be difficult to learn to use.

...



4 LISTENING
a Have you ever been to a spa? If yes, did you enjoy it? If no, would you like to go? Why (not)?

b Read the introduction to the article. Why did the journalists go to the spa?
Which treatment do you think a) loanna and b) Stephen will like best?

Spas - women love them.
Can men enjoy them, too?
Two reporters, Joanna Duckworth and Stephen Bleach, decided to find out. They spent a day

together at a health spa that offers thermal baths, saunas and steam rooms, an outdoor

swimming pool, and a wide variety of massages and treatments.

These are some of the
treatments they had:

Banana, papaya and
strawberry body polish
- a treatment that will smooth
and hydrate your skin, with a
head massage - 40 minutes.

Kanebo Kai Zen facial
- a deep intensive cleansing,
with face and neck massage 
1 hour 40 minutes.

Elemis foot treatment
- a foot bath, pedicure and foot
massage - 55 minutes.

c Listen to the two journalists talking after the first treatment and write the information in the chart.
Listen again to check. Repeat for the second and third treatments.

Stephen Joanna

points out of 10 reasons points out of 10 reasons

he body polish 5.8

he facial S.9

e foot treatment S.10

1 T

2 T

3Th

d 5.11 Listen to five extracts from the recording. Try to write down the missing word.
How do you think you spell it? What do you think it means?

I It was hot and __ and extremely uncomfortable.
2 The head massage was __I

3 My face feels different - much __.
4 I just use __ and water.

5 [love the calor they painted my__.

e Which of the treatments would you choose to have?



5 SPEAKING
Look at A man thing or a woman thing? Talk in small groups. In your country who
does these things more, men or women? Why do you think this is?

Useful language

Generally speaking / In general, 1think
women go to spas more than men..

I think it's more common
for men to watch sports..

A Remember not to use

I think women tend to r~ad an article when you
novels more than men... generalize, e.g., I think

men ... NOT 1'Ae-meH

6 VOCABULARY verbs and adjectives + prepositions

Men think that women always talk about trivial things.

In fact, they cover more topics than when men talk to men.

9 Do you think a man should pay dinner on a first date?

10 1)0 you know anyone who works a multinational rompany? __

II Do you know anyone who works _ a DJ?

Prepositions

Prepositions

English-speaking people? __

c1assi(al music?

a job soon?

a friend -_. your problems?

sports?

remembering birthdays?

Adjectives

Verbs

1 Do you often talk

7 Do you often write e-mails

8 How often do you listen

2 Do you often think lhe future?

3 Do you often have to wait a bus or train?

4 Do you agree your friends about politics?

5 What dish or dishes do you usually ask _ in a restaurant?

6 Have you ever borrowed money your family?

12 Are you going to apply

15 Are men's hobbies very different r-... women's hobbies?

13 Are you good

14 Are you bad

a Complete the prepositions column.

.,

A man thing
or a woman thing?

Going shopping

Going to spas

Going to the gym

Going to the movies

Reading novels

Going to sports events

Doing housework

Learning languages

Going to restaurants

7 5.12 SONG!J SkBer Boi

m_

b Cover the prepositions column. Work in pairs. A ask B the first question.
B ask A the second question. Continue with the rest of the questions.

Then change roles.

anything at the moment?

any insects?

fashion?

16 Are you afraid

17 Are you interested

18 AIe you worried

• Playing games (e.g., cards, chess)



G gerunds and infinitives
V work
P word stress

Job swap

1 VOCABULARY work

~lHln[p CS@

=;;===;::=t~~

2 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING
word stress

a Underline the stressed syllable in each
word. Use the phonetics to help you.

I apply Ig'plarl

2 contract I'kontnektl
3 employee IEm 'ploril
4 experience IIk'sprrignsl

5 overtime /'oov~rtalmJ

6 permanent I'pgrmgngntl

7 qualifications Ikwolgfg'kerInzl

8 quit Ikwltl
9 retire In' largrl

10 temporary l'tEmpgrcril

b 5.13 Listen and check. Practice saying
the words.

c Talk to a partner.

Do you know anybody who...

is applying for a job? What kind of job?

just retired? How old is he / she?

was promoted recently? What to?

works a lot of overtime? Why?

was fired from his / her job? Why?

is self-employed? What does he / she do?

is doing a temporary job? What?

has a part-time jab? What hours does
he / she work?

..

a Look at the picture story and match a sentence with each picture.

A But he was happy because he had a good salary and a company car. 0
B He applied for a job with a food company, and sent in his resume. 0
C He was frred. Jake was unemployed again... 0
D After six months, he got promoted. 0
E lake was unemployed and was looking for a job. 0
F He had to work very hard and work overtime. 0
G But then he had an argument with his boss. 0
H He had an interview, and he got the job. 0

b Cover the sentences and look at the pictures. Tell the story from memory.

c 0 p.152 Vocabulary Bank Work.



3 GRAMMAR gerunds and infinitives
a Complete sentences 1-16 in the questionnaire. Put the

verbs in the gerund, e.g., working, or the infinitive, e.g.,
to work.

b Read the sentences and check (V) only the ones that you
strongly agree with. Compare your answers with another
student.

c Now see in which group(s) you have most checks. Read
the paragraphs on the right to find out which jobs
would suit you. Would you like to do any of them?

The right job for yuu
- match your personality to the job

1 I am good at listening to people. listen
2 I enjoy people with their problems. help
3 I don't mind a very large salary. not earn
4 I'd like as part of a team. work

5 I am good at quick decisions. make
6 risks doesn't stress me out. take
7 I don't find it difficult by myself. work
8 I'm not afraid of large amounts of money. manage

9 I am good at myself. express
10 I always try my instincts. follow
11 It's important for me creative. be
12 I enjoy improvise

d Look at the sentences in the questionnaire. Complete
the rules with the gerund or infinitive.

1 After some verbs,
e.g., enjoy, don't mind use ...

2 After some verbs,
e.g., want, would like use ...

3 After adjectives, use...
4 After prepositions, use ...
5 As the subject of

a phrase or sentence, use ...

e 0 p.1l8 Grammar Bank se. Read the rules and
do the exercises.

If you have most checks in 1-4, the best job for you would be in
the "caring professions." If you are good at science, you could think
of a career in medicine, for example, as a doctor or nurse. Also,
teaching or social work are areas that would suit your personality.

If you have most checks in 5-8, you should consider a job
in the world of business, for example sales or marketing.
Other possibilities include accounting or working in the
stock market.

If you have most checks in 9-12, you need a creative job. Depending
on your specific talents, you might enjoy a job in the world of music,
art, or literature. Areas that would suit you include publishing,
journalism, graphic design, fashion, or the music industry.

13 complex calculations is not difficult for me.
14 I enjoy logical problems.
15 I find it easy theoretical principles.
16 I am able space and distance.

do
solve
understand
calculate

If you have most checks in 13-16, you have an analytical
mind. Ajob in computer science or engineering would suit
you. You also have good spatial sense, which would make
architecture and related jobs another possibility.

f Choose five of the topics below and tell your partner about them.

somewhere
you'd like to go

this weekend

somebody
you find difficult

to talk to

something
you found

easy to learn

something
you prefer doing

by yourself

something
you've decided

to do soon

something
you enjoy doing

on Sunday mornings

something
you regret buying

something
you often

forget to do

something
you're afraid

of doing

ajob you'd
love to be able

to do (but think
you couldn't)

Cl..



4 READING
a Read the title of the article. What kind

of personality do you think you need to

be a good political reporter?

b Read the text and put these headings

in the right place.

From librarian to political
reporter... In a month!
How Jessica went from working in a local library
to interviewing politicians on TV in just 28 days

4 A person who decides how criminals
should be punished or who decides the
result or winner of a competition

c In pairs, find the following words in

the text:

A person who takes part in a
competition

contestant

2 A group of people chosen to discuss
or decide something _

3 A person who writes about the news in
a newspaper or speaks about it on TV

The challenge

The teachers

"flte-program

The contestant

The training

1 The program

5 A person who collects) writes or
publishes news in the media
(newspapers, magazines, TV, or radio)

6 A person whose job is concerned with
politics _~ _

d 0 Communication Test your memory
A p.lI7 Bp.l20.
Who can remember most about the

program?

e Do you think jessica will pass the test?

Why (not)?

..El

The Pretenders is a very successful and popular TV series. In each program there is a
contestant who has just four weeks to learn to do a completely new job. At the end
of the month the contestant has to take a "test," where he or she has to do the new
job together with three other real professionals. A panel of three judges has to
decide which of the four people is pretending to be a professional. Sometimes they
can tell who is pretending, but sometimes they can't!

2 _

Jessica Winters is a 26-year-old librarian. She studied English literature at a university
before getting a job at her local library. She didn't know it, but two of her friends sent
her name to the TV company to take part in The Pretenders. "When someone from the
program called me, I thought it was a joke," said Jessica. "First, I said no, but they
asked me to think about it. In the end my friends and family persuaded me to say yes."

3 _

Jessica had four weeks to turn from a quiet, shy, librarian into a confident TV reporter.
At the end of the month, she had to take her final test. This was a live TV interview
with the secretary of education. She had to try to make the judges think that she
really was a professional reporter.

4 _

An experienced political journalist, Adam Bowles, and politician Sally Lynch had the job
of transforming Jessica. When they first met her, they were not very optimistic. "Jessica
needs to be a lot tougher. She's too sweet and shy," said Adam. "Politicians will eat her
alive." They had just 28 days to teach her to be a reporter. ..

5 _

Jessica had to spend the month in Washington. She was completely isolated from her
family and friends - she could only talk to them on the phone. The training was very
hard work. She had to learn how to interview people, how to look more confident, how
to speak clearly. She also had to learn about the world of politics. "I'm feeling really
nervous," said Jessica. "I'm terrified of being on TV. Also I've never been interested in
politics -I don't know anything about it. I didn't even vote in the last election."



5 LISTENING
You're going to hear Jessica and her teacher Adam talking about how she did in her
four weeks on The Pretenders. Listen to each week and answer the questions in pairs.

Week 4 5.17

5 How did jessica change her image?
6 What did she learn to do this week?
7 What did she have to do at

the airport?
8 Was she successful? Why (not)?

Week 3 5.16

9 What did Adam think about jessica?
10 What did she have to do this week?
11 What mistake did she make?
12 What did Adam say that jessica

needed to do?

S.15

S.14

Week 2

Week 1
1 What did Adam and Sally think

of jessica?

2 According to Adam, what two
problems did jess;ca have?

3 What three things did jess;ca
have to do this week?

4 How did she feel at the end of
the week?

13 What was jessica's final test?
How did she feel about it?

14 Did the interview go well for
jessica7 Why (not)?

15 Did the judges realize that jessica
wasn't a professional reporter>

16 Would jessica like to become
a reporter? Why (not)?

6 SPEAKING
Talk to a partner. Imagine you were asked to appear on the program. Look at the list of jobs that other
contestants were trained to do. Which ones would I wouldn't you like to learn to do? Why?

soccer coach dog trainer rock singer mechanic TV director stuntman chef DJ car salesman

Useful language

1wouldn't like ..1 =1. I think I'd enjoy..1
I wouldn't mind ...

1 I'd be terrible at...1
I think I'd be (pretty) good at...

m..



Meetings PRACTICAL ENGLISH

GIVING OPINIONS
a 5.18 Cover the conversation. Listen to AlIie, Mark,

and Jacques discussing promotion for Scarlett's CD.
Who has the best idea? What is it?

b Read the conversation. In pairs, what do you think
the missing words are? Don't write them in yet.

AIlie
Scarlett
AIlie

Mark

AIlie
Jacques

AIlie
Scarlett

Mark

AIlie

Jacques

AIlie
Mark
AIlie
Scarlett

That was a great concert last night, Scarlett.
Thanks.
As we know, Scarlett's got a new CD coming
out soon. So let's have a look at the best way we
can promote it in France.
OK, well I think Scarlett __ visit the major
music stores. In my __, that's the best way
to meet her fans.
I'm not so __. What do you __, Jacques?
Actually, I don't with Mark. Scarlett
isn't commercial in that way.
Scarlett? Scarlett?
I agree __ Jacques. I don't have a
commercial image. It isn't my style.
OK, but Scarlett needs more publicity. What
about a series of TV and radio interviews?
__ you agree?
Yes, but that's what everybody does. What we
waot is something different.
__, I think Scarlett should tour clubs and
summer festivals. She can DJ, play her favorite
music, play the new CD, and meet her fans, too.
Yes, __! That's a much better idea. Mark?
OK, why not?
Scarlett?
I think that's a __ idea. Thank you,
Jacques.

c Listen again and complete the conversation.

cl 5.19 Listen and repeat the highlighted phrases.
Copy the fhythm.

e Look at the highlighted phrases in the conversation.
Put them in the right column in the chart.

Asking people Saying what Agreeing I
what they think you think Disagreeing

What do YOU think? J think... I'm not' so sure.

f 0 Communication What do you think? A p.117 Bp.120.
In small groups, give your opinion.

SOCIAL ENGLISH Why is she smiling?
a 5.20 Listen. Who do they see in the

Louvre?

b Listen again and answer the questions.

I Has Mark been to the Louvre before?
2 Why isn't he very happy?

3 What does Allie say about the meeting?
4 What two theories about the Mona Lisa

does Allie mention?
5 What's Mark's theory?

6 Why do they leave in a hurry?

c 5.21 Complete the USEFUL PHRASES. Listen and check.

d Listen again and repeat the phrases. How do you say them in your language?

USEFUL PHRASES
What's the ffi__ ?

It's not a big d__.

You'rek__.

Now, I don't know much
a__ (art) ...

That's really un__!

Don't t__ around!

Let's g__ out of here.

Cl!m!mI MultiROM



c Read the cover letter. Circle the more formal phrase in each pair.

Work experience Computer skills
Education Languages

a Look at the job advertisement. Which job could you apply for?

b Complete the resume with headings from the list.

Avenida America 50
Cartago, Costa Rica

April 30

The Olympic Committee is looking for dedicated, enthusiastic,
and energetic people to work in different areas for the
forthcoming Olympic Games. There are vacancies in the

following areas:
• Administration • Translation and language services
• Hospitality and catering • Medical support

All applicants must be appropriately qualified and a good level
of English is essential. Send your resume and a cover letter
(in English) to:
Job applications: The Olympic Committee, PO Box 2456Avenida America 50

Cartago, Costa Rica
Home: 506-555-6389
Cell: 506-555-6742

Imendez@cronline.net

Costa Rican

E-mail
Nationality:

Telephone

Address

Lucas Mendez

English (TOEFl: 600)
I have a good level of written and spoken English.

I have been studying English at a private language school for the
last three years.

German (fluent). My mother is German.
4 _

Windows Vista /Advanced word processing

2007-

2002-2006

1998-2002

Assistant physical therapist at a rehabilitation (enter
in Cartago

I work mainly with patients who need rehabilitation
after an operation. In my free time, I also work as a
physical therapist for the local soccer team.

Degree in physical therapy, University of Costa Rica
Colegio laSalle (high school)

Olympic Committee
PO Box 2456

Dear Sir / Madam:

I[ am writing / I'm writing to apply for a job with
the medical suppon staff in the forthcoming
OlympiC Games.

I am a qualified physical therapist and 'I've been
working / [have been working at a rehabilitation
center heresince January 2006. I have a good
level of English. and 'my German is great / [speak
German fluently.

4[ enclose / I'm sending you my resume as
requested.

'Hope to hear from you soon. / [ look forward
to hearing from you.

'Best wishes / Yours truly

lJ.turs Mbtde.z.
Lucas Mendez

d Complete the Useful language box with Sincerely and Yours truly.

Useful language: a formal letter

Layout / style
Put your address in the top right-hand corner with the date underneath.
Put the name and address of the person you are writing to on the left.
Don't use contractions.
Write your full name under your signature.
Put [ look forward to hearingfrom you if you would like a reply.

Formal letters
You don't know the person's name

You know the person's last name

Greeting Closing
Dear Sir / Madam
Dear Mr. / Ms. / Mrs. Garda .

WRITE your resume and a cover
letter to apply for a job in the
Olympics.

PLAN what you're going to write.
Use the Useful language box and
Vocabulary Bank p.l52 Work to
help you.

CHECK the letter for mistakes

( grammar, punctuation, and

B'elling ). ..



What do you remember?

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

a Underline the word with a different sound

PRONUNCIATION

b 1!!!derline the stressed syllable.

employee unemployed responsible temporary experience

rn enough company much movement

~ afraid retire overtime apply

1 I11llny temporary regret prefer

",
~

work short permanent earn

~ resume boss salary works5

4

3

2

b Complete with a preposition.

1 I've applied __ a job with an airline.

2 Don't worry __ anything!

3 I really don't agree __ you.

4 Are you good __ science?

5 Are you still __ the university or have you graduated?

6 She works __ a flight attendant.

c Complete the missing words.

I I have to work a lot of 0 in my new job. Sometimes I don't
finish until 9 p.m.

2 Could I have a day 0 next Friday? It's my cousin's wedding.

3 He argued with his boss and he was f . Now he's unemployed.

4 If you work hard, you may get p to manager.

5 She has a good job and gets a very high s _

6 It's a temporary job. I only have a six-month c _

7 I'm going to a for a job in a bookstore. I hope I get itl

8 I'm s -e . I work at home as a translator.

9 If he doesn't like his job, he'll q after the first six months.

om

a Complete with a noun formed from the bold word.

I I think the __ will lose the next election. govern

2 What was his __? Was he angry? react

3 My __ depends on you. happy

4 They said on the radio that there's a __ ofsnow tonight. possible

5 You don't need any special __ to do this job. qualify

b Complete the second sentence with
two words so that it means the same as
the first.

I really think it's important for you to learn
to drive.

You must learn to drive.

When they left, they didn't lock the door.

They left the door.

2 There aren't very many trees on our street.

There are only trees on our
street.

3 It takes him a long time to get up in the
mormng.

He spends a long time in
the morning.

4 Renting a house is very difficult here.

It's very difficult a house here.

5 This house is too small for us.
This house isn't for us.

cm

a Choose a, b, or c.

I'm not very good at __ sports.

a the b a c-

2 He always gets __ late on Fridays.

a to home b to the home c home

3 There are __ people in this class.

a too many b too much c too

4 __ is one of the best forms of exercise.

a Swim b Swimming c Swims

5 I bought a laptop __ when I'm traveling.

a for use b for to use C to use

El



What can you do? REVIEW & CHECK

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?

Joggers who get up early and run through
the park, executives who try to work off
stress with a game of squash, and people

who do bodybuilding may all be shortening
their lives. According to Peter M.., a German
researcher and ex-marathon runner, laziness
is good for you.

"No top sportsman," says Axt, "has lived to a very advanced age :' Among
the examples of athletes who have died young he mentions Jim HXX, the
author of The Complete Book of Running, and the man who almost
single-handedly launched the American fitness revolution. He died at the
age of 52. As Axt says, "Better not to start:'

With his daughter Michaela, a doctor, he has written a book called
The Joy of Laziness. It says that there are three keys to long life:
to exercise less, to reduce stress, and to eat less food. He gives the example
of an Italian village with an unusually high number of centenarians that
seems to owe its communal good health to following the Axt principles. No
one runs, siestas stretch though the afternoon from Ipm to 4 pm, and the
main activity seems to be sitting in the shade or gossiping.

The Axts' ideas are based on research which argues that animals have only
a limited amount of energy. Those who use up energy quickly live for a shorter
time than those who conselVe energy. So an executive who wants to compensate
for a stressful day by going to the gym is in fact multiplying his problems.

However, Peter Axt believes that light exercise is beneficial "I jog gently for
20 minutes three or four times a week," he said, "but I have no time for
men over 50 who insist on running several kilometers a day."

a Read the article and mark the sentences T (true), F (false),
or DS (doesn't say).

1 Peter Axt regularly runs marathons.
2 He says that people who exercise too much will probably

die younger.
3 Jim Fixx got Americans to exercise more.

4 The Joy of Laziness is a bestseller.
5 The book says that the only important thing to help you live

longer is to exercise less.

6 In the Italian village, people are very healthy but not very active.
7 The book's ideas are based on five years' research.
8 He thinks that if you've had a very tiring day at work, you

shouldn't do physical exercise.

9 Axt runs several kilometers a day.

b Look at the highlighted words and phrases. Can you
guess what they mean?

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE?
a 5.22 Listen and circle the correct answer,

a, b, or c.

How many bookstores are there in the town?

a None bOne c Two
2 Where are the women going to have lunch?

a Roberto's b Trattoria Marco
c Garibaldi's

3 Who's going to choose the movie?
a The man. b The woman.
c The man and the woman.

4 The man has ...
a the right education but little experience.
b experience but little education.
c experience and the right education.

5 The girl thinks she wants to ...

a do research. b be a doctor.
c be a biologist.

b 5.23 You will hear a man and a woman talking
about buying a car. Mark the sentences
T (True) or F (False).

1 The woman says she prefers the SUv.
2 The man thinks the sedan is too small.
3 The woman damaged their car when she was

trying to park.
4 The 5UV is cheaper than the sedan.
5 In the end, the man and the woman can't decide

what to buy.

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Can you...? Yes (./)

D talk about your town and its facilities
D talk about your work-life balance
D say what men and women usually talk about
D talk about a member of your family's job, and about

the job you have or would like to have

El



6
ID

G reported speech: statements, questions, and commands
V shopping
P consonant sounds: 19/, Id;,!, IkJ, IJ/, ItJI

Love in the supermarket

1 CRAMMAR reported speech: statements and questions

a Read the short story and look at the pictures. In pairs, guess the last word.

They met next to the laundry detergent. By the cereal,

they told each other their life stories. By the vegetables,

he told her that he was falling in love with her. In front of

the frozen food, he asked her if she would marry him and

she said yes. But in the candy aisle, they had their first
argument. When they were waiting in line to pay, they

decided that it was all __._~.

b Now complete the speech bubbles with A-K.

A Will you marry me?

B I'll see you around. Bye.

C Yes, I will.

D I work in advertising.

E I don't think you're really my type.

F Do you need any helj>?

G Do you know how many calories there are in a bar
of chocolate?

H Thanks. My name's Olga.

I I'm a student. What do you do?

J Olga, I'm falling in love with you.

K Are you saying I'm fat?

C 6.1 Listen and check.

d Write the sentence and question below in reported
speech. Then look at the short story to check your
answer.

''I'm falling in love with you."
He told her (that) _

"Will you marry me?))
He asked her if _

e 0 p.140 Grammar Bank 6A. Read the rules
for reported speech: statements and questions,
and do exercise a only.

f Look at pictures 1-6. Tell the story in reported speech.

He asked her ifshe needed any help...

Ell



3 PRONUNCIATION consonant sounds: 19/, Id;), Ik/, IJ/, ItJI

a 6.2 Listen and cross out the word with a different sound.

2 VOCABULARY shopping

a In pairs, say if you think these are the
same or different and why.

1 a supermarket and a market

2 a drugstore and a pharmacy
3 a shopping mall and a department store
4 a library and a bookstore

b What are the last three stores you
have been to? What kind of stores
are they? What did you buy?

c 0 p.l53 Vocabulary Bank Shopping.

2

3

4

5

t bargain travel agent argument drugstore

'~ vegetables manager change gift shop

er discount bakery quit receipt

JlI shoe store stationery store cereal cash;."" ..~

~ lunch schedule cheese choose

4 SPEAKING

b 6.3 Listen and repeat the sentences. Practice saying them.

1 You can't choose your own schedule!
2 I had an argument with the manager of the gift shop.
3 The bakery gave us a discount.
4 Could you give me rhe receipt for rhe shoes, please?
5 My new green jacket was a bargain.

c 0 p.l59 Sound Bank. Look at rhe typical spellings for rhese sounds.

Interview another student with the questionnaire. Ask for more information.



4 • Getting angry won't help at all.

3 . Note the date, time, and name of the person
you've spoken to, and what was agreed.

Top tips for complaining

Mr.OlsenMr. Jones

7 _

6 _

2

3

4
5 _

I What did he complain about?

2 What was the problem?

3 How did he try to solve it?

4 Why wasn't he successful?

5 Who did he write to?

6 What happened as a result?

d Match the highlighted words or phrases with their meanings.

a store or office that is part of a larger
organization

employees

things that are for sale

available in the store

things that other people do for you,
e.g., repair your TV

money or things you give somebody because
you have treated them badly

a written promise from a company that it will
repair something if it breaks in a certain
period of time

e Now read the last part of the article. Complete the tips
with a phrase from below. Which two tips do you think
are the most important?

a If you have a problem with something you bought,
or with the service in a store, do you usually complain?
Who to? If not, why not?

b Read the article about complaining and number the
paragraphs in order 1-7.

e Read the article again in the right order and complete
the chart.

Be reasonable Keep a record Don't lose your temper

Act quickly Always go to the top

1 when there's a problem and give the company
a chance to solve the problem.

2 , and ask to speak to the manager. He / She is
the one who can compensate you.

5 READING

A0 As the machine was no longer under guarantee,
Mr. Jones called a local repairman. He charged Mr. Jones
$45 to look at it and then told him that he would need to
spend $650 plus tax for a new part. Then Mr. Jones took
the laptop to a well-known computer retailer - and they
told him to buy a new one!

B0 Another customer's experience shows that it's worth
complaining to the top people of a company if the local
company staff are unhelpful.

(0 "Four days later, someone called me to say the OVO
player / recorder was waiting for me and I could select 10
recordable OVO discs to compensate for my wasted time," he
says. "When I picked them up Iwas treated like a real VIP."

D0 Mark Olsen wanted to buy a OVO player / recorder. At
his local branch of a chain store that sells electronic goods,
they told him that they didn't have the one he wanted
in stock, but that they were expecting a delivery "soon."
However, when he went back, it still hadn't arrived.

E GJ Is it really worth complaining when goods or services
are not satisfactory? According to a new report from a
consumer magazine, it certainly is. As they point out, the
old saying "if you don't ask, you don't get" is true for
many situations, but particularly so when it comes to
compensation. Take the case of Mike Jones. He bought a
laptop computer, but just three years later he found that
it was getting slower and slower.

F 0 He returned twice over the following weeks, but each
time they told him to come back in a week. He started
calling about the machine instead. But after several weeks
of calling unsuccessfully, Mr. Olsen lost patience and wrote
to the managing director of the store.

G 0 However, Mr. Jones still felt that his computer should
not be out of date after just three years. He decided to
write a letter of complaint to the company. Ashort time
later, the company picked up the laptop, diagnosed a
software problem, repaired it, and returned it with a new
battery, all without charge. "I'd call that outstanding
service," said Mr. Jones.

Making a complaint
- is it worth it?

5 . If a company apologizes and makes a genuine
effort to satisfy you, be prepared to meet it halfway.



6 GRAMMAR reported speech: commands
a Look at the sentences below from the article. What do

you think were the exact words the salespeople used?

1 They told him to buy a new one.
2 They told him to come back in a week.

b Look at pictures 1-4. Complete the sentences with an
affirmative or negative infinitive (e.g., to be or not to be).

QEl ---.

____ her a refund.

2 He told the people at the next table _
so much noise.

*,~, ,..At,.
""( 'I~J(
~~ ;. ( ....,,"'_., t' J f ,
ill \;;!6
~~

3 She asked the clerk her a bigger room.

C)

DoN'T Go

4 He told the taxi driver so fast.

c 0 p.140 Grammar Bank 6A. Read the rules for
reported speech: commands and do exercise b.

7 LISTENING & SPEAKING
a 6.4 Listen to part of a radio program where people are

talking about bad service. Then answer the questions.

1 Why did the man get annoyed?
2 What did he ask the taxi driver to do?

3 What happened in the end?

4 What problems were there with the woman's room?
5 What happened when she told the front desk clerk?
6 What did she tell him to do? Did he do it?

The restaurant. :

7 Why did the man ask the waitress to change his soup?

8 Why wasn't he happy with the check?
9 What happened in the end?

b Talk to a partner.

1 Who's best at complaining in your family? Why?
2 Can you remember a time when you (or someone in

your family) complained ...?

to a taxi driver
to a front desk clerk
to a waiter

to someone else

Why did you complain? What did you ask the person to do?
What happened?

c 0 Communication Iwant to speak to the manager
A p.1I8 Bp.12/. Role-play complaining in a store and a
restaurant.

ca..



G passive: be + past participle
V movies
p sentence stress

See the movie... get on a plane

1 READING
a Have you ever seen a movie that made you want

to go to the place where the movie was made?
b Read the article and try to complete each text with the name of the

movie and the country where it was made. Use the photos to help you.

Where was it filmed?

How do I get there?
Fly to Phuket International Airport and travel
to lhe island by boat or small plane.

The BeachThe Lord ofthe Rings

Thailand

Out ofAfrica

New Zealand

he mOVIe is set In 19905 on a small
tropical island. It is based on a
~ing book by Alex Garland and it
directed by Danny BoyIe. It's about a

traveler (played by Leonardo
~ who finds a group of young

IIviPg on abeautiftll,uni~
But paradiSe soon turnS Ilftd

nightmare...

1he movie was shot on lhe beaulifuI iItancI
of Phi Phi Leh in , which
is now visited by more lhan a million
tourists every year. Most of the hotels
were destroyed in 2004 by lhe tsunami,
but lhey have now been rebuilt



3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress

c 0 p.l40 Grammar 8ank 68. Read the rules and do the exercises.

~~

~---

on location.

____ by thousands of fans.

Passive

The movie _

The movie next year.

People are inspired to travel by movies.

Out ofAfrica WCIS directed by Sydney Pollack.

Thousands of fans have visited the country. The country

They're making the movie on location.

They will release the movie next year.

Movies inspire people to travel.

Sydney Pollack directed Out ofAfrica.

Active

d Answer the questions.
Have you seen any of these movies? Did you like it I them?
Which of the three places would you most like to visit?

c Read the article again and answer the questions.

Which movie(s) .. .?

1 had three parts
2 were based on a book
3 was set at the beginning of the 20th century
4 was set in a place where later there was a natural disaster

5 was filmed in a wildlife park
6 didn't win an Oscar
7 was a romantic movie

8 was directed by a man born in the country where the movie was made

a 6.5 Dictation. Listen and write six passive sentences.

b Listen again. Underline the stressed words.

c Listen and repeat the sentences. Copy the !hYthm.

2 GRAMMAR passive: be + past participle
a Read about The Beach again. Underline an example of the present

passive, the past passive, and the present perfect passive. How do
you form the passive?

b Look at the active sentences in the chart below and underline the verbs.
What tense are they? In pairs, complete the chart with passive verbs.



4 VOCABULARY movies

a Try to remember words or phrases from READING on pages 88 and 89 which mean ...

the music from a movie. the s _

2 the person who directs a movie. the d _

3 all the actors in a movie. the c _

4 all the people who make a movie. the c _

5 (filmed) in the real place, not in a studio. 0 _

6 the part of a theater or TV where the image appears. the s _

b Look at READING (text 2) again and check your answers.

c 0 p.I54 Vocabulary Bank Movies.

5 SPEAKING
a Read the questionnaire and think about your answers.

b In pairs, interview each other. Do you have similar tastes?

...



6 LISTENING

a Look at the photograph. In pairs, answer the questions.

1 Who do you think the man and woman are?
2 Where do you think they are?
3 What movie do you think was being made?
4 What do you think is happening?

b 6.6 Listen to the first part of an interview with
Dagrnara and check your answers to a.

c Listen again and answer these questions.

1 Where does Dagmara live?
2 What was she doing before the shooting of the movie started?
3 Was that her real job?
4 Where did she meet Spielberg?
5 What did she have to do there? Why?
6 How well did she do it?
7 What happened afterwards?

d 6.7 Now listen to the second part of the interview
and then make notes under the headings below.

What she had to do during the movie

30 to tlM Se.t e.Ve.Y/1 d"/11 t",""sI"te.
The most difficult thing about the job

The worst moment

What it was like to work with Spielberg

Her opinion of the movie

How she feels when she watches the movie

e Compare with a partner. Then listen again and
complete your notes.

m..



G relative clauses: defining and non-defining
V what people do
P word stress

I need a hero

6 When he died he was in his late ...
a twenties b thirties c forties

What do you know ab

1 GRAMMAR relative clauses: defining and non-defining
a 6.8 In pairs, do the quiz. Choose a, b, or c. Compare with

another pair and then listen and check.

- -- - - -a Norton 500ee motorcycle

c 1973

7 He died in ...
a 1960 b 1967

e Compare your sentences I and 2 with text A. Find two differences.

f 0 p.140 Grammar Bank 6C. Read the rules and do the exercises.

g Cover the text and look at the photos. Can you remember
the connections with Che?

1 He was born in ...
a Cuba b Colombia c Argentina

2 His first name was ...
a Alejandro b Ernesto c Eduardo

3 In college he studied...
a law b politics c medicine

4 He helped.. .in the Cuban Revolution.
a Fidel Castro b Eva Peran c Emiliano Zapat

5 He was captured and shot in ...
a Chile b Bolivia c Venezuela

b Look at the photos and cover the texts. Guess what the connection
is between each of the things, people, or places and Che Guevara.

c Now read texts A-E and check.

d Cover the texts. Complete the sentences with who, whose, which,
that, or where. In some cases, two answers are possible.

The movie, __ theme song won an Oscar, is based on the
motorcycle journey __ Che made with Alberto across South
America.

2 It was the poverty __ he saw on this trip __ made him decide
that revolution was the only answer to South America's problems.

3 Gael Garcia Bernal is the actor __ played Che.

4 Rosario is the town in Argentina __ Ernesto "Che" Guevara was born.
S The photo, __ was taken in 1960, is probably one

of the best-known photos in the world.
6 The people __ wear Che T-shirts tend to be people __ don't

conform.





2 LISTENING & SPEAKING
a 6.9 Listen to a contest on a radio program.

With a partner, try to write down the eight
heroes and icons. Check your answers on
page 120.

b 0 Communication Relatives quiz Ap.1I8
Bp.121. Make questions to ask a partner.

3 READING
a In pairs, look at the photos 1-5 and match

them with the names below. Do you know
what they are famous for?

Wangari Maathai 0 Bernard Kouchner 0
Bono 0 Queen Rania of Jordan 0
Thierry Henry 0

b Now read the article and complete it with
the five names.

c Read the article again and answer the
questions.

1 Who was asked for some help that he / she
couldn't give?

2 Who is trying to fight disease? How?

3 Who encouraged women to play a stronger role
in protecting the environment? How?

4 Who used to be a politician? Why was he / she
unusual?

5 Who used their celebrity status to raise money?
What are they trying to change?

d Read the article again. Find the nouns from
these verbs and adjectives.
I found (vb) foundation

2 modern (adj)
3 hungry (adj)
4 poor (adj)
5 deforest (vb)

6 operate (vb)
7 sell (vb)

e In pairs, look at the photos and say why
these people are heroes.

..m

Time magazine ha. cho.en a li.t of people called the Time 100. These
are people who, the magazine believes, have an enormous impatt on

today's world and who inspire millions of people. The category Heroes

and Icons includes a whole variety of people from a queen to a soccer

player, from politicians to a multimillionaire rock star.

rJ ' one of the world's greatest soccer players, has used his
hero status on the field to fight racism in soccer. After he saw black
players from the England team being insulted by spectators in an
international game, he started the campaign "Stand up, Speak out." He
has raised nearly $16 million for anti·racism groups through the sales of
black and white bracelets.

"You probably can't change the racists," he says, "but you can make the
silent majority stand up and speak out against them. That way we will
make them feel less comfortable. In a few years, I want to be able
to watch a soccer game and not hear a single racist insult."

IJ -- is helping her husband to "try to reconcile
tradition with modernity" in their country. But outside her country, along

with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and others, she is working to try
to make sure that all children everywhere get vaccinated. As she reminds
us, there are more than 30 million children a year who get no

vaccinations during their first year of life, so up to 10% of them will die.

B .- - ,one of the world's biggest rock stars, is also
Africa's biggest defender. When he and his wife Ali first went to Africa,
they worked in a refugee camp for a month. On the day they were leaving,
a man approached him carrying a baby. "This is my son," the man said.

"Please take him with you when you leave. If you do, he will live. Otherwise
he will die." He couldn't take the child, but since then he has been working
tirelessly to raise money to free Africa from hunger and poverty.



a Add an ending and put the words in the correct column.

b 6.10 Listen and underline the stressed syllable. Practice saying the words.

4 VOCABULARY & PRONUNCIATION what people do, word stress

Movies!TV

Other

Music! Art

Historical

Sports

act eempese conduct eycle design direct guitar

invent lead mtl5te paint photograph physics play politics
present SCience sculpt violin

-er -or -ian -ist

composer actor musician cyclist

A. Most words which tell us what people do end in -er, -or, -ian, or -ist, e.g.,

Wangari Maathai is an environmental leader.

5 SPEAKING
a Think of a person (living or dead) yOll admire for three of the categories below.I] - - first came

to the public eye when he helped to

save many of the boat people who

escaped Vietnam. He carried sacks of
rice himself, even though he was a

French government minister, in
"Operation Restore Hope" in Somalia.

Nelson Mandela once said to him,

"Thank you for helping in matters

which aren't your problem." He co

founded Medecins sans Frontieres
(Doctors without Borders), which was

awarded the 1999 Nobel Peace Prize,

and later Medecins du Monde.

III - -- __,who won

the Nobel Peace Prize in 2004, is an

environmental leader known in her

native Kenya as the "Tree Woman." In

1977, she founded the Green Belt

Movement, an organization, consisting
mostly of women, that has fought

deforestation by planting more than

20 million trees in Kenya. She wanted

to prove that "women could improve
the environment without much
technology or financial resources." The

movement has spread to other African

nations, but her work has also met

with opposition, and at one time she
was jailed for her fight against

deforestation. Today she continues to

work for environmental causes,

women's rights, and democracy.

b In groups, talk abollt the people you chose. Explain who they are, what they
have done, and why you admire them.

6 6.11 SON G !J Holding outfor 0 hero

mEl



GIVING AND REACTING TO NEWS
a 6.12 Cover the conversation and listen. What news does

Ben have? Who is more surprised, Jacques or Nicole?

b Read the conversation. In pairs, what do you think the
missing words are? Don't write them in yet.

c Listen again and complete the conversation.

d 6.13 Listen and repeat the highlighted
phrases. Copy the iliYthm.

e Cover the conversation. Try to remember five ways
of reacting to news with surprise or interest.

f In pairs, invent some news about a famous
person to tell other students. Take turns telling
your news. React with surprise! interest.

~ What?
You'll never guess what happened!

Hi.
Hi.! Hello.
Did you have a nice weekend?
Oh yeah. You'll never who I saw on
Saturday.
Who?
AlIie ... and Mark. In the Louvre... together.
__ I

You're __.

It was definitely them. And they looked really
close. I think they were holding hands.
No! I don't __ it.
It's true, I'm _ ~ you! And I think they saw
me because they turned and left really quickly.
Arc you I
You know, I'm not surprised. I think they've
been seeing each other ever since Mark arrived.
Or maybe even before.
That's __ .What makes you say that?
When I went to look at Mark's new
apartment, I'm sure Allie called him on his
mobile. And I've seen her looking at him in
a certain way...
Hey, quiet everyone. It's Mark.Ben

Nicole
Ben
Nicole
lacques
Ben

'aeques
Nicole

'aeques
Nicole

'aeques
Ben

Ben
Nicole! lacques
Nicole
Ben

-

SOCIAL ENGLISH For your eyes only
a 6.14 How does AlIie reply to Mark's e-mail?

b Listen again and mark the sentences T (true)
or F (false).

I lacques had a busy weekend.
2 Mark invites Ben and lacques to his place

for a meal on Saturday.
3 Mark says he went to the Louvre with a friend.
4 Ben says he saw Mark at the Louvre.
S Everybody gets the same e-mail from AIlie.

USEFUL PHRASES

That w __ be very nice.
So didn't you go out at a__ ?
I felt 1..._ . (getting a bit of culture).
That's f . I went to the Louvre on Saturday, too.
I didn't see you e __ .

C 6.15 Complete the USEFUL PHRASES. Listen and check.

d Listen again and repeat the phrases. How do you say them
in your language?

Dear all,

, d a..ched a COpy of the lalest
Please n

sales report from the USA.

Ma'"

o
GII!IlII MultiROM



Tim Hudson reviews a OVD that every movie lover should own.

CD Cinema Paradisa was directed '..Ilx- Giuseppe Tornatore.
It stars Philippe Noiret as Alfredo, and Salvatore Cascio, who plays
the part of the boy. The movie won an Oscar in 1989 '__
8est Foreign Language film.

rn The movie is set in an Italian village in the 1940s and 50s. It was
filmed on location in Sicily.

[I] It is ' a little boy called Salvatore who ends up becoming
a famous movie director. '__ the beginning of the story, he
goes s__ to his village for the first time in thirty years, for
the funeral of an old friend, Alfredo. The rest of the movie is a
"flashback" about his childhood. '__ his village there is only
one movie theater, called Cinema Paradiso. Salvatore is crazy
' movies, so he spends all his time there. He becomes
friends with Alfredo, the man who shows the movies, and later he
works '__ his assistant. But when he is a teenager he leaves
the village and goes '__ work in Rome, and 10__ the
end he becomes a famous director. He never sees Alfredo again.

[i] I strongly recommend Cinema Paradiso. It makes you laugh and
cry, it has a memorable soundtrack, and it is a moving tribute
to the magic of the early days of movies.

a Look at the title and the photos. Have you seen
the movie? Would you like to see it?

b Read the movie review. Number the paragraph
summaries below in order, 1-4.

Paragraph 0
The plot

Paragraph 0
The name of the movie, the director, the
stars, and any prizes it won

Paragraph 0
Why you recommend this movie

Paragraph 0
Where and when it was set

c Read the review again and complete it with the
missing words.

about (xl) at as back by in (x2) for to

d Look at the third paragraph again. What tense do we
usually use to tell the story of a movie or book?

Useful language: describing a movie
It was directed I written by...
It is set in...
It is based on the book...

It's about...
It stars...
My favorite scene is...

WRITE a movie review about a movie that you would
recommend people buy on DVD.

PLAN what you're going to write in the four paragraphs.
Use the Useful language box and Vocabulary Bank
p.154 Movies to help you.

CHECK the review for mistakes ( grammar,
punctuation, and spelling).



What do you remember?

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

PRONUNCIATION

c Complete with one word.

1 Can I try __ these pants, please?
2 You can pay credit card.
3 People always complain __ high prices.
4 If it's broken, take it to the store.
S The movie is based __ a book.
6 Schindler's List was directed __ Spielberg.
7 Les Miserables was set __ 18th century Paris.

newsstand
pay
actors

comedy

plot

b Write words for the definitions.
I A store where you can buy bread. b _
2 The piece of paper you are given when you buy something.

r _

3 What salespeople use to make a sale. c r _
4 A basket on wheels that people use at supermarkets. c _
S The words of a movie translated on the screen. s _
6 The music from a movie. s _
7 The people who watch a movie in a theater. a _
8 Something you buy more cheaply than usual. b _

a Underline the word that is different. Say why.

1 bakery shoe store store window
2 buy sale sell
3 cast extras special effects
4 horror movie thriller sequel

S dubbed fIlmed directed

1 «Do you want to have dinnerf' he asked.
lames asked me if to
have dinner.

2 'T1I pay;' she said.
lacqueline said that _
pay.

3 "Where am 11" the man asked.
The man asked me where .

Complete the second sentence with two
words so that it means the same as the first

a Underline the word with a different sound

b 11!J.derline the stressed syllable.

subtitles complain receipt soundtrack customer

4 "Can you open the window, please?"
My mother asked me _
the window.

S "Don't talk!"

The teacher told the students __
__ talk.

6 They made the movie in a studio.
The movie in a studio.

7 They're building a new school.
A new school is .

8 An Asian company has bought
our company.

Our company has by
an Asian company.

9 That man's son goes to my school.
That's the man goes to
my school.

10 This is a machine. It cuts paper.
This is a machine paper.

em

1

2

3

4

S

~ sell special sale center

-a:dr cart market compare star
~~

er bakery scene discount sequel

v,

k~ director manager drugstore supermarket

~ schedule chain store each watch



What can you do? REVIEW & CHECK

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?

Designer brands aren't for me!
Although I follow fashion, I hate the phrase "must
have." If I read that Ugg boots or Prada sunglasses

are the latest "must-haves," my immediate reaction

is to think, "Why must I have them'" Why should
I fall for the designer's manipulative tactics, which

are only intended to increase his bank balance at

the expense of mine?
Designer brands, in general, are for people who

are too insecure to trust their own taste. These

people decide that everything at Prada must be
"cool," so if you shop there, you can't go wrong.

I find it much more satisfying to stop by one of the

cheap chain stores and buy a copy of the designer's
clothes for a tenth of the price. OK, you have to
have a good eye to find the one garment in three

that looks great. But it's worth it! It's like finding

piece of gold in a river. The find gives you immense

satisfaction.

Which is why. according to a survey done by one ha
young people with money are abandoning the

designer stores and buying their clothes in chain

stores, second-hand stores, and in street markets.

This is the best news I've heard all week. It

means that young people have the confidence

to trust their judgement. They are prepared

to take risks to look individual and not mass-produ
That has always been my shopping philosophy.

The exorbitant prices in designer stores are

outrageous. Even if I had the money, I would

of all the other things I could spend it on!

LOUIS VUITTON

-'J..""'-Wi.,. r

.. : '~l k ", ••

FElHH:

L1U:JO

BO~~

CELINE

PRADA

VECUA

a Read the text and choose a, b, or c.

1 The writer thinks ...

a fashion is ridiculous.

b Prada sunglasses are "must-haves."

c designers just want to make a lot of money.

2 She thinks people who buy designer brands...
a are «cooL"

b don't have good taste,

c are afraid of making a mistake.

3 She thinks ...

a it's easy to find great, cheap clothes.

b you feel good if you find good, cheap clothes.

c the clothes in chain stores are better
than designer clothes.

4 According to the bank survey, rich young
people...

a now want to look different from each other.

b don't have as much money to spend as they
used to.

c are now buying more designer clothes.

5 The writer. ..

a thinks the price of designer clothes is fair.

b thinks there are better things to spend her
money on.

c would like to have the money to buy
designer clothes.

b Look at the highlighted phrases. Try to
guess their meaning. Check with your
teacher or your dictionary.

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE?
a 6.16 Listen and circle the correct answer, a, b, or c.

1 What was the problem with the woman's steak?

a It wasn't cooked enough. b It was cold. c It was overcooked.

2 What didn't the man like about the movie?

a The acting, b The music. c The plot.

3 How much did the sweater cost?

a $25 b $67 c $77

4 How did the man feel after he saw the movie?

a Disappointed. b Nervous. c Excited,

5 What did Brunel do?

a He was an architect. b He was an engineer. c He was a boxer.

b 6,17 Listen to the guide showing tourists around Mark Twain's
house in Hartford, Connecticut, Complete the sentences with
one word.

Mark Twain, or Samuel (Iemens, was bom on November 30,

When Sam was 11 years old, his father _~~.

Alter that, Sam worked for a local _

Clemens and his wife, Olivia, were ~_ married.

His novel Tom Smvyer is based on his life as a~ near the Mississippi River.

Twain died at the age of~ _..

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Can you.,,? Yes (.I)

o talk about a time you complained in a store or restaurant
o describe a movie
o talk about a person who you admire



Bad luck?
I missed you!....._--

(i third conditional
V making adjectives and adverbs
P sentence stress

I READING & LISTENING
a Read the article Bad luck? In pairs,

decide what you think happened next.

b 7.1 Now listen to what happened.
Were you right?

an johnson, a 27-year-old builder,

went to work in Australia for a
year, leaving behind his girlfriend,

Amy. lan and Amy missed each other

a lot and after being apart for six

months, lan planned a surprise.

Without telling Amy, he caught a plane

back to England to see her. After a

24-hour flight via Singapore and a

17,600-kilometer journey, he finally

arrived at her house in Yorkshire in
the north of England, carrying flowers

and an engagement ring. He rang the doorbell, but nobody answered. He had

a key to her house, so he opened the door and went in. The house was

empty. lan thought Amy had gone out for the evening and sat down to wait

for her to come back. Tired after his long journey, he fell asleep. When he

woke up, his phone was ringing...

Good luck?
Is there a doctor on the plane?

rs. Dorolhy Fletcher was traveling with her daughter and her daughter's

fiance on a flight from London to Florida. Her daughter was going 10 be

married there the following week. When they changed planes in

Philadelphia, they had to rush between terminals to catch the connecting flight

and Mrs. Fletcher, age 67, began to feel sick.

"I didn't say anything to my daughter because I didn't want to worry her or

miss the wedding," said Mrs. Fletcher. But when the plane took off from Philadelphia,

she suddenly got a terrible pain in her chest, back, and arm - she was having

a heart attack. The cabin crew put out a desperate call to the passengers:

"If there is a doctor on the plane, could you please press your call button.....

c Listen again and check. Then in pairs, write
two sentences to explain how the story ended.

7.2 Now do the same for Good luck?



2 GRAMMAR third conditional
a Complete the two sentences from the

listening in le.

1 lan
If one of us had _ _ at home,
we _ _ have met.

2 Mrs. Fletcher
If those doctors _ _ been on
the plane, I would __ died.

b 7.3 Listen and check.

c Look at sentences 1 and 2 above and
answer the questions.

Did [an or Amy stay at home?
Did they meet?

2 Were the doctors on the plane?
Did Mrs. FIetcher die?

3 Do sentences I and 2 refer to
something that happened or
something that didn't happen?

d 0 p.142 Grammar Bank 7A. Read
the rules and do the exercises.

3 PRONUNCIATION sentence stress
a 7.4 Listen and repeat the sentences. Copy the rhythm.

I If you'd told me earlier, I would have gone, too.
2 [f the weather had been better, we would have stayed long~.

3 If I hadn't stopped for~, I would have arrived before he left.
4 We would have been late if we hadn't taken a taxi.
S She wouldn't have come if she'd known he was here.
6 It would have been cheaper if we'd gone last month.

b 0 Communication Guess the conditional Ap.118 Bp.121.

4 SPEAKING
a Read the questionnaire and mark your answers.

b Compare your answers with a partner. Give more information
if you can.

c Now look at what your scores mean. Do you agree with
the results?

How lucky are you?
Read the following statements and write a number 1-3 in the box

3 = This is usually true about me.
2 = This is sometimes true about me.
1 = This is hardly ever true about me.

'noA JOj aAljlsod 8U1aq dn pua AlqeqoJd
II'M Aa4j se 'S~SIJ 8U1~ej jO p,eJje aq j,UOO 'Jal~)nl uaAa aWD)aq

Plno) nOA jnq 'A~)nl SI 04M auoawos AlqeqoJd ale nOA 9i:-8t

'jsed a4j WOlj uJeal OJ"'1 'A4M azAleue pue A~)nlun JO A~)nl aJaM nOA aJa4M SUOljenjlS
je ~)eq ~ool 'Jal~)nl aq PlnD) nOA jnq 'A~)nl ajmb a,e nOA n-61

'ajll OJ apnj1lle snoJnjUaApe aJOw pue aAljlsod alOW e paau nOA
'~)nl po08 peJlle j,UOp nOA pue A~)nlun AlleJnjeu aJe nOA 81-t1

ilJO:»S JnOA

1 I enjoy talking to people I haven't met before.

2 I don't worry or feel anxious about life.

3 I enjoy trying new food and drink.

4 I listen to my instincts.

S When I need to calm down, I just go to a quiet place.

6 I try to learn from my mistakes.

7 I try to get what I want from life.

8 I expect people I meet to be pleasant, friendly, and helpful.

9 I'm an optimist. I look on the bright side of life.

10 When things are bad, I think things will get better soon.
11 I don't think about bad luck I have had in the past.

12 I expect good things to happen to me in the future.

c
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3 Lucky people expect to be lucky.
Convince yourself that your future will be bright and lucky.

Set realistic but high goals. If you fail, don't give up. Be open
to the idea of trying a different way to achieve your goals.
Exercise D

2 Lucky people trust their instincts.
When you are trying to decide what to do, first make an

effort to relax. Then when your mind is clear, listen to what it
is telling you and act on it
Exercise D

Jl..Lucky people use bad luCk
-tot heir advantage.
,If sometfifng.bad h ppens, imagine
how things could have been
worse. You will then realize \ \1 J

that things aren't so bad after

all. Compare your situation ,
with that of other people who
are in an even worse

situation. Take a long view of
things. Even if things seem bad
now, expect them to get better.
learn from your past mistakes
and think of new ways to solve
your problems.
Exercise D

1Lucky people make the most of their opportunities.
Be open to new experiences and vary your routine. For

example, get off the bus a stop earlier than usual. You may
see something interesting or new, or bump into an old friend.

Exercise D

5 READING

Some people seem to be bom lucky - they meet
their perfect partners, achieve their ambitions, and

live happy lives.

Psychologist Dr. Richard Wiseman has done a lot of
research to discover why some people are luckier than
others. After interviewing hundreds of people with the
questionnaire on page 101, he has concluded that
people who think they are lucky achieve more success
and happiness than those who don't. Without realizing
it, they are creating good fortune in their lives.

Using Dr. Wiseman's techniques, you too can understand,
control, and increase your own good fortune.

a Look at the title of the article. What do you think?

b

Canwe
Inake our
own luck?



d Read EXERCISES A-D on page 102 again. Which one do you
think is the best for making you luckier?

4 b__ i__ an old friend
5 m__ an e to relax

6 c yourself that your
future will be bright

7 r__ that things aren't so bad

c Read just the article again (not the EXERCISES). Cover the text and
from memory complete the expressions below with a verb or
phrase. Then look at the text again and check your answers.

I s__ to be = give the impression of being
2 a__ their ambitions = make their ambitions come true
3 v__ your routine = change your routine, make it

different
= meet an old friend by chance
= try hard to relax
= make yourself believe that your

future will be bright
= understand that things aren't

so bad

6 VOCABULARY making adjectives and adverbs

Lucky people use bad luck to their advantage.

HOW WORDS WORK ...
When you are trying to decide what to do,
first make an effort to relax. Then when your
mind is clear, listen to what it is telling you.

We often use what as a relative pronoun.
It means "the thing (or things) that."

Complete the sentences wi th what or that.
I Can you speak a bit louder? I can't hear __

you're saying.
2 A What's this?

B It's a machine __ makes ice cream.
3 This is the song won the MTV award.
4 Everybody was very surprised by she said.
S We went to the restaurant __ Ann

recommended.
6 I didn't get _ J wanted for my birthday!

a Look at the adjectives and adverbs that can be made from the noun luck in the chart below.
Then in pairs complete the chart.

noun ffi adjective E] adjective ffi adverb E] adverb

luck lucky unlucky luckily unluckily
care careful careless
comfort
patience
fortune

b Underline the stressed syllable in the three two-syllable nouns. How does that help you
stress the adjectives and adverbs correctly? Practice saying them.

c Complete the sentences with the right form of the bold noun.

r The beach was beautiful but __ it rained every day. FORTUNE
2 If the beds had been more __, we would have slept better. COMFORT
3 You would have gotten better grades if you hadn't been so __ on the exam. CARE
4 We were really __. We missed the flight by just five minutes. LUCK
5 Don't be so __. The program will start in a minute. PATIENCE
6 I fell off my bicycle last week, but __ I wasn't badly hurt. LUCK
7 There was a very long line to pay, but we waited __. PATIENCE
8 If you had been more __, you wouldn't have had an accident. CARE
9 It was freezing cold, but __ we'd all brought jackets. FORTUNE

10 Are you sitting __1Then I'll begin the story. COMFORT

7 7.5 SON G l.I Ironic

m..



1 READING & LISTENING

G tag questions, indirect questions
V compound nouns
P intonation in tag questions

Three years ago the American crime writer
Patricia Cornwell left aside her fictional
detective, Kay 5carpetta, and tried to solve
the real-life murder mystery of jack the
Ripper. After spending a considerable amount
of time and money on her investigation, and
analyzing DNA samples, Cornwell thinks she
has proved who jack the Ripper really was...

One of the great unsolved murder mysteri
of all time is that of Jack the Ripper.

In the fall of 1888, a brutal murderer walked the
dark, foggy streets of London, terrorizing the
inhabitants of the city. The victims were all
women, and the police seemed powerless to stop
the murders. Panic and fear among Londoners
was increased by a letter sent by the murderer
to Scotland Yard. In the letter he made fun of the
police attempts to catch him and promised
to kill again. It finished, "Yours truly, Jack the
Ripper." This was the first of many letters sent
to the police. The murders continued - seven in
total. But in November, they suddenly stopped,
three months after they had first begun.

jack the Ripper was never caught, and for more
than a century historians, writers, policemen,
and detectives have tried to discover and prove
his identity. Hundreds of articles and books hav
been written and many movies made about the
murders. But the question "Who was jack the
Ripper?" has remained unanswered. There
have been plenty of suspects, including a
doctor, a businessman, a painter, and even
a member of the royal family.

a Read Jack the Ripper - case closed? and
answer these questions.

1 Where and when did the murders take place?
2 How did "Jack the Ripper" get his name?
3 How many murders were there?

4 How long did the murders continue?
5 Who do the suspects include?
6 What does Patricia Cornwell usually do?
7 How did she try to solve the mystery?



b 7.6 Now listen to the first part of an interview with Ken Morton, an expert on Jack the Ripper.
Complete the information about the suspects. Check (11') the person who Patricia Cornwell says is Jack the Ripper.

C 7.7 Listen to the second part of the
interview and mark the sentences T (true)
or F (false). Correct the false sentences.

1 Cornwell's evidence is mainly scientific.

2 She took DNA samples from a letter
written by Sickert.

3 Art lovers were angry with Cornwell.

4 Sickert was probably abroad at the time of
the murders.

5 Maybrick confessed to the murders in
a letter.

6 Ken Morton thinks that Prince Albert was
a serial killer.

7 He doesn't want to say who he thinks
the murderer is.

8 He thinks the mystery will never be .
solved.

2 GRAMMAR tag questions

a 7.8 Listen to four questions the interviewer asked Ken Morton
and complete them with the missing words.

1 You were a detective with Scotland Yard, 1
2 It's incredible, 1

3 But you don't think she's right, 1

4 There's been another recent theory, ?

b Now look at questions 1-4. Does the interviewer think she knows
how the inspector is going to answer?

c 0 p.142 Grammar Bank 78 and read the rules for tag questions.
Do exercise a only.

3 PRONUNCIATION & SPEAKING intonation in tag questions
a 7.9 Listen and complete the conversation between a police

officer and a suspect.

P Your last name is Jones, __1
S Yes, it is.
P And you're 27, __?
S Yes, that's right.
P You weren't at home last night at 8:00, __?
S No, 1wasn't. I went for a walk.
P But you don't have any witnesses, __?
S Yes, 1do. My brother was with me.
P Your brother wasn't with you, __?
S How do you know?
P Because he was at the police station. We arrested him last night.

b 7.10 Listen and repeat. Copy the iliYthm and intonation.

c 0 Communication Just checking A p.IlB Bp.121. Role-play a police
interview.

m..



4 GRAMMAR indirect questions
a Do you like reading detective stories or watching detective movies / 1V shows?

Who are your favorite detectives?

b 7.11 Listen to and read an extract from a Oonna Leon detective novel.
Which questions does Inspector Brunetti ask? Underline them.

c How do Inspector Brunetti and Signora Trevisan behave during the
interview? Do you think Signora Trevisan killed her husband?

Carlo Trevisan, an important international
lawyer, is found dead on a train in It.aly.

Inspector Bnmetti goes to interview

Signora Trevisan. the wife of the victim.

Donna Lean is an American aime
writer whose deteclNe novels are
all set in Venice. Her detective is
Inspector Brunetti.

"ID

''I'd like to ask you some questions about your personal life. signora."'

"Our personal life?" she repeated, as though she had never heard of
such a thing.

When he didn't answer this, she nodded. signaling him to begin.

"Could you tell me how long you and your husband were married?"

"Nineteen years."

"How many children do you have. signora?"

"Two. Claudio is seventeen and Prancesca is fifteen."

')\re they in school in Venice, signora?"

She looked up at him sharply when he asked this.

"Why do you want to know that?"

"My own daughter. Chiara. is fourteen, so perhaps they know each
other," he answered. and smiled to show what an innocent quesLion
it had been.

"Claudio is in school in Switzerland. but Prancesca is here, With us.
Tmean," she corrected, rubbing a hand across her forehead, "with me."

"Would you say yours was a happy marriage, signora?"

"Yes," she answered immediately, far faster than Brunetti would
have answered the same question, though he would have given the
same response. She did not. however, elaborate,

"Could you teU me if your husband had any particularly close friends
or business associates?"

She looked up at this question, then as quickly down again at her hands.
"Ourelosest friends arc the Nogares, Mirto and GrazieUa. lie's an architect
who lives in Carnpo Sant'Angelo. They're Fnancesca's godparents. I don't
know about business associates: you'U have to ask Ubaldo."

"Other friends, signora?"

"Why do you need to know all this?" she said, voice rising sharply.

',[,d like to learn more about your husband, signora."

"Why?" The question leaped from her, almost as if beyond her volition,

"Until Tunderstand what sort of man he was, Tcan't understand
why this has happened."

"A robbery?" she asked, voice just short of sarcasm.

"Tt wasn't robbery. Whoever killed him intended to do it."

102



d Look at the four questions. How are
1 and 3 different from 2 and 4?

1 Could you tell me how long you and your
husband were married?

2 How many children do you have. signora?

3 Cou Id you lell me if your husband had
any particularly close friends or business
associates?

4 Why do you need lo know all this?

e 0 p.l42 Grammar Bank 7B. Read the
rules for indirect questions, and do
exercise b.

f 7.12 Listen to six direct questions and
turn them into indirect ones.

I Could you tell me __?
2 Do you know if __?
3 Could you tell me __?
4 Can you tell me if __?
5 Can you tell me __?
6 Do you know if __?

g Imagine you are interviewing somebody
on the streel. Ask your partner these
questions. Begin Can! Could you tell me. ..
Then change roles.

'What's your name?

Where do you live?
What do you do?
Do you have a TV?
How much TV do you watch a week?

5 VOCABULARY compound nouns
a Make compound nouns using a word from each box.

detective mystery

murder movie

horror novel

crime writer

police station

police inspector

b 7.13 Compare in pairs. Then listen and check. Which word
is stressed in compound nouns?

c In pairs, try to answer al1the questions in two minutes with
a compound noun from Files 1--6.

Compound noun race
1 What do you use to pay for things you buy on the Internet?

2 Where do you catch a train?

3 What does Steven Spielberg do?

4 What do you call the time of day when trains and buses are full?

5 What should you put on when you get into a car?

6 What do you call a big store that sells many different things?

7 Where do you play tennis?

8 What do you need before you can get on a plane?

9 What's the opposite of a private school?

10 Where do you buy gas?

11 What do you call the noise a phone makes?

12 What do you call a long line of cars that can't move?

Cl..



c
G phrasal verbs
V television, phrasal verbs
P review of sounds, linking

Turn it off

1 VOCABULARY & SPEAKING television
a Look at the bold words in the TV survey below. What do they mean?

How do you pronounce them?

b In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

Your TV habits
How many TVs are there in your house?
Where are they?

Do you know anybody who doesn't have a TV?

How many channels do you have?

Do you have s~atellite or cable TV?

Which channels do you watch the most?

Do you watch any foreign channels? Which one(s)?

How much TV do you watch during the week /
on weekends?

Who watches most / least TV in your family?

What kind of TV programs do you like?
What kind do you hate? Write L (like), H (hate),
or DM (don't mind) in the boxes.

D quiz shows D cart~ons

D reality shows n documentaries

D cQmedY shows D I!~ama series
[J talk shows D movies

D soap Qperas 0 sports IJfIlgrams
LJ the news

Do you think there are too many ads on TV
in your country?

Do you think TV programs in your country
are getting better or worse? Why'..

2 GRAMMAR phrasal verbs
a How many phrasal verbs can you

think of connected with television?

b Read the three stories on p. 109 and
complete them with phrasal verbs A-G.

A look out

B sold out

C picked up

D turn off

E looking forward to

F find out

G passed away

c Read the texts again. Then cover them
and look at the pictures. In pairs, tell
the stories from memory.

d Now look at how look forward to and
turn offappear in a dictionary. How
does the dictionary show you if the
verb and the particle (e.g., off, on, etc.)
can be separated or not?

look forward to sth to wait with
pleasure for something to happen

turn sth off to stop the flow of
electricity, water, etc.) by moving a
switch, tap, ete.

e 0 p.142 Grammar Bank 7e. Read the
rules and do the exercises.



TV-B-Gone
A n American. Mitch Altman. went to a restaurant
n. with some friends. He was 1 some
lively conversation. But instead of talking. his friends
spent the whole time watching a TV in the corner.
This suddenly gave Mitch an idea for a new gadget. He
invented TV-B-Gone, a remote control that allows
you to 2 any TV within 17 meters of where
you are, When the gadgets were [lfst marketed on the
Internet. they J after the [lfst two days.

Dead or alive?

The BBC was planning to make a program
about the Bob Marley hit song No Woman No Cry.

A researcher contacted the Bob Marley Foundation
to 4 if they could interview him during the
summer, The researcher added that filming was
scheduled for June, July, and August but "our
schedule is nexible." Unfortunately, Marley's schedule
was not: he had died in 1981. A friend of the Marley
family told the Daily Mirror: "We didn't think there
was anyone on the planet who didn't realize Bob
5 years ago." A BBC spokesman admitled:
"We're very embarrassed."

Furious soccer fan for iven

TWO people were nearly killed when a Romanian
soccer fan threw his TV out of the window. Ghita

Axinte said he was so angry with the national side
when they lost their World Cup qualifier against the
Czech Republic 1-0 that he 6 the TV
____ and threw it out of the window.

Radu Demergiu. his neighbor, was discussing the game
on the balcony below with his brother. Suddenly his
brother shouted, '" !" and the TV set crashed
onto the balcony. almost hitting the two of them. But
Radu is not going to take any action against his neighbor.
'/\t [lfst I was angry with him, he could have killed us.
But when he told me he had been watching soccer, I
completely understood. We had also been watching it
and I was furious with the Romanian team. too."

mIlD



3 PRONUNCIATION review of sounds, linking

a Look at the pink letters in each sentence. What's the sound? Write the sound word and symbol.

I We can't go. It's sold out.

2 I'd like to find out about train times.

3 I'm looking forward to Saturday morning.

4 I was talking to my mother but we were cut off.

5 In the future, remember to turn off the kitchen lights.

6 Philip's not old enough to take care of a five-year-old.

7 We put on our seat belts before the flight took off.

8 They don't get along with each other.

Sound word

phone

Symbol

b 0 p.l57 Sound Bank. Check your answers.

c 7.14 Listen and repeat sentences 1-8.

d 7.15 You're going to hear some phrases where three words are linked together.
Listen and write down the missing words.

I There's a towel on the floor. . 4 You don't need a coat.
2 I hate this music. . 5 Tcan't hear the TV.
3 Your jacket's on the chair. . 6 Coffee is bad for you.

4 VOCABULARY & SPEAKING
a 0 p.155 Vocabulary Bank Phrasal verbs.

b Choose and check (,f) six questions to ask your partner.

Is there anything you're trying to give up right now?

2 How do you feel when a plane takes off?

3 AIe you going to keep on <ludving English next year?

4 What are you most looking forward to right now?

5 Have you ever tried to go to a concert but it was sold out?

6 Where and when do you turn off your cell phone?

7 Have you ever thrown away something really important
by mistake?

8 How often do you go away for the weekend?

9 Would you like to set up your own business?

10 Arc people in your country trying to slow down and
work less?

c Ask and answer the questions. Ask for more information and try
to keep each "mini-conversation" going for as long as possible.

IIIIIID



___ sth _

___ sb _

19,000 200 3 9 24 874 and 72

___ sth _

Meaning

to develop into an adult

to manage to live or do something with difficulty

to install something in your house, e.g., central heating

to return to live in a place where you lived before

to invent
______ sb/sth to depend on sb I sth in order to live

take care of a child until he I she is an adult

37

Phrasal verbs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Cindy 1 2.

Why? ---- --

Andy 1_ 2
Why? ---- ---

lulia 1_ 2
Why?

Tyier 1_ 2

Why?

b Listen again and write their reasons.

a 7.16 Listen to four people answering the question "If you had to live
without electricity for a week, what two things would you miss most?"
Write the two answers for each person.

c In pairs, say what two things you would miss and why.

b Read the article once. Were you right? Do they regret living without
electricity for so long?

c Read the article again. Then cover the text and say what the following
numbers refer to.

e Match the highlighted phrasal verbs with their definitions. Write the base

forms in the chart.

&I11III

d Answer the questions in pairs.

1 Do any of their children still live with them?

2 How does Mrs. Payne feel about the house being modernized?

3 Was it a big problem for her not to have an iron or a vacuum cleaner?

4 Where did they get most of their food from?

5 Why does Mrs. Payne think that not having electricity was good for the children?

6 How was it good for her and her husband?

6 LISTENING

5 READING
a You're going to read an article about a couple who lived without electricity

for 37 years. Which two of these things do you think they missed most?

central heating an Iron

electric light a TV

a freezer a vacuum cleaner

a refrigerator a washing machine

n elderly couple is going to trade
candles for light bulbs after 37 years

without electricity at their home in
Suffolk, England. Pat Payne, 74, and his wife
Margaret, 72, brought up their large family
in their farmhouse, without any modern
appliances.

Their children left home years ago but now
one of them has moved back and is paying
~19,OOO (almost $40,000) to have electricity put
in the 200-year-old house next month. Mrs.
Payne said that she was looking forward to
"being modernized" but does not feel that she
has missed much by not having electricity.

"It would have been nice to have been able to
do the ironing or to have a vacuum cleaner instead
of having to sweep the floor, but we got by; she
said. "I think our children are more excited about
us getting electricity than we are."

The couple has mostly lived off the land. Mr.
Payne, a former farm laborer, grows vegetables
in the garden. Without a refrigerator or freezer
in the three-bedroom house, milk is delivered
every other day and fresh meat is bought as
needed. Water comes from a well.

Mrs. Payne used to wash clothes by hand, and
with nine children that was a lot of clothes,
but she believes that not having electricity may
have been a good thing for her children while
they were growing up. "Instead of watching
television, they played together and used to
make up games or read books; she said.

The life also suited her and her husband.
"Neither of us has ever been seriously ill and
we rarely get a cough or cold; Mrs. Payne said.
"With our fresh vegetables and not having
central heating, it's been a very healthy way
to live." The couple has 24 grandchildren and

eight great-grandch::;il;dr~ei;in:::::~

Couple turns on
after 37 years
without power



APOLOGIZING, GIVING EXCUSES
a 7.17 Cover the conversation. Who does Allie

apologize to? Why?

b Read the conversation. In pairs, what do you think
the missing words are? Don't write them in yet.

Mark
AIlie
Mark
AIlie
Mark

AIlie
Mark

AlIie

Mark

Allie

Mark
AlIie
Mark

Allie
Allie

Nicole

Mark Ryder.
Mark, can you come in?
Sure.
Thanks for the sales report.
I think there's something more important
to talk about right now.
What do you mean?
That message you sent me. You hit
"reply to all." You sent it to everyone in the
office.
Oh no. You're joking. Oh, Mark. I'm
sorry. I did it without
It's_, Allie. It's an easy mistake
to make.
How could I be so __ ? I just wasn't

Allie ...
I'm _ sorry.
Don't _. about it. It doesn't __.
But I think we should talk to the others.
Yes, you're right. I'll do it. It was my __.
Listen, everybody. I just want to say that
I'm __ sorry. I haven't been honest
with you. Uh, we ... Mark and I...
That's OK, A1lie. We had already guessed.
It wasn't really a surprise.

c Listen again and complete the conversation.

d 7.18 Listen and repeat the highlighted phrases
from the dialogue. Copy the Ij1ythm.

e Look at the highlighted phrases in the conversation.
Put them in the right place in the chart.

Apologizing Admitting responsibility! Responding to an
Explaining apology

I did it without thinking.

f 0 Communication I'm so sorry! A p.IIB Bp.121.

SOCIAL ENGLISH AwalkbytheSeine
a 7.19 Listen. How does the story end?

b Listen again and answer the questions.

I According to A1lie, how did the people in
the office discover their secret?

2 Does Mark agree with her?
3 Is Mark sorry everybody knows? Why (not)?
4 Why doesn't AlIie hear what Mark's saying?
5 What's the last thing Mark asks Allie to do?

USEFUL PHRASES
So if it w me, it must have been you.

You're h____ (at keeping secrets)!
Don't b me.
But it's now or n _" . .
I didn't hear a w _ you said.

Can you c .. _that (in an e·mail)?

c ... 7.20 Complete the USEFUL PHRASES. Listen and check.

d Listen again and repeat the phrases. How do you say them in
your language?

SDIMultiROM



a Read an article for a student magazine about the advantages and disadvantages of living
without a TV. The computer has found ten mistakes (grammar, punctuation, or spelling).
Can you correct them?

Living without a TV

AMOST every family today 'have a TV, in fact
probably more than one, and people
everywhere spend hours watching it. But

a few families choose to live without a TV because
they think there are advantages.

The first advantage is that families spend more
time'~ to each other. Second, they spend more
time doing more creative things like reading or
painting. Third, they spend more time outdoors,
and are usually in 'gooder shape.

On the other hand, there are also disadvantages.
For example, children who don't have a TV may
feel 'differents from 'there school friends, and
often won't know what they are talking about. Also
it is not true that all TV 'programes are bad. There
are also good ones, like 'documentarys. People
who live without a TV may know less about 'whats
happening in the world. --

In conclusion, 'althought living without a TV has
some advantages, I think today it's unrealistic and
that we should just try to turn the TV 100ut when
there's nothing good on.

b Read the article again. Then cover it and in
pairs answer the questions from memory.

I What are the three advantages of life without
a TV?

2 What are the two disadvantages?

3 [s the writer for or against having a TV?

c You are going to write a similar article
about cell phones. First, with a partner,
make a list of the advantages and
disadvantages.

d Now decide which are the three biggest
advantages and number them 1-3 (I = the
biggest). Do the same with the disadvantages.

Useful language: writing about advantages and disadvantages
Listing advantages

First, ... Second,. .. Third, ...

Listing disadvantages

On the other hand, there arc also (some) disadvantages.

I'or instance, ... / For example, ...

Also) .. .

Conclusion

In conclusion /10 sum up, I think...

WRITE an article called Cell phones - a great invention?

Begin the article with this introduction:
Almost everybody has a cell phone. But is it a great invention?
1 think there are both advantages and disadvantages.

Write three more paragraphs.

PLAN what you're going to write. Use the paragraph
summaries below and the Useful language box to help you.

Paragraph 2 Write two or three advantages.

Paragraph 3 Write two or three disadvantages.

Paragraph 4 Conclusion - decide if you think cell phones arc
a great invention or not.

CHECK the article for mistakes ( grammar, unctuation ,
and spelling).

DEI



What do you remember?

GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

a Underline the word with a different sound.

PRONUNCIATION

b Complete the compound nouns.
1 Excuse me? Where's the nearest police __?
2 A Do you like __ movies?

B No. I don't enjoy feeling frightened!
3 They lived in a large __ building.
4 Yesterday I had to pay a $50 parking __.
5 I don't like __ operas. I prefer comedy shows.

a Complete with an adjective or adverb formed from the bold noun.

I He's very intelligent, but __ he's not very good-looking. fortune

2 He hates waiting. He's very __. patience

3 Let's buy this sofa. It's definitely the most __. comfort

4 I was very __ on the exam. The questions were all on things
I'd studied the night before. luck

5 He writes very and makes a lot of spelling mistakes. care

rn lucky comfortable plug in put on

~ patient traffic jam ad reality

~ down show soaps slow

'"
~ murder birthday careful turn

~ channel machine chat watch5

4

3

2

I

c Complete the phrasal verbs.

I out! There's a car coming.

2 Could you turn the music __? I can't hear it.

3 Could you give me __ my book, please!

4 My uncle has set __ a small company.

5 I always feel nervous when planes off.

6 __ down! You're walking much too fast.

7 Do you __ along well with your boss?

8 If you keep __ watching TV, you'll get square eyes.

9 My grandmother brought __ eight children without any help.

10 They __ up last month, and now she has a new boyftiend.

om

b Complete the second sentence with
two words so that it means the same
as the first.

We were late because we got lost.
If we lost, we wouldn't
have been late.

2 What time did you arrive home last night?

Could you tell me what time __
__ home last night?

3 Does this train stop in Buffalo?
Do you know __ this train __
in Buffalo?

4 I think the movie finishes at 8:00.
The movie finishes at 8:00, ?

5 I'm excited about our vacation.

I'm looking our vacation.

cm

a Choose a, b, or c.

I If we hadn't gone to that meeting, we
__ each other.

a wouldn't meet

b hadn't met

c wouldn't have met

2 Could you tell me what __?

a IS your name

b your name is

c your name

3 Do you know __ after lunch?

a if the store does open

b if opens the store

c if the store opens

4 You aren't coming tonight, __?

a are you
b aren't you

c you aren't

5 If you've finished watching TV, __.

a turn off it

b turn it off

c turn off

b !J!1derline the stressed syllable.

in1patient comfortable documentary cartoons detective



What can you do? REVIEW & CHECK

Time Channel Program

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THESE PEOPLE?

b 7.22 Listen and complete the missing information.

&ght-Iegged Wande'" AdocumenJary film about ,__

The Silent 2__, a new crime series

Who wonts to be a millionaire? Quiz show

Great Films: Fonny and Alexander

5__ __ __ Atribute to Sydney Pollack

8:00 P8S

8:00 AB(

3 AB(

10:05 4

10:30 AB(

CAN YOU SAY THIS IN ENGLISH?
Can you ... ? Yes (.f)
D complete these three sentences in a logical way

If I hadn't gone to bed so late, ...
If I had known it was your birthday, ...
I would have arrived on time if. ..

D ask your partner three polite questions and check three
things you think you know about him / her

D talk about how much TV you watch and what kind
of programs

a 7.21 Listen and circle the correct answer, a, b, or c.

1 Had the man saved his article (on his computer)?
a Yes. b No. c Some of it.

2 Why didn't the man wear his lucky T-shirt?
a Because he didn't need it.
b Because he had lost it.
c Because he couldn't.

3 What kind of books does the woman read?
a Several kinds. b Only science fiction. c Only detective novels.

4 Where does Jonathan say he was last night?
a At home and at a cafe. b At home and at a store.
c At home and at a basketball game.

5 What time do the children usually go to bed?
a 10:00 b 9:15 c 9:30

a Read the article and mark the sentences T (true), F (false),
or DS (doesn't say).

1 Dennis stopped playing the lottery four years ago.
2 Dennis didn't celebrate with the lottery winners.
3 He gave an interview to journalists.
4 He stopped playing the lottery because he was short of money.
5 Dennis is the only person who will continue working.
6 Two of the winners had health problems.
7 Dave Mallet feels bad about what has happened to Dennis.
8 Dennis doesn't want to go to the party.

b Look at the highlighted phrasal verbs. What do they mean?

~
ESTERDAY bus driver Dennis Hassall was
behind the wheel as usual, reflecting on
his fate as one of the unluckiest men in
the world. Just six months earlier, he

decided to give up playing the lottery with his
11 coworkers after four years of playing every week
but winning almost nothing.

But last Saturday night, his coworkers, who had
kept on playing, each received a check for £744,126.

While they celebrated their success, Mr. Hassall worked
his morning shift, driving a number 7 bus between
Plymouth and Plymstock in Devon, England. He
refused to talk to journalists.

The winners said they felt very sorry for Dennis,
but they were not going to share the money with
him. "He hasn't paid his contribution since last
summer," winner Chris Robinson said. "He must be
feeling pretty bad. But as far as I know, he has
wished us all the best of luck." All the winners are
now planning to retire. For Les Read, 53, the win
couldn't have come at a better time. Two weeks ago
he failed an eye test and is no longer able to drive.
"If I hadn't won the lottery, I'd have been
unemployed." Fellow winner lan Crampton, 46, the
man who picked out the six winning numbers, has
been out of work for several weeks and is having
chemotherapy and radiotherapy for a cancer-related
illness. "Now I don't have to worry about
going back to work," he said.

The leader of the lottery group, Dave Mallet, said,
"We all feel very sorry for Dennis, but he knew the
rules. It's OK if you don't pay for two weeks, but any
more than that and you're out. It wouldn't be fair to
the others. I haven't spoken to Dennis yet, but we
will be inviting him to the party we're going to have
at the social club. But I don't know if he'll turn up ."

The man who missed
the lottery bus

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND THIS TEXT?

IJ1II



Communication

boxer racecar driver violinist university professor comedian

3B Who do you think they are? Students A + B
a In pairs, look at the people. You will have to match them with

one of the jobs in the list below.

b Read your sentence I to B. If it's not
the same, try again until B tells you
"That's right." Continue with 2-5.

c Now listen to B say sentence 6. If it's the
same as your sentence 6 below, say
"That's right!' If not, say "Try again"
until B gets it right. Continue with
7-10.

I I've never the guitar
well.

2 I'm sorry I won't to
your party next weekend.

3 I used to a little
Japanese, but I can't now.

4 I love in bed late on
weekends.

5 Will you all the work
before Saturday?

6 I won't be able to see you tonight.
I'm too busy.

7 It was the rush hour, but luckily I was
able to park near the theater.

8 They haven't been able to find a house
yet. They're still looking.

9 It must be fantastic to be able to speak
a lot of languages.

10 You must be able to do this exercise!
It's very easy.

3e Guess the sentence Student A
a Look at sentences 1-5 and complete

them with the correct form of be able
to + a verb.

•'t· ~" ' - ;...". .l

. ~ ,

.i

~

B

b Discuss person A with your partner.
Eliminate the jobs you think are impossible for that person.
Use He / She can't be a... Say why.
Now say which jobs you think are possible. Use He / She might be...
Now make a final choice for person A. Use He / She must be... Say why.

c Now do the same for B-E.

d Finally, check your answers on page 119.

b Respond to B's questions. Say Yes, it's / I'm, etc., + the strong
form of the adjective which B used in the question. Remember
to stress the strong adjective.

c Repeat the exercise. Try to respond as quickly as possible.

2B Are you hungry? Yes, I'm starving! Student A
a Say your sentences to B. He I she must respond with the phrase

in parentheses.

I Is the water cold? (Yes, it's freezing.)

2 Was the movie good? (Yes, it was great.)

3 Were you tired after the exam? (Yes, I was exhausted.)

4 Is the kitchen dirty? (Yes, it's filthy.)

5 Is it a big house? (Yes, it~ enormous.)

6 Was the weather bad? (Yes, it was awful.)



Practical English 3 How do I get there? St udent A

a You are a tourist in Boston. You are at South Station. Ask B
how to get to the places below. B will explain how to get to the
nearest subway station or "T-stop:' Draw the route on the
map. Write the name of the place next to the T-stop. Then
change roles.

The Science Museum

Harvard University

Boston Museum of Fine Art

b You live in Boston. B is a tourist. You are both at South Station.
B wiU ask you how to get to the three places below. Look at the
map to find the subway station, or "T-stop" nearest to B's
destination and give B directions.

se Test your memory Student A
a Ask B these questions. See if he / she can

remember the answers.

I What's the program called?
(The Pretenders.)

2 How many judges are there? (Three.)

3 What do the judges have to decide? (Who
is pretending to be a professional.)

4 vVhere does ]essica work? (In her local
library.)

5 How did Jessica react when the
TV company called her? (She thought it
was a joke and she said no.)

6 What job did she have to learn to do?
(A TV reporteL)

7 What did she have to do in her final test?
(A live TV interview with the secretary
of education.)

8 What did she have to learn to do? (How to
interview people I look more confident I
speak clearly.)

9 How was she feeling before she started?
(Nervous and terrified of being on TV.)

b Answer B's questions. Who has the best
memory?

Excuse me. How can I get
to the Science Museum?

Take the Red Line toward Alewife.
Change at Park Street and ..

Practical English S What do you think?
Student A

Paul Revere's House (nearest T-stop Haymarket - Green Line)

Boston Public Garden (nearest T-stop Arlington - Green Line)

New England Aquarium (nearest T-stop Aquarium - Blue Line)

48 What would you do if...? Student A
a Ask B your questions. Put the verbs in parentheses in the

simple past.

What would you do if you.. .?

(meet) your English teacher at a party

(find) a lot of extra money in your bank account

(get) a present from your boyfriend I girlfriend that you really
didn't like

(hit) somebody's car in a parking lot

(have) to sing at a karaoke evening

(be) invited to a really good concert by somebody you didn't like

(sec) your best friend's personal diary open on a table

b Answer B's questions. Ask What about you?

a Ask B question number 1. Then say if you
agree or disagree. If you disagree, say why.
Use I don't agree, ... , Personally, I think... , ete.

b Now answer B's first question. Use
Personally, J think or In my opinion.
Say why.

c Continue taking turns asking questions and
. . .

glvmg your 0plf1lons.

Which do you think is easier, speaking
English or writing it?

2 Do you think that school vacations are
too long?

3 What do you think is the best sport for a
young person to take up?

4 Do you think that life in yom country is
faster or slower than it used to be?

5 Who do you think arc safer drivers) women
or men?

II1II



Communication

6A I want to speak to the manager
Student A

a Look at the situations and role-play the
conversations. Spend a few minutes
preparing what you are going to say.

6C Relatives quiz Student A

a Complete the questions to describe the
bold word. Begin with who, which, that,
whose, where (or no relative pronoun
when there is a new subject).

selfish
What do you call a person ... ?

2 neighbors
What do you call the people ... ?

3 a private school
What do yOll call a school. .. ?

4 a helmet
What do yOll call the thing ... '

5 a boss
What do you call the person ... ?

6 traffic light
What do yOll call the thing... ?

7 the bakery
What do you call the place ... ?

8 a salesperson
What do yOll call a person ... ?

bAsk B the questions.

C Answer B's questions. b Now B is going to tell you about some things you've done.
Apologize and make an excuse.

You took my dictionary home last night!

Y"u did,,'t answer your cell phone
when I called yOll last night!

You forgot my birthday!

You've broken my glasses!

You've just eaten the last cookie!

78 Just checking Student A

a You are a police officer. B is a suspect. Ask B the questions below but
don't write anything down. Try to remember B's answers.

What's your name? What do you do?
Where do you live? What car do you drive?
How old are you? How long have YOlllived in this town?
Where were you born? What did yOll do last night?
Are you married? Where were you this morning at 7:00?

b Read your sentence 1 to B. If it's not the same, try again until B tells
you "That's right." Then write it in. Continue with 2-5.

c Listen to B say sentence 6. If it's the same as 6 below, say ''That's right:'
If not, say "Try again" until B gets it right. Continue with 7-10.

6 If I had listened to that CD first, I wouldn't have bought it.
7 I would have paid for the meal today if I hadn't paid last time!
8 If yOll had put the milk in the fridge, it wouldn't have gone bad.
9 I would have gone with YOlllas! night if I hadn't seen the movie before.

10 If I'd recognized him, I would have said hello.

Practical English 7 I'm so sorry! Student A

a B has done some very irritating things! You are going to tell B
what he / she has done. B will apologize and make an excuse.

b Now check the information with B using a tag question.

Your name's Angela, isn't it? ~ 00U live in Seattle, don't you?

c Change roles. Now you are the suspect and B is the detective. Answer
his / her questions. You can invent the information if you want to.

d A will now check the information he / she has. Just say, "Yes, that's
right" or "No, that's wrong." Correct the wrong information.

7A Guess the conditional Student A

a Look at sentences 1-5 and think of the missing verb. Remember
I±J = affirmative verb, El = negative verb.

I If it had been cheaper, I _ it. I±J
2 If I . that it was your birthday, I wOllld have made a cake. 1+1
3 I so angry if you had told me the truth. El
4 I would have written to you if I your e-mail address. I-I
5 If yOll to me, you wouldn't have married him. I±J

B will start.

You're the manager of a restaurant. Your normal
chef is off this week, and you have a temporary
chef who is not very good. One of the waiters
has had a problem with a customer, who would
like to speak to you. When customers complain
you usually offer them a free drink or coffee. If
its absolutely necessary, you might give a t0%
discount on their check, but you would prefer not
to. B is the customer.

You're a customer. You bought something on
sale at a clothing store yesterday (decide what)
and there's a problem (decide what).
Go back to the store. B is the salesperson. You'd
like to exchange it for another identical one. If you
can't, you'd like a refund. If you aren't satisfied,
ask the salesperson to call the manager.

You start. Excuse me. I bought..1
El

D



2B Are you hungry? Yes, I'm starving! Student B
a Respond to A's questions. Say Yes, it's / I'm etc. + the strong form of the adjective which

A used in the question. Remember to stress the strong adjective.

b Say your sentences to A. He / she must respond with the phrase in parentheses.

I Are you afraid uf flying? (Yes, I'IIl terrified.)

2 Is the soup hut? (Yes, it's boilir/1.)

3 Was the teacher angry? (Yes, /,e / she IVIIS furious.)

4 Is the bedroom small? (Ycs, it's till)'- )

5 Arc the children hungry' (Ycs, ,hey're stllrvin1.)

6 [s the chocolate cake good? (Yes, it's delieiolls.)

c Repeat the exercise. Try to respond as quickly as possible.

Practical English 2 Requests Students A + B

a Look at the verbs below. Choose one thing you would like someone to do for you.

take care of (my children, my dog, my cat, etc.)
lend me (some money, a car, a book, etc.)
give me a ride (home, downtown, etc.)
help me (with my homework, to paint my apartment, etc.)

b Ask as many other students as possible. Be polite, and explain why you want the favoL How
many people agree to help you?

3C Guess the sentence Student B
a Look at sentences 6- [0 and complete them with the correct form of be able to + a verb.

6 [won't you tonight. I'm too busy.
7 It was the rush hour, but luckily [ _ near the theater.
S They haven't ~__ __ . a house yet. They're still looking.
9 It must be fantastic ._ a lot of languages.

10 You must _ this exercise! It's very easy.

b Listen to A say sentence 1. If it's the same as your sentence I below, say "That's right."
If not, say "Try again" until A gets it right. Continue with 2-5.

1 I've never been able to play the guitar well.
2 I'm sorry [ won't be able to go to your party next weekend.
3 I used to be able to understand a little Japanese, but [ can't now.
4 [love being able to stay in bed late on weekends.
5 Will you be able to finish all the work before Saturday?

c Now read your sentence 6 to A. If it's not the same, try again
until A tells you "That's right." Continue with 7-10.
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Excuse me. How can I get
to the Science Museum?

El

Communication

Practical English 3 How do I get there? Student 8
a You ~ve in Boston. A is a tourist. You are both at South Station.

A will ask you how to get to the three places below. Look at the
map to find the subway station, or 'T-stop" nearest to A's
destination and give A directions.
The Science Museum (nearest T-stop Science Park - Green Line)
Harvard University (nearest T-stop Harvard - Red Line)
Boston Museum of Fine Art (nearest T-stop Museum of

Fine Arts - Green Line)

Take the Red Line toward Alewife.
Change at Park Street.

b You are a tourist. You are at South Station. Ask A how to get to
the places below. A will explain how to get to the nearest subway
station or "T-stop." Draw the route on the map. Write the name
of the place next to the T-stop. Then change roles.

Paul Revere's House

Boston Public Garden

New England Aquarium

48 What would you do if...? Student 8
a Answer A's questions. Ask What about you?

b Ask A your questions. Put the verbs in parentheses in the
simple past.

What would you do ifyou...?
(have) an exam the next day and somebody offered to sell you the answers
(be) offered a job in Australia
(wake up) and (see) a snake in your bedroom
(meet) your girlfriend I boyfriend in the street with an

ex-boyfriend I girlfriend
(get) too much change from a salesperson
(see) somebody stealing something in a store
(borrow) a friend's car and broke one of the headlights

SC Test your memory Student 8
a Answer A's questions.

b Now ask A these questions. See ifhe I she can
remember the answers. Who has the best
memory?

lIow long do the contestants have to learn
to do the new job? (One month.)

2 What does the contestant have to do at the
cnd of the month? (Take a test - they do the
new job with three real professionals.)

3 How old is Jess;ca? (26.)

4 What did Jessica study at the university'
(English Literature.)

5 Why did she agree to be on the program?
(Her friends and family persuaded her.)

7 What was Jessica like before the
program? (Quiet and shy.)

8 Who were her teachers? (A political
journalist and a politician.)

9 What did she have to learn about? (The
world of politics.)

Practical English S What do you think?
Student 8
a Answer A's first question. Use Personally, I

think or In my opinion. Say why.

b Ask A your question number I. Then say if
you agree or disagree with A. If you disagree,
Use I don't agree, ... , Personally, I think... , ete.

c Continue taking turns asking questions and
. . . .

gIVmg your opmlons.

1 Do you think it is easier to learn to drive or
10 learn to swim?

2 DO you think it's brllrr to be an only child
QC Iiavc brothers or sisters?

3 Do you think that men are better cooks
dtlll\ women?

<\ Wbkh do you think is more dangerous,
ttavclmg by plane or traveling by car?

:; Do you think that it is a waste of money
tj) buy designer clothes?
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6A I want to speak to the manager
Student B

a Look at the situations and role-play the
conversations. Spend a few minutes
preparing what you are going to say.

11 You're a salesperson in a clothing store. A is
going to come to you with a problem with
something he / she bought on sale yesterday. You
can't exchange it for an identical one because
there are no more in his / her size.
Try to persuade A to exchange it for something
else because you don't usually give refunds on
sale items.

6C Relatives quiz Student B
a Complete the questions to describe the

bold word. Begin with who, which, that,
whose, where (or no relative pronoun
when there is a new subject).

I shy
What do you call a person ... ?

2 a referee
What do you call the person ...?

3 a classroom
What's the name of the place ... ?

4 a (shopping) cart
What do you call the thing ...?

5 a dentist
What do you call a person ... ?

6 a receipt
What do you call the piece of paper ... ?

7 a taxi stand
What do yOll call the place ...?

8 a close friend
What do yOll call a person ...?

b Answer A's questions.

c Ask A your questions.

El

A will start.

You're a customer in a restaurant The waiter has
just brought your meal and something is wrong
with ~ (what is wrong with it?). You complained to
the waiter but he/she didn't solve the problem.
You have asked to speak to the manager.
Try to get at least a 50% discount on your meal.
A is the manager.

You start. Good evening. Are you the managerf:{

7A Guess the conditional Student B
a Look at sentences 6-10 and think of the missing verb. Remember

III = affirmative verb, El = negative verb.

6 If I had listened to that CD first, I it. El
7 I would have paid for the meal today if I last time! El
8 If you the milk in the fridge, it wouldn't have gone bad.1Il
9 I would have gone with you last night if I the movie before. El

to If I'd recognized him, I hello. III

b Li.sten to A say sentence I. If it's the same as I below, say "That's
right." If not, say "Try again" until A gets it right. Continue with 2-5.

1 If it had been cheaper, I would have bought it.
2 If I had known that it was your birthday, 1 would have made a cake.
3 I wouldn't have been so angry if yOll had told me the truth.
4 I would have written to you if I hadn't lost your e-mail address.
5 If yOll had listened to me, you wouldn't have married him.

c Read your sentence 6 to A. If it's not the same, try again until A tells
you "That's right." Then write it in. Continue with 7-10.

7B Just checking Student B
a You are a suspect. A is a police officer. Answer A's questions.

You can invent the information if you want to.

b A will now check the information he I she has. Just say, "Yes, that's
right" or "No, that's wrong." Correct the wrong information.

c Change roles. Now you are a police officer and A is a suspect.
Ask A the questions below but don't write anything down. Try to
remember A's answers.::.;;.:;:.::..._-
What's your name? What do yOll do?
Where do yOll live? What car do you drive?
How old are yOll? How long have you lived in this town?
Where were you born? What did you do last night?
Are you married' Where were you this morning at 7:00?----

d Now check the information with A using a tag question.

Your name's Angela, isn't it? =2 ~u live in Seattle, don't you?

Practical English 7 I'm so sorry! St uden t B
a A is going to tell yOll about some things you've done. Apologize

and make an excuse.

b A has done some very irritating things! Tell A what he I she has
done. A will apologize and make an excuse.

You didn't pay me back the money I lent you!
You haven't introduced me to your friend!
You're sitting in my seat!
You finished all the milk in the refrigerator!
You didn't reply to my e-mail yesterdayl

IDII
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1.1

Interviewer Rumiko, what do you eat on a typical
day?

Rumiko I don't usually have breakfast because I
can't get up early enough to eat! I normaUy just
buy coffee and drink it in the office. I usually
have lunch in a restaurant near the office with
people from work. When I was younger, I used
to go 10 fast-food restaurants and have pizza, or
fried chicken and French fries. Now I prefer
eating something healthier, so 1go to sushi
restaurants or restaurants that serve organic
food. And for dinner I eat out a 101, too.

Interviewer Do you ever cook?
Rumiko Well, (like to cook, but I work very latc

every day and also my kitchen's too smalL My
boyfriend's a better cook anyway.

Intervi.ewer Do you ever eat unhealthy food?
Rumiko WeU. I don't eat a 101 of sweet things but I

drink a lot of coffee every day. I think I'm
addicted to caffeine.

Interviewer Are you trying to cut down on
anything right now?

Rumiko No. I eat healthily and I exercise regularly,
so I don't think I need to cut down on food.

Interviewer Are peoplc's dicts in your country
gelting better or worse?

Rumiko Oh, probably worse. I think the diet in
'apan today is much morc westernized than
before and that's why some people are getting
faner. But personally, I like the fact that there are
more different kinds of food and rcstaurants
now. I enjoy the variety, it makes eating out
much more fun.

1.5

Interviewer Kevin, why did you decide to open a
restaurant in Chile?

Kevin I'd always wanted to have my own
restaurant. I'd visited Chile as a tourist and loved
it, and I thought it would be a good place
because Chileans are pretty open to new things,
new ideas. So I opened Frederick's.

Interviewer Why did you call the restaurant
Frederick's?

Kevin Because Frederick's my father's name. It's
my middle name, too.

Interviewer What kind of food do you serve?
Kevin Mainly international dishes like pasta, steak

and French fries, risotto - but we also serve
several English dishes as well.

Interviewer Were Chilean people surprised when
they heard that an English chef was going to
open a restaurant here?

Kevin Yes, they were - very! I think ... people don't
usually expect the English to be good cooks.

Interviewer Is your chef English?
Kevin No, he's Chilean - but I've taughl him to

make some English dishes.
Interviewer What kind of English dishes do you

have on your menu?
Kevin Well, we're open in the morning, so we

serve traditional English breakfasts, eggs,
sausage, toast and so on, and then we have a lot
of English desserts at lunchtime, for example,
trifle - that's a popular English dessert made
with fruit and cake and cream.

Interviewer Are the English dishes popular?
Kevin Yes, especially the desserts and cakes. I think

people here in Chile have a very sweet tooth.
Lnterviewer J hear that you've met a lot of famous

people in your career as a chef.
Kevin Yes, J used to cater for the tennis

tournament at Wimbledon, and I've also worked
for the royal family. I've met a lot of famous
people who are very interesring, from every
point of view.

Interviewer You said earlier that your chef was a
man. Do you have any women working in your
kitchen?

Kevin Yes, one, but the rest are all men. In fact, I
think that's typical aU over the world - there are
far more men than women in restaurant
kitchens.

Interviewer Why do you think that is?
Kevin I think there are a lot of reasons. The most

important reason is probably the unsocial hours.
Most women don't want a job where you have to
work until late at night. Then there's the
atmosphere. Women don't like being shouted at,
and there's a lot of shouting in restaurant
kitchens. It's also usually extremely hot, and I
think women don't like that either.

Interviewer Do you think you'll stay in Chile?
Kevin Yes! I love Chile and it's people, and the

climate is perfect. The language is the most
difficult thing for me, but the Chileans are very
understanding.

1.6

Interviewer What was the most exciting game you
refereed?

'uan Antonio It's difficult to choose one game as
the most exciting. I remember some of the Real
Madrid-Barcelona games, for example, the first
one I ever refereed. The atmosphere in the
stadium was great. But really it's impossible to
pick just one - there have been so many.

Interviewer Who was the best player you ever
saw?

Juan Antonio During my career, I've met many
great players. It's very difficult to say who was
the best, but there's one player who stands oul
for me, not just for being a great soccer player
but also for being a greal human being, and that
was the Brazilian international player Mauro
Silva, who used to play here in Spain.

Interviewer What was the worst experience you
ever had as a referee?

Juan Antonio The worst? Well, that was something
that happened very early in my career. I was only
16 and I was refereeing a game and the home
team lost. After the game, I was attacked and
injured by the players of the home team and by
the spectators. After all these years I can still
remember a mother who had a little baby in her
arms and was trying to hit me. She was so angry
with me that she nearly dropped her baby. That
was my worst moment, and it nearly made me
stop being a referee.

Interviewer Do you think that there's more
cheating in soccer than in the past?

Juan Antonio Yes, I think so.
Interviewer Why?
Juan Antonio I think it's because there's so much

money in soccer today lhat it has become much
Illore important to win. Also, the game is much
faster than it used to be so it's more difficult for
referees to detect cheating.

Interviewer How do soccer players cheat?
Juan Antonio Oh, there are many ways, but for me

the worst is what we call "simulation." Players
pretend there has been a foul when there has
been no foul at all! For example, sometimes a
player fans down and says someone pushed him
or hit him when, in fact, nobody has touched
him. In my opinion, when a player does this, he's
cheating not only the referee and the players of
the other team, but also the spectators. The
spectators pay money to sce a fair contest, not to
watch people cheat!

Interviewer What's the most difficult thing about
being a referee?

Juan Antomo Ab, the most difficult thing is to
make the right decisions during a game. It's
difficult because you have to make decisions
when everything's happening so quickly - soccer
today is very fast. Also, important decisions often
depend on the referee's interpretation of the
rules. Things aren't black and white. And of
course making decisions would be much easier if
players didn't cheat.

Interviewer So, in your opinion fair play doesn't
exist any more.

Juan Antonio No, I didn't mean that. I think fair
play does exist ~ the players who cheat are still
the exceptions.

1.9

A So what are you going to do next year, dear?
Are you going to go to college?

B No, Gran. I've already told you three times.
I'm not going to college. I'm going to look
for a job. I want to earn some money.

A All right, dear, you don't need to shout. I'm
not deaf. What time is it now?

B Ten after five. I'll make you a cup of tea.
A Oh yes, dear, that'd be very nice.

2 A See you tomorrow, then.
B Hold on a minute. Where are you going?
A Out. It's Friday night, remember?
B What time are you coming back?
A I'm not coming back. I'm staying at Mom's

tonight.
B I think you need a hat. It's going to be cold

tonight.
A Dad! Nobody wears hats any more! Bye!

3 A Can I use your car tonight?
8 No.
A Why not?
B You'U crash it again.
A I won'l. I'll be really careful. I'll drive slowly. I

promise.
S OK. Here you are. But be careful.
A Thanks. Sce you later.

1.11

Announcer It's eight o'clock and time for
Breakfast TIme.

Presenter Good morning, everyone. Our guest this
morning is the writer Norah Levy. Norah's here
this week promoting her new book We are
family, which is all about how our position in
the family affects our personality. Welcome,
Norah.

Norab Thank you.
Presenter Now is this really true, Norah? That our

position in the family affects our personality?
Norah Sure. OK, other factors can influence your

personality too, but your position in the family
is definitely onc of the strongest

Presenter So tell us a little aboul the oldest child
in the family - the firstborn.

Norah Well, the oldest children get maximum
attention from their parents and the result is
that they're usually pretty self-confident people.
They make good leaders. Did you know that
fifty-two percent of the US presidents were
firstborn children? Firstborn children are often
ambitious and they're more likely to go to
college than their brothers or sisters. They often
get the top jobs, too. Oldest children are often
responsible people because they often have to
take care of their younger brothers or sisters.
The downside of this is that sometimes this
means that when they're older they worry a lot
about things. They can also be a littJe bossy, or
even aggressive, especially when they don't get
what they want.



Presenter Well, what about the middle child?
Norah Well, middle children are usuaUy

independent and competitive.
Pr~nter Competitive?
Norah Yes, because they have to light with their

brothers and sisters for their parents' atlention.
And they're usuaUy sociablc. They like being with
people, probably because they've always had other
children to play with. However, on the negative
side, middle children are often jealous of lheir
brothcrs and sisters, and they can be moody.

Presenter And the youngcst children?
Norah If you're the youngest in a family, you'll

probably be very charming, very affectionate,
and a pretty relaxed person. This is because
parents are usually more relaxed when Ihey have
their last child. On the other hand, youngest
children arc often a little lazy. This is because
they always have their older brothers and sisters
[0 help them. And they can be preuy
manipulative. They use their charm (0 get what
they want.

Presenter OK, that's all very interesting. Now,l'm
an only child. People often have the idea that
only children like me are spoiled. Is that true?

Nomh Well, it's true in many cases! Only children
are the only ones. They don't have to share with
anyone, so they're often spoiled by their parents
and their grandparents. As a result, they can be
somewhat selfish. They think of themselves
more than of other people.

Presenter OK. Well, that sounds like a good
description of me! Is there any good news?

Norah Yes, there is. On the positive side, only
children are usually very organized and
responsible, and they can be very imaginative, too.

Presenter Well, thank you, Norah, and good luck
with thc book. And now it's time for the news
headlines ...

1.13

My name's Allie Gray and I'm from Cambridge in
England. I met Mark about a year ago. He's from
San Francisco. We both work for MTC, a music
company. I was working in the London office and
he came there on business. We got on really well
and we really liked each other.

Anyway, at the end of his trip, he invited me to
go to a conference in San Francisco. We had a great
time again. And then something ama7.ing
happened. When I was in San Francisco, I was
offered a job in our new office in Paris.

When I told Mark, he told me that he was
going to work in the Paris office, too!

Thcre's just one little thing. His job is
marketing director, but mine is managing director,
so I'm going to be his boss. I've been in Paris for
three weeks now, and I love it. Mark arrived from
San Francisco yesterday. Hc's coming into the
office this morning.

1.16

Allil: What a lovely view! The river's beautiful, isn't
it?

Mark Paris is so romantic. I can't believe we're
here togcther at last.

Allil: Yes, it's weird.
Mark Weird? It's wonderful. I really missed you.
Allie Me too.
Mark Why don't we sit down?
Allil: So did you like the office?
Mark Yes, it's great. How do you get on with

everyone?
Allie OK. But we'll see. I've only been here three

weeks. What did you think of them?
Mark I thought Jacqucs was very nice, and Nicole
AlIie What about Nicole?
Mark She was very friendly.

Allie You know we have to keep things a secret.
Mark What things?
Allie You know, us. Our relationship. I don't want

the IXOple in the office to know wc're togelher.
Mark No, of course noL But it isn't going to be

my.
AlIie No, it isn't. How's the hotel?
Mark It's OK,I guess, but it's not like having my

own place. I have to find an apartment.
Allie Don't worry. It won't take you long. What are

you thinking?
Mark Do you really want to know? I was

wondering what kind of a boss you'll be,
Allie Well, you'll find oul tomorrow.

2.5

Good evening. I'm Rafac1 Pere7. wilh Ihe six o'clock
news.

At least 17 people have been injured in an
accident on the freeway near San Francisco. The
police said that the truck that caused Ihe accident
was travcling at about 85 miles an hour, well over
the 6S-mile·an·hour speed limit.

Meanwhile, hundreds of transit workers have
walked off the job in protest against the transit
authority's pay offer. The unions have asked for a
raise of 8.5 percent over two years. There will be a
meeting between their leaders and city officials
later today.

Just released, the latest unemployment figures
show that the total number of unemployed people,
6.9 million, is essentially unchanged this month.
Over the year unemployment has gone up slightly
from 4.6 to 4.8 percent, which means 138,000
more unemployed for the year. The secretary of
labor says some of this increasc has been caused by
the shutdown of auto plants in the Midwest.

In real estate, agents are predicting that housing
prices will continue to go up this year, making it
extremely difficult for first time buyers to get into
the housing market. It's estimated that house
prices have increased by one third over the last five
years. The average price of a single family home in
the US is now about $226,000.

And now the weekend weather report ...

2.6

Interviewer So, how long have you been living
here?

Angela For about six months now.
Intervi.ewer Why did you choose Ecuador?
Angela Because I have always been interested in

the culture and language of Latin America.
Interviewer Why did you want to take a year om
Angela Basically I wanted a break from teaching. I

love tcaching children but I needed a change.
Abo, I've been drawing and painting since I was
a child and I took art classes in college. I've
always wanted an opportunity to study the art of
thc Andean countries, such as Peru and Ecuador.

Intl:rviewer What have you been doing here since
you arrived?

Angela Well, I've been taking some art classes at
the univcrsity and getting to know some of the
local artists. Luckily, many of them speak a little
English, as I don't know much Spanish yet. But I
am learning the language as quickly as I can.

interviewer Is Spanish a difficult language to
learn?

Angela Not rcally. A lot of words are similar in
English and Spanish. Listening is probably rhe
most difficult thing for me. I often have to ask
people to repeat things more slowly.

Interviewer Are the other students in your classes
helpful when you don't understand something?

Angela Yes, very. I think they're happy to find that
a foreigner loves the Ecuadorian culture and
wants to learn abour it.

Interviewer You also teach English?
Angela I've been teaching for about three months

now. It's a great way to meet people and of course
earn a liule money to pay for my classes!

Inlerviewer What's the best thing about living in
Ecuador so far?

Ange.la The people! The hospitality of the people
here is absolutely amazing.

2.11

I
Sharon Hello?
Kylie Hi, Sharen. It's me... Kylie.
Sharon Oh. Hi, Kylie.
Kylie Hey, you sound awful- what's been happening?
Sharon Oh, nothing. Well, OK... Kenny and I have

been arguing.
Kylie What about? What's he been doing this time?
Sharon He's been sending text messages to his ex

girlfriend again.
Kylil: No!
Sharon I knew this vacation was a mistake. I

shouldn't have come.
2
Wife You are so red! How long have you been

sunbathing? All morning?
Husband I haven't been sunbathing. I've been

reading.
Wifl: Yes, but in the sun! Didn't you put any

sunscreen on?
Husband No.
Wife You'd better go and put some lotion on now.

You're going to feel terrible tonight ...
J
Woman 1 You two look exhausted. What have you

been doing?
Man We've been sightseeing in the town. We've been

walking all afternoon.
Woman 2 Yes, my feet are killing me.
Woman I Well, come and sit down and have a nice

cup of coffee.

2.12
I left at six. It was still dark when I put my suitcase in
the car and drove off. 't was fast and easy to go
through London because it was Saturday, so there
was no rush hour traffic. Soon I was on the highway
heading toward Folkestone on the south coast. I
stopped al a gas station for a cup of coffee and a
sandwich. I didn't buy any gas because it's much
cheaper in France.

I arrived in Folkestone at 8:10. The problem with
Iraveling by car from England to France is that
Britain is an island. There arc 35 kilometers of water
between England and France. You can get across it by
ferry, but there's a much better and quicker way - the
Channel Tunnel.

The Channel Tunnel is only a train tunnel, not a
road tunnel, and so you have to put your car on a
train. The trip takes an hour and a half, and drivers
have to sit in their cars because there are no seats on
the train for passengers. I arrived at the terminal and
joined the line of cars waiting for the next train.

At 10:30 the train arrived in Calajs and I drove my
car off the train and onto thc road - a French road. It
was nice to drive on the right again, although that
was not so easy with an English car.

The traffic in Calais was really bad. Finally, I got
out of Calais and onto the highway to the South of
France. The speed limit on French highways is 130
kilometers an hour and the road was clear, so now I
could travel quickly. But first I stopped at a gas
station to fill up.

Gas is cheaper in France than in Britajn but, on
the other hand, you have to pay 10 travel on French
highways. In Britain they are free.

lI's 960 kilometers from Calais to Avignon, and
the trip on the highway was boring. I listened to my
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favorite music 10 pass the lime and I stopped again
for lunch. At eight o'clock I finally arrived in
Avignon. I found my hotel and I was looking
forward to a delicious French meal.

2.15

TV host And this evening on Behind IlIe Wl1cel we
talk la Brian Russo, who is an expert on road
safety. Brian, yOu did some tests 10 find out how
dangerous it is to do other things when wc're
driving. According to your tests, whal's the mosl
dangerous thing to do?

Expert Well, the first thing I have to say is thal
doing anything else when you're driving is
dangerous and can cause an accident. Because
when you're driving you should concentrate 100
percent on controlling the car and anything else
you do is a distraction.
The tests we did in a simulator showed that the
most difficuh and most dangerous thing is to try
and open a bag of chips or a can of soda. The
reason is that most people actually need two
hands to open a bag of chips or a can of soda, so
they take both hands off the wht.'el for a second
or two. And, of course, that's the mosl dangerous
thing you can possibly do. In fact, one of the
drivers in the simulator actually crashed when he
did this.

TV host And which is the next most dangerous?
Expert The next most dangerous thing is to select a

specific CD from the passenger seat. This is
extremely u;;lngerous too because to do this you
have to take yOllr eyes off the road for onc or two
seconds.

TV host And number Ihree?
Expert Number three was making a phone call on a

cell phone. What we found in the tests was that
drivers drove morc slowly when they did Ihis, but
that their control of the car got worse.

TV host Yes, I can believe that. And Number four?
Expert Number four was listening to your favorite

music. In the tests most drivers drove more
quickly and lcs.~ safely when they were listening to
music they already knew. If the music was fast
and heavy, some drivers even drove more
aggressively.

TV host So no heavy metal when you're driving?
Expert Absolutely not
TV host And in fifth place?
Expert In fifth place was talking to other

passengers. The problem when we talk to other
people in the car is that we pay too much
allention 10 what we're saying or what we're
hearing and not enough allention to \"hat's
happening on the road.

TV host So the least dangerous is listening to music
you dO/l't know?

Expert That's right. The least dangerous of all these
activities is listening la unfamiliar music on the
radio or on a CD player. 11 seems that if we dOll't
k'IOW the music then we're less distracted by it.
In this part of the tests, all drivers drove safely
and well.

2.18

Nicole Have you started looking for an apartment?
Mark No, I haven't had lime yet.
Ben Anyway, it's ~st to get to know Paris first.
Mark Yeah - it's a big city.
Nicole Merci.
Ben Merci.
Mark Merci beallcoup.
Nicole Very good, Mark!
Mark Thanks. That's nearly all the French I know!
Ben Hi, Beatrice.... Yeah ... just a minme. Sorry.
Nicole How do you like the office?
Mark Oh, it's great.

Nicole And the people?
Mark Really friendly! I like Ben a lot. He's amazing

with computers. And Jacques's a really nice guy!
Nicole Oh, Jacques, he's very charming. Everybody

likes him. And he has a lovely wife. She used to
be a pop star when she was young. Have you
heard of Isabelle?

Mark No. I'm sorry, I haven't.
Nicole She's very pretty. AJlie is very attract'ive, too.
Mark Allie? Yeah, I guess.
Nicole Although her clothes arc very English. And

she's very formal. You know, today, I asked if I
could have a day oIT, and she wanted me 10 send
her an e-mail!

Mark Well, the English have their funny ways.
Nicole Oh yeah. Oh, hello, Allie.
Allie Hi.
Mark AWe! Hi, let me get you a drink.
Allie Thanks. I'll have a Diet Cokenl.

3.2

I
I'm a salesperson and I work in a clothing store.
What really makes me angry is when I'm waiting
on somebody and suddenly their cell phone rings,
and they answer the phone and start having a
conversation. It's really annoying. I think that if
you're in a store and talking to a salesperson, then
you shouldn't answer the phone.
2
What most annoys me is people who use their
phones on n plane. I mcan, everybody knows that
you have to turn off your cell phone on a plane
and that you must not use it until you get off the
plane. But some people turn on their phones the
moment the plane htnds and they start making
calls. Why can't they wait another 15 minutes?
3
1 hate it when people talk very loudly on their cell
phones in a public place. The other day I was in
the waiting room at the doctor's, and there was a
man there whose cell phone rang about every two
minutes and we all had to listen to him talking
loudly 10 his wife, then to his boss, then to a gaT<lge
mechanic. .. I think that if you're in a public place
and someone calls you, you should talk really
quietly or go somewhere else. And you don't have
to shout -the other person can hear you perfectly
well.
4
What really annoys me are people who use their
phones a lot when they're with other people - like
when you're out for dinner with somcone and they
spend the whole time talking 011 their cell phones
or texting other people to arrange what they're
doing the next day. I think it's really rude.
S
I hate people who use thrir cell phones in the car,
even if they're hands-free. Whenever you see
someone driving badly, nine times out of ten
they're on the phone.

3.4

Clare
In a store in the US, when you go to the checkout
counter to pay, the salesperson always thanks you
and says. "'Have a nice day." for Americans this is
standard polite bchavior. However, some visitors
to the US find this expression "'Have a nice day!"
very annoying. They say it's a sign that Americans
are not sincere. You know, the salesperson doesn't
rcally care if you have a nice day or nOL I understand
what they mean, but personally I really like it. I
prefer the people who serve me in stores and
restaurants to be polite and friendJy, even if they
are not 100% sincere. And the Americans are very
good :11 that.

Paul
Well, some Chinese refer to Americans as "'the
thank-you people," because of our constant use of
the phrase. You don't usually hear the Chinesse say
please or thallk )'011. It's just not part of their
culture. In fact, the standard Chinese answer to
"Thank you" means something like "You don't
have to be that polite!" So I would say yes, wc arc
polite and wc do use please and thallk you a lot. A
Chinese friend suggested that this might be
because Americans generally don't know any other
words in Chinese, but I don't think this is really
fair. I think it's morc a cuhuralthing.
Andrea
I saw a survey the other day that said that
Americans themselves feel they are not as polite as
they used to be. Sixty-nine percent said that
Americans are ruder now than they were 20 or
30 years ago. Many people blamed this on the
faster pace of life in the US today. About 70
percent said that parents were to blame for not
teaching their children good manners. They also
said that kids S<1W too many examples of rude
behavior on TV. I agree. I think we used to be
polite, but wc aren't anymore, especially young people.
Marcos
In my job, I've met a lot of Americans and I think
they're polite in the way they talk and also in the
way they respect other people's opinions. And their
manners in general arc good. OK, this isn't true of
all Americans. Some of the tourists that come here
can be pretty loud and pushy, especially if they
don't get the service they want, and they don't
always know or respect some of om cllstoms. I
mean, yOll sce Americans dressed in shorts,
T-shirts, and sandals trying to go into a really nice
restaurant. Then they don't understand why they
can't do that, even \...hen they see that all the local
people are very nicely dressed - but, in general, I
think the majority are OK.

3.5

Policeman OK now, can you describe the man you
saw in the bank?

Woman 1 Well, he was, uh, sort of medium height,
you know, not short - but not tall either. And
quite skinny, you know, thin.

Woman 2 Yes. And he had a beard and a little mustache.
Woman I No, he didn't. He had a mustache but

nota beard. It's just that I think he hadn't shaved.
Woman 2 No. it was a beard, I'm sure.
Woman I And anyway, Doris, you weren't wearing

your glasses, so you probably didn't see him very
well.

Woman 2 Yes, I did. I saw him very well.
Policeman OK, OK. So, no mustache then.
Woman 1 No. he had a mustache but he didn't

have a beard.
Policeman And what about his hair?
Woman 2 Dark.
Woman I Yes. short, dark hair
Policeman Straight?
Woman I No. , think it was curly. What about

yOll,Doris?
Woman 2 Yes, very curly.
Policeman So, dark, curly hair?
Woman I Yes. That's what wc said.
Policeman And what time was it when .. ?

3.8

Interviewer Rafael Uoyd. A Spanish first name
and an English last name?

Rafael Yes. My mother was Spanish and my father,
English.

Interviewer Is Rafacl YOllr real name then or your
stage name?

Rafaellt's my real name: my mother was from
Cordoba in Spain and Rafael's the palron saint
of Cordoba. But it's also my stnge name.



Interviewer What nationality arc you?
Rafaell'm Spanish and British. I was born in

Spain and I was brought up there. I've spent a
lot of time in Britain, too. I've been living in
England for the last ten years.

Interviewer Oh, good. Are you bilingual?
Rafael Yes, I am.
Interviewer And, it's a strange question, do you

feel more Spanish than British or vice versa?
Rafael Well, I think I feel more Spanish in most

respects, especially as a big part of my life
revolves around Spanish culture. But I do like
individuality, eccentricity, and tea. J must feel a
little British too, [ suppose!

Interviewer Do you think yOLl look more Spanish
than English?

Rafacl Well, I think J look Spanish, but when J
travel, people always think I'm from their
country and people have stopped me in the
street, for example, in Cairo and in Rome, to ask
me for help, so I must have an international
face ... Maybe I should be a spy!

Interviewer When did you start learning to play
the guitar?

Rafaell started when [ was nine, when my family
lived in Madrid. A teacher llsed to come to our
apartment and give me lessons.

Interviewer I sce, so how long have you been
working professionally as a flamenco guitarist?

Rafaell started when I was 17, [mean, that's when
r started to get paid for my first concerts. ('m
now 39, and that's, uh, 22 years?

3.9

Interviewer As a flamenco guitarist living in
Britain, is it easy to make illiving?

Rafael I think life as a musician is never easy. But I
think it's easier in Britain than in Spain, because
there are fewer flamenco guitarists there.

Interviewer And where's flamenco popular, apart
from in Spain?

Rafael Well, the biggest milrkets for flamenco
outside Spain arc really the US, Germany, and
Japan, but I've found that it's popular all over
the world. [t has a strong identity that people
relate to in every corner of the planet.

Interviewer Now, yOll don't look like the
stereotype of a flamenco guitarist. People
imagine flamenco guitarists as having long, dark
hair..

Rafae1 That's true. I used to have really long hair,
but I decided to cut my hair short.

Interviewer Are people in Britain surprised when
they find out that you're a flamenco guitarist?

Rafacl No, not really. That's onc of lhe things r like
about Britain: no one judges you on appearance.

Interviewer And what about in Spain?
Rafacl Well, actually, in Spain people find it much

harder to believe thal I'm a flamenco guitarist. r
think Spanish people believe in stereotypes more
than in Britain. And they judge you more on
your appearance. But as soon as people hear me
play the guitar, they know that I'm thc real
thing.

Interviewer Could you play something for us?
Rafael Of coursc.

3.13

Interviewer Hello and welcome to this week's
edition or All about YOll. Ibday's program's
about taking up new activities, and how to
succeed at them. With us is psychologist Dr.
Maggie Prior. Good afternoon.

Psychologist Good afternoon.
Interviewer Dr. Prior, what tips can you give our

listeners who are thinking of learning to do
something new?

Psychologist Well, first of all, I would say choose
wisely. On the onc hand, doo't choose something
completely unrealistic. For example, don't decide
to take up sailing if you can't swim, or parachute
jumping if you're afraid of heights. But, on the
other hand, don't generalize and think that just
bec<luse you aren't very good at one sport, you
won't be "ble to do any sports at all. I mean, just
because you were bad at gymnastics at school,
doesn't mean that you might nol love playing
tennis.

Interviewer So think positive?
Psychologist Definitely. And never think you'll be

bad at something before you've even tried it.
Interviewer OK, so, let's imagine I've started to

learn to play tennis and I'm finding it very
hard work.

Psychologist Well, first don't give up too quickJy,
keep on trying for at least a few months. It often
takes time to begin to enjoy learning something
new. Another thing that can help, if you're having
problems learning something, is to give it a break
and then try agilin, perhaps a month or two later.

Interviewer But what if I find [ really don't have a
talent for tennis.

Psychologist I think the important thing is not to
be too ambitious. I mean, if you've never been
"ctive in sports ilod you decide to learn to play
tennis, don't expect to become the next
Wimbledon champion. Just aim to enjoy what
you're doing, not to be the best in the world at it.

Interviewer But what if, even after all this, r still
feel I'm not gelting anywhere?

Psychologist Well, sometimes you do have to
accept it and say, "OK, this really isn't my thing,"
and you need to give it up. But why not try
something else? There are lots of other things you
can learn 10 do. But remember that if you take up
an activity that you're really interested in, even if
you aren't very good at it, you'll make new
friends because you'll be meeting other people
who have similar interests.

Interviewer So it might be good for my love life.
Psychologist Exactly.
Interviewer Dr. Maggie Prior, thank you very

much.

3.17

Landlady This is the apartment. le VOlI5 faisse
visiter. le semi ell bas.

Mark Merci, madame. Sorry, Nicole. What did
she say?

Nicole She said that we can have a look at the flat.
She's going to wait downstairs.

Mark Thanks. So, what do yOll think?
Nicole Well, it's a long way from the station. And

it's on the fourth floor. It's a pity there isn't a lift.
Mark Who needs one? The stairs are good exercise.

Look, there's a great view fTom here.
Nicole It's also very noisy.
Mark Sure, but it has character. It's just how I

imagined an apartment in Paris.
Nicole Everything's old, including the heating. It

will be very cold in the winter.
Mark Oh, hi.
Allie Well, what\ it like?
Mark Nice - really Parisian.
AlIie Arc you going to take it?
Mark I think so, yeah.
Allie I can't wait to see it!
Mark Yeah
Allie Are you OK? Are you on your own?
Mark No, 1'111 with the woman who owns the

apartment. I'll call you back.
AlIie OK, speak later. Love you.
Mark Love yOll loo, bye. Sorry about that. That

was ... that was my ... my daughter.
Nicole Calling from America?

Mark You know. She's just laking an interest.
Nicole Taking an interest. That's nice.

4.3

Reporter So, you just took the Scholastic Aptitude
Test, the SAT. What parts did you take?

Carla Well, I took the main parts of the test. Those
include critical rcading, math, and writing.

Reporter Was it difficult?
Carla Well, yeah, some parts were and I need to

get a pretty high score.
Reporter Why?
Carla Because I want to be a doctor, and I want to

get into a pre-med program at onc of the big
universities, like maybe the University of
California. They probably won't admit me unless
1get 650 or higher.

Reporter Do you think you']] get it?
Carla I don't know. I think I did OK, but I'm ,I

little worried about the math.
Reporter Wllen will you get the results?
Carla They'll go onliue next week. Believe mc, as

soon as they're online, J'11100k up my scores.
Reporter And how will you celcbrate if you get

high scores?
Carla I don't want to plan any celebrations until I

get the results.
Reporter And what will you do if you don't get the

scores yOll need?
Carla [don't want to think about it. If I don't get

into college, my parents will kill me. No, I'm
joking. J suppose I could apply to some schools
that don't require such high scores.

Reporter Well, good luck!
Carla Thanks.

4.4

Reporter What test did you take?
Ruben The TOEFL. That's the Test of English as a

Foreign Language.
Reporter Was it difficult?
Ruben Well, not really, but I need ilt least 550 to

get into a college. One of the schools I've applied
to requires MO! But I'm optimistic. I think I did
pretty well.

Reporter When will yOll get the results?
Rubcn Whcn they scorc the tests, they'll mail the

results. It takes abollt six or seven weeks!
Reporter And how will you celebrate if you get a

high score?
Ruben 1']] go out for pizza with the other people

in my class - well, with the people who did well
on the test.

Reporter Will you keep on studying English?
Ruben Probably not - at lcast formally. I mean, if

I'm taking college classes, I'll be learning a lot
every day anyway.

Reporter And if you don't get a high enough
score

Ruben I'll take the test again in June.

4.6

Reporter Carla -I can see from your face that the
results, uh, weren't exactly what you wanted. Am
1 right?

Carla Yeah. I got a 700 on critical reading but only
620 on math.

Reporter So what are yOll going to do now?
Carla Well, my reading score was pretty good, so

I'm going to wait and sce if one of the
universities [ want will still acccpt me. If not, I'll
try to find other schools that will take me.

Reporter Were your parents angry?
Carla No, they've been really nice about it. They

know how disappointed I am. Besides, it's not
that my scores were really bad.
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Reporter Well, Ruben, did you get a good score on

the TOEFL?
Ruben Yes, I got a 650! I'm very happy. I didn't

think I'd get such a high score.
Reporter And your friends?
Ruben They all did well, 100, except one. But he

didn't expect to do very well. He didn't do any
work.

Reporter So are you going out to celebrate?
Ruben Oh yes. We're going out for pizza tonight

and then we're going dancing.

4.7

Presenter Hello and welcome to our review of
international TV programs. With me today is
the television critic MichaeJ Stein ... So, Michacl,
what interesting foreign TV shows have you seen
recently?

Michaell saw a British series called Tllal'lI
Jet/ch 'Em. I must say J found the whole series
absolutely fascinating. They took a group of 30
16-year-old students and sent them - as an
experiment - to a boarding school for one
month. But it wasn't a modern boarding school;
it was a 1950s boarding school. They recreated
exactly the same conditions as in the 1950s - the
same food, the same discipline, the same exams.
The idea was to compare education today with
education in the 1950s.

Presenter Well, I bet it was a shock for today's
teenagers.

Michael Well, it was, of course. It wasn't just the
classes - it was the whole atmosphere - [ mean,
they had to wear the uniform from the 50s
horrible uncomfortable clothes - they hated
them and they weren't allowed to leave the
school once for the whole month, or watch TV,
or use cell phones. And they had to take cold
showers every morning, and go for cross
country runs!

Presenter Well, what was the worst thing for
them?

Michael The food, definitely! Most of them hated
it. They said it was cold and tasteless. And the
girls didn't like the cold showers much either..

Presenter \%at about the classes?
Michael Well, of course the biggest difference for

the kids was the discipline. It was silence all the
time during the classes - only the teacher spoke.
And anyone who misbehaved had to go to the
principal and was either hit on the hand or
made to stay after school and do extra work.
And of course they couldn't use computers or
calculators, but strangely enough the kids didn't
really mind that, and in fact most of them found
the classes interesting. Some of lhem said they
were more interesting than their normal classes.
They had to work very hard, though.

Presenter So what happened in the cnd? Did they
pass the 1950s exams?

Michael No. Most of them failed - although they
were all really bright kids. There was only one
student who actually passed all the subjects.

Presenter So, do you think that school subjects
really used to be harder in the 1950s?

Michael No, I think that the kids failed because
the exams in the 1950s were very different. The
students in the program will probably do very
well in their own exams. On the other hand,
1950s students would probably find today's
subjects very difficult.

Presenter How did the kids themselves feel about
the experiment?

Michael They were really positive. In genera!' they
had a good time and they all felt they learned a
lot. I think it made them appreciate their own
lifestyle more. Some of them actually said it was
the best month of their lives. It was an interesting
experiment and the program was really well
made. [ really enjoyed watching it.

4.9

1
When r retire, if I can afford it, f'd love to have a
cottage down at the lake, where wc could go for
the summer. I'd like to have a garden there. I've
never been able to have one, as we live ill an
apartment in the city. Not too big, though. I'd like
to grow vegetables and flowers and some fruit
trees. I'd spend all my time either in the garden or
sitting by the lake.
2
My dream house would be in the mountains, high
up on the hillside with a beautiful view. It'd be
modern and quite simple, with wooden floors and
big windows, and from every window you'd be
able to see the moulltains and the forest. It'd be
quite isolated, with no neighbors for miles and
miles. Can you imagine? Just the sound of the
wind ill the trees.
3
I'd love to have a big old townhouse, maybe one of
those beautiful houses with big rooms, high
ceilings, and a lovely staircase going down to the
hall. But the bathrooms and kitchen would have to
be modern, because old ones arc cold and
impracticaL I'd need some help looking after it,
though.
4
If J won the lottery, which of course I won't, I'd
buy a big penthouse apartment near the river with
a great view, a really hi-tech place, yOLl know, with
one of those intelligent refrigerators that orders
food from the supermarket all by itself when
you're running out and a huge TV and music
system - but all very stylish and minimalist.

4.11

Carol
When Robert answered my e-mail, I got really
excited. He didn't say very much about himself. He
just told me that he was now a teacher, which
surprised me because he always used to say that he
would hate to teach. He also told me that he'd
been married but was now divorced.
Anyway, J answered his e-mail, and we agreed to
meet for lunch at a restaurant 1 like - a place
where I often go on weekends.
When [ got there, 1 looked around to see if J could
see him, but I couldn't, and I thought, "Typical!
Same old Robert," because, he always used to be
late. So I sat down and ordered a drink. I was just
sipping my drink when a man came over to my
table and said, "Carot, how arc you?" I could hardly
believe it - I mean, I know neither of us is young
anymore, but I think 1 look pretty good for my
age. People usually say J look five years younger
than I am. But Robert looked like an old man. His
lovely long hair was all gone - in fact, he was bald,
with a few strands of hair sort of combed over his
head - and he was wearing the most hideous
jacket. Well, I know you shouldn't judge by
appearances, so I smiled at him and we started
talking - and well, I enjoyed the lunch and we
talked a lot about the past - but I knew as soon as
[ saw him that we didn't have anything in common
anymore. And J was right. Instead of the rebel he
used to be, he was now, well, much more
conventional than me. [n fact, he seemed just like
the sort of teachers we used to hate when wc were
young.

4.12

Alex
I got to the restaurant late because 1 couldn't find
it, but when I walked in I saw a whole group of
young people at a table. I thought that must be
them, though I didn't really recognize anybody. So

I went up and they all said hello. They all
recognized mc, which was great, though it felt a
little strange. I must admit I was feeUng really
nervous. Anyway, I sat down and wc started
talking. They told me lots of things that I used to
do when I was at school, like play on the school
basketball team - they said I used to be really good
- and they told me about all sorts of other things:
places we used to go to, things like that. Some of
my friends had even brought photos, and we
looked at them. I'd completely forgotten that I
used to wear these really awful big glasses - and I
sort of relaxed and I felt that I was getting to know
them agaiJl, and getting to know more about
myself and my past. Anyway, since we met that
evening, we've all been e-mailing each other and
I've started going out with Anna ~ onc of the girls
who was at the restaurant that night. She says she
used to like me a lot at school, but that I didn't use
to take any notice of her then! 1can't remember
any of that, but I know I like her a lot now!

4.14

1
I don't agree at all. ] think it's much easier. Today
you can text, you can e-mail, you can chat online
and things like that. I'm still in touch with some
friends Imet on vacation last year, even though
they live miles away.
2
Actually, I think it's probably true. Because 1 know
a lot of men who are still friends with people they
went to elementary school with, but I don't know
many women who are. For example, my brother
has a friend named Tim who he's known since
they were three years old. But I think the reason is
that men's friendships are less intense, sort of less
intimate than women's friendships. As men only
ever talk about sports or superficial things, it
doesn't matter if they've completely changed and
don't have much in common anymore - they can
still talk about basebalL
3
You definitely shouldn't. I mean, that's the quickest
way to lose a friendship. [f you don't like a friend's
boyfriend or girlfriend, you should just keep quiet.
You have to wait until they break up, and of course
then you can say how awful you thought the
person was and your friend will agree and think
you're being supportive. But if you say anything
bad while they're still madly in love, it's a disaster.
know because it happened to me once with a
friend of mine. [ said something negative about his
girlfriend. And now we're not friends any more.

4.17

Mark So ... Scarlett. What would yOll like?
Scarlett Nothing.
Mark Aren't you hungry?
Scarlett Sure. But this food's really hOrrible.
Allie This is onc of the finest restaurants in Paris.
Scarlett Well, I can't eat this stuff. I never touch

meat.
Allie The seafood looks good.
Scarlett Hey, fish have feelings, too.
Mark What about the mushroom risotto?
Scarlett Mushrooms? No way! Didn't they tell you

guys about my allergies? I'm allergic to
mushrooms, strawberries, nuts.

Mark Shall wc go some place else?
Scarlett Whatever. I'm going to the restroom.
Allic Well, that was a disastrous morning. The

boat trip made her feel sick and she wouldn't go
up the Eiffel Tower. "I can't stand heights."

Mark It's a pity we didn't just take her shopping.
Aliie She's so spoiled.
Mark Oh, come on, she's just a kid really.



Allie So. what are we going to do about lunch?
Shall wc leave now?

Mark No, hang on. I have an idea. Let me talk to
the waiter.

Waiter Monsieur?
Mark Do you think you could possibly do me

a favor?
Waiter Yes. of course, sir. What would you like?
Mark Well, I think this place is great. More

wine,AUie?
AUie No, thanks.

Waiter Mademoiselle ...
Scarlctt What's this?
Mark It's your lunch, Scarlett.
Scarlett But I didn't order anylhing.
Waiter Voila!
Scarlett Hey, pizza margherita! Cool!

5.3

Tip Number I. Eat breakfast sitting down. Most
people stay in bed until the last minute and then
have a cup of coffee and a piece of toast standing
up. This is really bad for you because it means that
you start the day in a hurry. Your body and mind
are already moving too fast. So do yourself a faver.
Get up ten minutes earlier every day and have
breakfast - nice and slowly.

Tip number 2. Forget the gym, and do yoga
instead. Many people go to the gym after work to
exercise because they think that this relaxes them,
but it doesn't, believe me. I really think that a gym
is a very stressful place. Exercising hard, for
example doing aerobics, makes your heart beat
more quickly, so it doesn't relax your body at all. In
Facl, it does the opposite. So, forget the gym and try
doing yoga. Yoga will not only help you get fit, but
it will also slow your body down and help you
think more clearly.

Tip number 3. Go for a long walk. Walking is the
most traditional form of exercise, but many people
have just forgotten how to do it These days we all
just get into our cars. The great thing about walking
is that you can't walk very fast, so walking actually
slows you down. And when we walk, we look
around us at the birds, the trees, the stores, other
people. It reminds us of the world we live in and it
helps us Slap, and think, and relax.

Tip number 4. Spend 10 minutes each day in
silence. Meditation isn't new. People have been
doing it for thousands of years and now it is
becoming really popular again. In the United States
you can find meditation rooms in companies,
schools, airports, and even hospitals. Meditation is
a fantastic way 10 leach your mind 10 slow down
and to think more dearly. And spending time in
silence every day will also benefit your general
health.

And finally, tip number 5. Take a bath not a
shower. Taking a shower is very quick and
convenient, bUI it is anolher part of our fast-living
culture. When you cOllle home from work, instead
of taking a shower, take a bath and spend half an
hour there. A bath is one of the most relaxing
things you can do. It will really help to slow you
down at the end of a hard day.

5.8

Voice-over- I The body polish
Joanna So? What did you think?
Stephen It was just horrible! Horrible. Fruit's for

eating, not putting on your body. It was hot and
sticky and extremely uncomfortable. And I felt SO
stupid. I'd never do that again. I give it zero oul
often.

Joanna Sticky? It was fruil, for goodness sake! I
thought it was wonderful. It smelled so good and
it was incredibly relaxing. I mean, how could

anybody not like it? And the head massage was
fantastic! That was one of my ravorite spa
treatments ever. Ten out of ten. OK, so now, the
facial.

Stephen HOlm. How long is this one?
Joanna One hour 40 minutes.
Stephen Oh, you're joking? That's loo long
Joanna Too long? It'll be heaven. S« you later.

5.9

Voice-over- 2 The facial
Stephen Oh, that was so boring. It went on

forever.
Joanna I loved it
Stephen Well, I must admit my fuce feels different

much smOOlher. But I'm nOI sure I really want a
smooth face. And it was nearly two hours and she
used about 12 different creams and things. It
normally only takes me a minute to wash my face
- and I just use soap and waler - the therapist
said I ought 10 buy five different products!

Joanna Well, I enjoyed every second. My skin feels
great - really healthy. I give it nine out of ten.

Stcphen Hmm... I give it four.
Joanna Your problem was that you were hungry, so

you couldn't relax.. Wc could have a glass of fruil
juice before the last treatment ...

Slephen Fruit ju.ice? Oh, OK then, if you really
want onc.

5.10

Voice-over- 3 The foot treatment
Stephen Wow!
Joanna Don't lell me, you liked it!
Slephen It was wonderful!
Joanna I must say, your feet look ..well, better.

Clean anyway.
Stephen Well, I've never liked my feet much to be

honest, but now they look and feel great. That
was definitely wor-th the time and money. Nine
out of ten. What do you think?

Joanna Yes, it was great. A real luxury. And I love
the calor they painted my nails. I agree - nine
out of ten. You see, I knew...

5.14

Voice-over Week onc.
Jessica When I got to the studio on the first day, I

was really nervous. I met my teachers, Adam and
Sally. They were very nice to me, but I could see
thal they thought it was going to be impossible
to teach me to be a reporter in just a month.

Adam The problem with 'essica at the beginning
was lhat she was too shy and too nice. Political
reporters need to be hard - almost aggressive
sometimes - and I've never met anyone less
aggressive than lessica. And also she knew
nothing about politics. She knew who the
president was but not much else!

Jessica I spent the first week watching lOts of
political interviews on TV, and Adam and Sally
taught me how to speak more dearly and more
confidently. In the evenings lhey made me read
the political sections of all the newspapers. It
was very boring. At the end of the week, I was
exhausted.

5.15

Voice-over Week two
Jessica Adam and Sally said I had to change my

image for TV, so I had my hair CUi and colored,
and I got new, more stylish clothes. I must say I
liked my new look. I spent the week learning
how to interview somcone in front of a camera.

Adam Then came lessica's first big challenge. The
president was arriving home after a visit to Asia.
They'd arranged an informal news conference at

the airport, and she had to wail with the other
reporters and try to ask him a question.

Jessica It was a disaster. I was so nervous I was
shaking. There were a lot of other reporters
pushing and shouting. They didn't let me get
near the president. I tried to ask my question,
but he didn't hear me. I felt really stupid.

5.16

Voice-over Week three.
Adam Jessica was finally making some progress.

She was more relaxed. This week she had to
interview a politician from lhe Republican paTly
in the studio.

Jessica In the beginning it was fine. But then [
made a stupid mistake.

Jessica So could yOIl lel/IIS what the Demouatic
party is going to do abolll ... sorry, I mean tI,e
Republican party, what they're going to do
about the...
I said the "'Democratic party" instead of the
"'Republican party." And after that I was really
nervous again.

Adam We all make mistakes sometimes. lessica
just has to learn to keep going and not 10 lose
her confidence.

5.17

Voice-over Week four.
Jessica I spent the last week preparing for the test.

It was going to be a live interview with the
secretary of education. There would be three
professional reporters and me, all asking him
questions. I'd done lots of rescarch, so although
I was nervous, I felt well prepared.

Jessica Secretary, many people tlrillk tllat Ille real
reaSOfl there are,,'t enougll teachers is that their
salaries are so low. Are you proposillg a" i"crease
in teachers'snlaries!

Secretary Well, let's nor forget thal salaries are
much lIigher today than they were IIl/der Ihe
previous govemmem.

Jessica Yes, but YOII haven't a/lSwered my question.
Are YOIl going to increase them!

Secretary Well, we're planning to SfJCnd a lot more
mo"ey on education ;" tI,e next two years.

Jessica Is that a yes or a no!
S«:retary There are no immediate plans to it/crease

teachers' salaries...
Jessica So it's a no then. TJ'at/k you, Secretary.
Jessica When it was all over, came the worSl part. I

had to wait while the judges decided which of us
they thought wasn't a professional reporter.

Adam The judges gave their verdict - and
incredibly none of the three realized that Jessica
wasn't a professional! She did very well.
Who knows, maybe one day soon you'll be
seeing her on TV... and this time she'll be a real
reporter, nOl pretending!

Jessica It was a greal experience and I was pleased
how I did, but actually I would,,'t like to change
jobs. I'm much happier working in the library.

5.10

Allie It's great to be on our own again.
Mark Yeah.
AUie Is this the first time you've been to the

Louvre?
Mark Uh huh.
A11ie What's the matter? Is this about the meeting?

Because I agreed with Jacques and not with you?
Mark Yeah, well, we knew it wouldn't be easy.

Working together, I mean.
AlIie It's difficult for me as well. But if I don't

agree with YOll ..

Mark I know, I know, you're the boss.
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Allie And I have to do my job. I really thought that

Jacques's idea was better. And so did Scarletl.
Mark It's nOI a big deal, AlIic. I'm fine. reaUy. So

who exactly was the Mana Lisa?
Allic I'm not sure. I think she was the wife of a

banker...
Mark Is that why she's smiling? Because her

husband has a good salary?
Allic I also read somewhere that she was a self~

portrait of Leonardo.
Mark A self-portrait? You're kidding. Now, I don't

know much about art, but Leonardo da Vinci
was a man, right?

AlIie Well, it's just a theory. Why do you think
she's smiling?

Mark Well, in my opinion, she's the managing
director of a music company.

Allic What?
Mark She lives in Paris, she's in love with her

marketing director, and she has a lot of fun
telling him what to do.

Allic That's really unfair!
Mark Hey, we're not in the office now - you can't

tell me I'm wrong! Let's get a coffee.
Allie Good idea.
Mark Don't turn around!
AWe What is it?
Mark I've just seen Ben from the office.
Allie Where?
Mark I said don't look! I don't think he's seen us.

Let's get out of here. Come on.

5.4

1
I was in a taxi in Greece, in Athens, and 1 was
going downtown to do some shopping, and the
taxi driver started talking 10 me. He asked me
where I was from. When I said I was American, he
started getting really aggressive. He said that he
didn't li.ke Americans and that all Americans were
loud and pushy. He went on and on - he just
wouldn't stop. I got really annoyed. I mean, I
thought, "Why do I have to listen to an of this?" So
I asked him to stop the taxi and let me get out.
Luckily, he stopped and I got out - and of course J
didn't pay him anything.
2
This happened to me recently when 1was traveting
around on business. I was really tired because I'd
been working and travcling all day. Anyway, when I
got to the hotel in Philadelphia - it was the
evening - I checked in and the front desk clerk
gave me the key to my room. So I went up to my
room and opened the door, but it was a complete
mess! The bed wasn't made, there were dirty
towels on the floor, and the bathroom was filthy. [
went downstairs and told the clerk, and he said
that I would have to wait for half an hour while
they prepared the room. But I was exhausted and
needed to rest, so I told him to give me another
room right away. Luckily, he did.
3
This happened to me last week.. 1 went to a
restaurant in San Francisco with my family to
celebrate my dad's birthday. Anyway, my dad
ordered soup and when the soup arrived, he saw
that it had a long, black hair in it. So he asked the
waitress to take it back and bring him another
bowl. She brought him another bowl of soup and
it was fine, and we finished our meal. But when
my dad asked for the check, he saw that they had
charged us for the soup. He didn't think that was
right. He thought the soup shouJd be free because
he had found a hair in it. So he asked the waitress
to take it off the check. She went away and spoke
to the manager, and he came out and apologized
and he took the soup off the check.

5.5

interviewer So how did you get involved in the
film, Dagmara?

Dagmara Well, as you probably know, a lot of the
film Schi"dJer's List was shot in Krakow, in
Poland, which is where I live. And before the
actual shooting of the film started, the film
company had an office in Krakow and I got a
job there translating documents and parts of the
script - things like that - I was a university
student at the time.

interviewer But how did you get the job as
Spielberg's interpreter in the film?

Dagmara It's a funny story. I didn't thjnk I would
ever get to meet Spielberg or any of the actors.
But then, just before the shooting started, there
was a big party in one of the hotels in Krakow
and I was invited.
At first, I wasn't going to go - I was tired after
working all day, and I didn't think I had anything
suitable to wear. But in the end, I borrowed a
jacket from a friend and I went. But when I
arrived at the party, the producer - who was
Polish - came up to me and said, "Dagmara,
you're going to interpret for Steven Spielberg.
You have to translate his opening speech, because
the girl who was going to do it couldn't come."

Interviewer How did you feel about that?
Dagmara I couldn't believe it! I was just a student

- I had no experience of interpreting - and now
I was going to have to speak in front of
hundreds of people. But when I started
speaking, I was so nervous that I confused the
dates of the Second World War - but luckily I
managed to get to the end without making any
more mistakes.
And afterward. during the party, Spielberg came
up to speak to me to say Ihank you - he was
really nice to me and said he was impressed by
the way I had interpreted. And then he said, ''I'd
like you to be my interpreter for the whole film."
I couldn't believe it. I had to pinch myself to
believe that this was happening to me.

5.7

Interviewer So what exactly did you have to do?
Dagmara I had to go to the film set every day. A

car came every day to pick me up from my
house - I felt really important! And then what I
had to do was to translate Spielberg's
instructions to the Polish actors, as well as the
extras. I had to make them understand what he
wanted. It was really exciting - sometimes I felt
as if I was a director myself.

Interviewer Was it a difficult job?
Dagmara Sometimes il was really difficult. The

worst thing was when we kept having to shoot a
scene again and again because Spielberg thought
it wasn't exactly right. Some scenes were
repeated as many as 16 times - and then
sometimes I would think that maybe it was my
fault - that I hadn't translated properly what he
wanted, so I'd get really nervous. I remember
one scene where we just couldn't get it right and
Spielberg started shouting at me because he was
stressed. But in the end we got it right and then
he apologized, and I cried a little, because 1 was
also very stressed - and after that it was all right
again.

Interviewer So, was SpieIberg difficuJt to
work with?

Dagmara Not at alt. - I mean he was very
demanding - I had to do my best every day
but he was really nice to me. I feh he treated me
like a daughter. For instance, he was always
m;\king sure that I wasn't cold -it was freezing
on the set most of the time - and he would
make sure I had a warm coat and gloves and

things. It was hard work but it was fascinating
an amazing experience.

Interviewer What did you think of the finished
film?

Dagmara I believe that Schindler's List is truly a
great movie, a masterpiece. I think the actors
were brilliant, especially Liam Neeson and Ben
Kingsley ~ and I love the way it was shot in black
and white, with calor in just one scene.
But, as you can imagine, I can't be very objective
about it - 1 mean, I lived through nearly every
scene. And when I watch it- and I've seen it a lot
of times ~ I always remember exactly where [ was
al that moment. 1can't help thinking, "Oh there I
am. hiding under the bed, or standing behind
that door.»

5.8

Che Cuevarn was born in the city of Rosario,
Argentina, on June 14, 1928. His first name was
really Ernes1o. He was the oldest of five children in
his family. At the university, he studied medicine
and had plans to be a doctor. He spent many
vacations traveling around Latin America by
motorcycle. The poverty he saw convinced him that
revolution was the answer to Latin America's
problems. In 1956, he met Fidel CaSlro in Mexico
and joined him in the Cuban Revolution. In 1966,
Guevara went to Bolivia to lead a revolution in that
country. On October 8,1967, he was captured by
the Bolivian army and shot.

5.9

It's 12:00 noon and so it's time for today's contest.
']oday the topic is "Heroes and Icons." As usual. the
rules are very simple. I'm going to give you eight
clues and you have to identify the people. If you
know alllhe answers, c-mail them lO me right away.
The first person who sends me the correct answers
wins a pril.£. Today's prize is two plane tickets to ...
the Big Apple, New York City!

OK, so let's get started with those dues. I'll say
each one twice only. And remember, I always give
you the first letter or letters of the word I'm looking
for. Today they are all people's names.

Let's start with an easy onc. Two letters, Band G.
It's a man who's probably the richest man in the
world, the founder of Microsoft. That's BG, the
man who started Microsoh.

Number 2. Two letters again, Nand M. He's a
man whose courage and humanity made him an
icon for millions of people all over the world. He
spent many years in prison in South Africa because
of his fight against apartheid. but he eventually
became president of that country.

Number 3 begins wilh M, just onc word. It's lhe
name of a woman who's had a lot of different jobs.
She's been an actress, she's even written children's
books, but she's most famous as a singer. Onc word
beginning with M.

And number 4.This time it's a man, and the
letters are C and A, though many people just know
him by his last name. He's an Italian designer
who~ clothes are considered among the most
elegant in the world, and whose name is also on
perfume botLles everywhere. G and A, (or an Italian
fashion designer.

On to number 5. Two letters, Jand O. It's the
name of a famous American woman, whose first
husband was president of the United States and
whose second husband was a Gn.'ek millionaire.
AJthough she djed in 1994, she is still admired for
her style all over the world. Two letters, J and O.

And number 6. It's a woman again and the
letters are M and N. She's the woman who changed
lhe shape of women's tennis, and is possibly the
greatest female player of all time. She was born in



Prague but later became a US citizen. M and N for
the greatest ever woman tennis player.

Number 7 is an American actor. He was born in
Kentucky in 1961, and he is often called the most
attractive male actor in Hollywood today. He first
became famous in a TV hospital drama in which he
played the pari of a doctor. His first name begins
with G and his last name with C. So that's a
Hollywood actor, G and C.

Finally, number 8. Two letters. M and C. She was
born in Greece and died in Paris, and she is the
woman whose voice is familiar to lovers of opera all
over the world. Nicknamed "La Divina" her life WllS

tragic, but her voice will never be forgotten. MC,
"La Divina."

So if yOll think you have the eight correct
answers, e-mail them to me now at this address,
Guessthenames@hitmail.com. That's
Guesslhenames@hitrnail.com.And the first person
with the correct answers will win those two tickets
to New York.

Time for some music.

6.14

Mark Dear all, Please find attached a copy of the
latest sales report from the USA. Mark.

Mark So, did you guys have a good weekend?
Ben Yes, finc.
Jacques Not bad. Very quiet.
Ben What about you, Mark?
Mark Oh, I spent most of the time at home ... just

being domestic, you know. The apartment's
looking prctty nice, now. You must come round
for a meal one evening.

Jacques That would be very nice.
Ben So didn't you go out at am
Mark Oh sure. I went to the Louvre on Saturday. I

felt like getting a bit of culture.
Jacques On your own?
Mark Yeah. I kind of prefer going to museums and

galleries on my own. You can look at everything
at your own pace.

Ben That's funny. , went to the Louvre on
Saturday, too.

Mark Really? I didn't see you.
Ben Well, it's a big place. I didn't see you either.
Nicole I've jllst had an e-mail from Allie.
Jacques So have J.
Mark Me, too...
Nicole Dear Mark, Thank you for the information.

And thank you, darling, for a wonderful
weekend. AUie.

7.1

Narrator lall thought Amy had gone out for the
evening and sat down to wait for her to come
back. Tired after his long journey, he fell asleep.
When he woke up, the phone was ringing. lan
answered the phone. It was Amy.

lan I said, "Where arc you?" She said, "Ian, I'm sitting
in your flat in Australia." At first, I didn't believe
her, but then she gave the phone to Eddie, who
lives in my flat in Sydney, and he told me it was
true. 1was so shocked 1couldn't speak.

Narrator Amy had had the same idea as lan. She
had flown frOIll London to Sydney via Singapore
at exactly the same time [an was flying in the
opposite direction. Incredibly, both their planes
stopped in Singapore at the same time. lan and
Amy were sitting in the same airport lounge, bul
they didn't see each other.

Amy I had saved all my money to buy a ticket to
Sydney. J wanted it to be a fantastic surprise for
Ian. I couldn't wait to see his face when I arrived.
You can't imagine how I felt when I arrived at his
flat and his friend Eddie told me he had gone to
England! J just couldn't believe it! When I spoke
to lan on the phone, he told me that he had

flown back to England for a special reason and
then he asked me to marry him. I didn't know
whether to laugh or cry bur I said "Yes."

Ian It was just bad luck.. If one of us had stayed at
home, we would have met. It's as simple as that.

7.2

Narrator The cabin crew put out a desperate eaU 10
the passengers: "If there's a doctor on the plane,
could you please press your call button..."
The cabin crew were hoping to hear this: Ibell 01/

airplatlel. But they didn't. They heard this: [/Ot5 of
bel/51. Incredibly, there werc fifteen doctors on the
plane, and all of them were cardiologists. They
were from different countries and they wcre
traveling to Florida for a medical conference.
Four of the doctors rushed to give emergency
treatment 10 Mrs. Fletcher. At one point, they
thought she had died, but finally they managed
to save her life.
The plane made an emergency landing in North
Carolina and Mrs. Fletcher was taken to a
hospital. After being in the hospital for four days,
she was able to go to her daughter's wedding.

Mrs. Fletcher I was very lucky. If those doctors
hadn't been on the plane, I would have died. I
can't thank them enough.

Narrator But now that she's back in England, Mrs.
Fletcher has been less lucky with the British
hospitals.

Mrs. Fletcher I had fifteen heart specialists on that
plane, but I'll have to wait three months until I
can see one in this counlry!

7.6

Interviewer Good morning and thank you for
coming, Mr. Morton - or should it be Inspector
Morton - you were a detective with Scotland
Yard, weren't you?

Ken Yes, that's right. For 25 years. I retired last year.
Interviewer People today are still fascinated by the

identity of Jack the Ripper, more than a hundred
years after the crimes were commiued. It's
incredible, isn't it?

Ken Well, it's not really that surprising. People are
always interested in unsolved murders - and Jack
the Ripper has become a sort of cult horror
figure.

Interviewer "W:110 arc lhe main suspects?
Ken Well, there are a lot of thelll. But probably the

best known are Prince Albert, Queen Victoria's
grandson, the artist Waiter Sickert, and a Liverpool
cotton merchant named James Maybrick.

Interviewer Patricia Cornwell in her book Jack tile
Ripper - case closed says that she has identified
the murderer. Who does she think he was?

Ken Well, she's convinced that Jack the Ripper was
Waiter Sickcrt, the painter.

7.7

Interviewee What evidence did she discover?
Ken Well, she mainly used DNA analysis. She

actually bought a painting by Sickert at great
expense and she cut it up to get the DNA from it.
People in the art world were furious.

Interviewer I can imagine.
Ken And then she compared the DNA from the

painting with DNA taken from the letters that
Jack the Ripper sent to the police. Patricia
Cornwell says that she's 99 percent certain that
Waiter Sickert was Jack the Ripper.

Interviewer But you don't think she's right, do
you?

Ken No, I don't. I don't think her scientific evidence
is completely reliable and there's a lot of evidence
which says that Sickcrt was in France not London
when some of the women were killed.

Interviewer There's been another recent theory,
hasn't there? About lames Maybrick? Do you
think he was the murderer?

Ken Well, somebody found a diary, which is
supposed to be his, where he admits to being Jack
the Ripper. But nobody has been able to prove
thal the diary is genuine and, personally, , don't
think he was the murderer.

Interviewer And Prince Albert, the queen's
grandson?

Ken This for me is the most ridiculous theory. I
can't seriollsly believe that a member of the royal
family could be a serial murderer. In allY "lse,

Prince A1bert was in Scotland when al least two of
the murders were committed.

Interviewer So, who do yOllthink the murderer
was?

Ken I can't tell you because I don't know.
Interviewer So you don't think we'll ever solve the

mystery?
Ken No, I wouldn't say that. I think that some day

the mystery will be solved. Some new evidence
will appear and we'll be able to say that the case
of Jack the Ripper is finally closed. But at the
moment it's still a mystery, and people like a good
mystery.

7.16

Cindy Well, it wouldn't be electric light because [
love candles. And I could live without a washing
machine for a week - I often do when I'm on
vacation. I think I would miss the refrigerator,
though. I'd hate not havi.ng cold drinks, and it
would mean having to go shopping every day for
food or it would go bad. So a refrigerator would
be onc thing, and then probably my laptop. It has
a battery, but I could only use it for three hours
or so without charging it. So I wouldn't be able to
do much work.

Andy Uh, well, it depends. I'd really miss the TV,
but I suppose I could live without it for a week if
I had to. And, uh, what else - oh no, my cell
phone. I wouldn't be able (0 charge it. I couldn't
five without my cell. I mean, that's how I keep i.n
touch with all my friends. And my MP3 player. I
need my music. Yes, definitely those two.

Julia I think for me it would have to be first and
foremost lhe dishwasher. Because with a fnmily
and so many dishes to do, I would just be at the
sink forever. It would be a nightmare for me to
have no dishwasher because I've gotten so used to
it. So Ihat would be the first thing. And the
second thing, probably again because of having a
family, a young family, would be an iron, because
there's so much ironing. If I had to go without
that, everyone would look terrible. Nobody would
look very neat. So those would be my two thi.ngs.

Trier Well, I suppose the first thing I'd miss most
would be my cell phone, because I couldn't
charge it, so I couldn't use it, and I'd get very
upset 11bout that. There arc some people's
numbers that arc only stored in the phone. I don't
have thcm written down, and I wou.ldn't be able
to get in touch with those people. So cell phone.
And the other thing I'd miss would be the lights.
At this time of year espccially, when the days are
short, (he mornings are dark, late afternoon's
dark too, I'd miss lights. So cell phone and lights.



1A present tenses: simple and continuous, action and non-action verbs

simple present: I live, he worlcs, de. present rontinuous: action and non-action verbs

They work in a bank.
be+verb+-ing

A What are you cook.ing tonight?
Where do you live? A Who are you waiting for? B I'm mak.ing pasta.

He doesn't wear glasses. B I'm waiting for a friend. A Great! I reaHy like pasta.
She usually has cereal for breakfast. A What are you doing after

class? . Verbs that describe actions, e.g., make, cook,
I'm never late for work.

B I'm going to the cafe. can be used in the simple present or continuous.

· Use the simple present for things 0 Verbs that describe states or feelings (not
that are always true or happen

0 Use the present continuous actions), e.g., like, want, be, are not normally
regularly. (not simple present) for used in the present continuous.

0 Remember the spelling rules, e.g.
actions in progress at the . Common non-action verbs are agree, be,

lives, studies, watches.
time of speaking or for believe, belong, depend. forget, bate, hear.

Remember the word order for
future arrangements. know, like, love, matter, mean, need, prefer,

0 . Remember the spelling
questions: (question word), rules, e.g., living. studying,

realize, recognize, seem, suppose.

auxiliary, subject, base form getting. A A few verbs have an action and a non-actionofverb.
0 Put adverbs of frequency, e.g.,

meaning. The most common is have.
r have a big car. =possession (non-action)

usually, before the main verb and 1can't talk now. I'm having lunch.
after be. =an activity (action)

1B past tenses: simple, continuous, perfect

simple past: worked, stopped, went, had, ete. past perfect: had + past using narrative tenses together

They got married last year.
participle

When john arrived, they had dinner.

What time did you wake up this morning? When they turned on (First john arrived. Then they had

I didn't have time to do my homework. the TV, the game had dinner.)
finished. When john arrived, they were having· Use the simple past for finished past actions. I felt nervous because I dinner.

past continuous: was I were +verb + -ing
hadn't flown before. (When John arrived, they were in the

middle <>f dinner.)
0 Use the past perfect when

A What were you doing at six o'clock last night? you are talking about the When John arrived, they had had dinner.
B I was watching TV. It was a cold night past and you want to talk (They had dinner before john arrived.)

and it was raining. about an earlier past . Remember Irregular verbs p.156.· Use the past continuous to describe an action action.

in progress at a specific time in the past.

1C future forms

ot

be going to + base form present continuous: be+verb + -ing will + base form

future plans and intentions future arrangements I'll have the steak. (instant decision)

My sister's going to adopt a child. We're getting married in October. I won't tell anybody where you are.

Are you going to buy a new car? They're meeting at 10:00. (promise)

I'm not going to go to New York She's leaving on Friday. I'll carry that bag for you. (offer)

next week. You'll love the movie! (prediction). You can usually use present
predictions continuous or going to for future . Use will I won't (NOT the simple
I think they're going to win. (They're plans I arrangements. present) for instant decisions. promises.
playing very well.) - going to shows that you have offers, and predictions.

It's going to rain. (The sky is very dark.) made a decision. 0 In sentences with 1and we, shall (and n
We're going to get married in the wilf) is sometimes used to offer to do

0 Use going to NOT will I won't when you summer. something or to make a suggestion. but
have already decided to do something. - Present continuous emphasizes that this is very formal.

· With the verb go you can leave out the you have made the arrangements. Shall we go for a walk?
infinitive. We're gettint married on July 12th
I'm notgoing (to go) to New York. (e.g., we've ooked the church).



GRAMMAR BANK

lA
a Correct the mistakes in the higWighted phrases.

Ouch! You stand on my foot! You're standing

1 They have always breakfast in bed on Sunday morning.

2 She can't come to the phone now. She takes a shower.

3 We are needing an answer from you before Wednesday.

4 I'm studing a lot now because I have exams next week.

5 She don't eat meat at all.

6 They always are late.

7 Do you go out tonight?

8 He never replys to mye-mails!
9 A Are you going to the park this afternoon?

B I don't know. It's depending on the weather.

18

b Write questions in the present continuous or simple present.

A What are )eOU eating? (you / eat) B A cheese sandwich.

A Where lunch today? (you / have)
B At home. My mother's making pasta.

2 A What ? (he / do)
B He's an accountant.

3 A this weekend? (you / go away)
B No, we're staying here.

4 A to eat out tonight? (you / want)
B Yes, that would be nice.

5 A What ? (she / cook)
B I don't know, but it smells good.

a Combine the two sentences. Use the verb in bold in the
past continuous or past perfect.

Sarah took a nap from 3:00 to 5:00. Peter picked up the tickets at 4:00.
Peter picked up the tickets when Sarah was taking_ a nap.

They watched TV from 7:00 until 9:00. I arrived at 7:30.

When I arrived, they TV.

2 He left the office at 7:00. She called him at 8:00.

When she called him, he the office.

3 I studied for the test the night before. The test didn't go well.

The test didn't go well although I the night before.

4 He drove to work this morning. In the middle of his trip, he had
an accident.

When he to work this morning, he had an accident.

5 He only had five lessons. He passed his driving test.

When he passed his driving test, he (only) five lessons.

le

b Complete with the simple past, past continuous,
or past perfect.

We didn't realize that we had been there before.
(not realize, be)

1 A How ? (the accident / happen)

B He back from Chicago when
he a tree. (drive, hit)

2 I to cook dinner when they
_____ me to say they couldn't come.
(already / start, call)

3 When I got home, I was very tired, so I _
a shower and to bed. (take, go)

4 I arrived too late. The concert and
my friends home. (finish, go)

5 The driver control of his car because
he on his cell phone. (lose, talk)

a Circle the correct form. Put a check (v) next to the sentence
if both are possible.

(I'm not going)/ I won't go to work tomorrow because
it's Saturday.

1 ['m going to study / I'll study English here next year.

2 We'll go / We're going to Brazil next week. I can't wait.

3 What are you going to wear / are you wearing to the party?

4 Do you think it will rain I it's going to rain tomorrow?

5 A This is heavy. B I'll help / I help you.

6 I'm meeting / I meet a friend this evening.

7 I'm really sorry. J promise I won't do / I'm not going to do it again.

S They're getting / They're going to get married in May.
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b Complete B's replies with a correct future form.

A Sorry, Ann's not in.
B OK. I'll call back later. (call back)

A There's no milk.
B Don't worry. I some. (get)

2 A Can we meet on Tuesday?
B Sorry, I can't. I to Boston on

Tuesday. (go)
3 A Can we have pizza for lunch?

B No, we chicken. I've already put
it in the oven. (have)

4 A Is that the phone?
B Yes, but don't get up. I it. (answer)

5 A lane's put on a lot of weight!
B She's pregnant. She a baby in

August. (have)



2A present perfect and simple past
present perfect simple: have I has +past participle (worked, seen, etc.)

Regular comparative adjectives I adverbs:
hard>harder, big>bigger, easy>easier, madern>mare modern, difficult> more difficult, carefully>mare carefully
Irregular comparative adjectives I adverbs: good I welbbetler, bad I badly> worse, far>farther / further
After than or as we can use an object pronoun me, him, her, etc., or a subject pronoun (I, he, she) + auxiliary verb,
e.g., She's taller than me OR She s taller thattLam b.utblOI She:' m.ller !hand.

t

movIe.
b yet?

ccs;

esimple

ions}

d actions
stood. We
t week, etc.

uous
actions

Have you
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I've already seen the
He hasn't found a jo
Have they left yet?

with already and ye

present perfect contin
for recent continuous

A Your eyes are red.
been crying?

B No, I've been cuttin

Use the present perf<
continuous for action
been going on very re
have usually just stop

Form superlatives like comparatives but us
instead or -er and most I least instead of mo
You normally use the before superlatives, b
can also use possessive adjectives, e.g., my b
their most famous song.

Who drives the most carefully in your fam
That's the worst they've ever played.

He's the tallest player on the team.
What is the most expensive capital city in A
This book is the least difficult to understa'
She's the best student in the class.

superlatives

already goes before the main verb in lE senten
yet goes at the end in B and ill sentences.
The words already and yet are also used with th
past with the same meaning.
We've already eaten. = We already ate.
He hasn't done it yet. = He didn't do it yet.

Use the simple past to ask or talk about fmishe
in the past, when the time is mentioned or under
often use a past time expression, e.g., January, las

I went there in 1998 and 2002. (= on two specific occas
How long were you married?
(= you are not married now)
I bought it on Saturday.(= , say when)

I've known her for ten years.

How long have they worked here?

They've worked here since 2004.

unfinished states or actions that
started in the past and are true now

A With non-action verbs (e.g., know, be,
etc.) use the present perfect simple
NOT the present perfect continuous
with for or since.
I've known her for ages. NOT l-'ve-heen
ktiBWing her for ages;
With live and work you can use the
present perfect simple or continuous
with for or since.
I've been living here for six months.
I've lived here for six months.

Flying isn't as comfortable as going by train.
He doesn't smoke as much as she does.
Her new car looks the same as the old one.

Olive oil is better for you than butter.
You drive more slowly than I do.
Atlanta played worse today than last week.

Use the present perfect when there is a connection
between the past and the present.

My sister is a little taller than my brother.
San Fransisco is more expensive than Chicago.
This test is less difficult than the last one.

I've been to Miami twice. (= in my life up to now)
How long have you been married?
(;:: you are married now)
I've bought a new computer. (= I don't say exactly when)

comparatives and superlatives
comparing two things (or actions)

past actions at an indefinite
time in the past

We often use ever and never with the present perfect.
They go before the main verb.
Use for +a period of time. e.g., for two weeks;
use since with a point of time, e.g., since Wednesday.
Use How long ... ? + present perfect to ask about a
period of time from the past until now.
For irregular past participles see page '56.

present perfect or simple past?

How long have you been studying English?
He's been working here since April.
They'vebeen goingout together for three years

have I has been + verb + -ing
Use the present perfect continuous with for
or since with action verbs (e.g., lRarn,ga, etc.).

I've been to Miami, but I haven't been to Tampa.
She's never used an ATM.
Have you ever lost your credit card?

present perfect continuous
present perfect contiinuous
for unfinished actions

28
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2A
a Correct the mistakes in the highlighted phrases.

I've never saw Star Wars. I've never seen

b Complete the dialogues with the simple past or present perfect.

I've already seen that movie twice. (already I see)

I He left pretty early, but he yet hasn't arrived.

2 We don't see each other since we graduated.

3 Have you ever wrote a poem?

4 She have never been to Seoul.

5 I've lent him $50 last week, but he hasn't paid me
back yet.

6 [don't see them often but I've known them since
ten years.

7 What year have you graduated?

8 We're lost. We already have been down this road twice.

9 I sent her an e-mail last week, but she doesn't
reply yet .

10 They live in that house since 1980.

28

1 A How long at the university? (you I be)
B I two years ago. I'm in my third year now. (start)

A Do you live with your parents?
B I with them for the first two years but then

I into a student residence last September and
I there since then. (live, move, live)

2 A a job yet? (your brother I find)

B Yes, he work in a hotel. (already I start)
3 A to Nobu - that new Japanese restaurant?

(you I ever I be)
B Yes, we there for my birthday. (go)

A What was it like?
B The food fantastic but it _

a fortune! (be, cost)

a Make sentences with the present perfect
continuous (and for I since if necessary).

she I work there I 2003 I±I
She's been working there since 2003.

I how long I they I go out together rn
2 I I study English I two years I±I
3 he I feel very well recently B
4 you I read that book I months! I±I
5 you I wait I a long time rn
6 we I spend much time together B
7 how long I she I Live there rn
8 I I rent this house I three years. I±I
9 the elevator I work I 10 o'clock B

10 she I work here I a long time rn

2e

b Complete with a verb from the list in the present perfect continuous.

bark cry do eat play shop not sleep watch

A Your sister's lost a lot of weight!
B Yes. She 's been eating a lot less recently.

A Your eyes are red. you ?
B Yes. I a sad movie.

2 A It's very late. Why aren't you in bed?
B I can't sleep. That dog for the last two hours.

3 A You look tired.
B I know. I well recently.

4 A Wow! You bought a lot of things!
B Yes, we all day.

5 A You look hot! What you _
B I at the park with the children.

b Complete with the comparative or superlative of the bold word.a Complete with one word.

She's much ...1l1l1l1i. intelligent than her brother.

I He's not as smart __ he thinks he is.
2 It's __ best book I've read in a long time.
3 The trip took longer __ we expected.
4 I think it was the saddest movie I've __ seen.
5 [s Texas the biggest state __ the US?
6 He's the __ selfish person I've ever met.
7 Your watch is the same __ mine.
8 My father speaks __ quickly than I do.
9 We don't go swimming __ often as we clid before.

10 Her brother's about 10 and she's a year younger
than __.

Mexican food is much _spicier than Italian food.

1 It's than it was this time last year.
2 Jan's of all my sisters.
3 He's person in the office.
4 He looks much with shorter hair.
5 I sat next to person at the party!
6 Could we meet a Little tomorrow?
7 It was movie I've seen this year.
8 Sue is member of my family.
9 The way to travel is by train.

10 The beach was from the hotel than
we expected.

spicy

hot
competitive
lazy
good
boring
early
bad
ambitious
safe
far
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3A must, have to, should (obligation)

obligation I necessity: have to I must (+ base form) no obligation I necessity: don't have to

You have to wear a seat belt in a car. You don't have to pay for the tickets. They're free.
Do you have to work on Saturdays? You don't have to go to the party if you don't want to.
I had to wear a uniform at my elementary school.
I'll have to get up early tomorrow. My interview is at 9:00. prohibition: must not (+ base form)

I must remember to call Emily tonight - it's her birthday.
I Passengers must not leave bags unattended.

You must be on time for class tomorrow - there's a test.

Must and have to have a very similar meaning.
. Don't have to and must not are completely different.· Compare:

Have to is more common in speaking and for general, external You must not drive down this street. =It's prohibited,
obligations, for example rules and laws. against the law.
Must is more common in official forms, notices, and signs and for You don't have to drive. We can get a train. =You can
specific (i.e. on one occasion) or personal obligations. drive if you want to but it's not necessary I obligatory.
Compare: . You can often use am'tor not allowed to instead of must not

· Have to is a normal verb and it exists in all tenses. You must not park here. You can't park here. You're not

· Must is a modal verb. The only forms are mustand must not allowed to park here.

· You can also use have to or must for strong recommendations, A Have got to is sometimes used instead of have toe.g., You have to / must see that movie - it's fantastic.
in spoken English, e.g., I've got to go to now.

advice or opinion: should I shouldn't (+ base form)

You should take warm clothes with you to Quito.
It might be cold at night.
I think the government should do something
about unemployment.

38 must, may, might, can't (deduction)

Should is not as strong as must I have to. We use it to say if we think
something is the right or wrong thing to do.
Should is a modal verb. The only forms are should and shouldn't.
You can also use ought to and ought not to instead of should I shouldn't.
You should take an umbrella with you. You ought to take an umbrella with you.

when you are sure something is true: must

They must be out. There aren't any lights on.
She must have a lot of money. She drives a Porsche.

when you think something is possibly true: may I might

His phone's off. He might be on the plane now.
She might not like that skirt. It's not her style.
She's not at home. She may be working.
He hasn't written. He may not have my address.

3e can, could, be able to (ability and possibility)

when you are sure something is impossible I not true: can't

He can't be sick. I saw him at the gym.
They can't be Italian. They're speaking to each other in Spanish.

We often use must, may I might, and can't to say how sure
or certain we are about something (based on the
information we have).
In this context, the opposite of must is can't NOT mMst net.

can I could

I can speak Spanish very well.
She could play the violin when she was three.
She can't come tonight. She's sick.
They couldn't wait because they were in a hurry.
Could yOll open the door, please?

Can is a modal verb. It only has a present, past,
and conditional form (but can also be used
with a future meaning).
For other tenses and forms use be able to.

be able to + base form

r am able to accept your invitation.
They weren)t able to come.
I'll be able to practice my English in the US.
She has been able to speak French since she was a child.
I'd like to be able to ski.
I love being able to sleep late on weekends.

You can use be able to in the present, past, future, present perfect,
and as a gerund or infinitive.
be able to in the present and past is more formal than can I could.



GRAMMAR BANK

3A
a Circle the correct form.

You don't have to lemust not)drink that water. It's not safe.

I We must noli don'l have to hurry. We have plenty of time.

2 You must I should remember to write the report. The boss
will be furious if you forget.

3 The exhibition was free so I hadn't to I didn't have to pay.

4 Do you have to I Should you wear a uniform at your school?

S We must I had to wait two hours at security and nearly
missed our flight.

6 Had you to I Did you have to do a lot of homework when you
were at school?

7 [think people in apartments must not I shouldn't have dogs.

8 She's allergic to dairy products so she can't I doesn't have to
eat anything made from milk.

38

b Complete the second sentence with two or three
words so it means the same as the first.

Smoking is prohibited here. You must not smoke here.

[t isn't a good idea to go swimming after a big meal.

You swimming after a big meal.

2 Was it necessary for them to pay cash?

Did pay cash?

3 The meeting isn't obligatory.

You go to the meeting.

4 It's bad manners to talk loudly on a cell on a train.

People quietly on their cell
phones on a train.

S Trucks are not allowed to use this road.

Trucks this road.

a Match the sentences.

I He must be over 70. I

2 He can't be in college.

3 He may not remember me.

4 He might like this book.

S He must be very shy.

6 He can't be serious.

7 He may be in bed already.

8 He might not be at home yet.

9 He must have a computer.

10 He can't be a good athlete.

3C

A He hasn't seen me in a long time.

B He sends me lots of e-mails.

C He must be joking.

D He's interested in history.

E He sometimes works late.

F He gets up very early.

G He's only 16.

H He's not fit enough.

I He retired 10 years ago.

I He never opens his mouth.

b Complete with might (not), must, or ca'l't.

This sauce is really spicy. [t llU t have
chili in it.

I A What music is this?
B I'm not sure but it be Mozart.

2 She looks very young. She be more
than 16.

3 I'm not sure why she hasn't called. She
____ have my new number.

4 They have a lot of money. They live
in a huge house.

S He be away. His car is outside his house.
6 I be a size 441 I'm usually a 40 or 42.
7 It be true! [ saw it on the news.

a Complete with the correct form of be able to.

B I'~ never been able to learn to swim.

I B [ send any e-mails since lunchtime.

2 8:J She used to speak German really well.

3 B I do my homework until tomorrow.

4 8:J I'd really like dance well.

S IIJ you come to our wedding?
It's on May 10th.

6 8:J [f I spoke better English, [ get a job in a
hotel.

7 8:J When I've saved another $1,000, [ buy a
new car.

8 B She hates do what she wants.

b Complete with can I can't, or could I couldn't where
possible. If not, use a form of be able to.

They told me that they couldn't do anything about the noise.

1 I talk to you now. I'm too busy.

2 When I lived in Rome, I speak Italian quite well.

3 I would love play tennis very well.

4 [f we don't hurry up, we catch the last train.

S My mother see much better now with her
new glasses.

6 To do this job you need speak at least two
languages.

7 I help you tonight if you want.

8 They find a house yet. They're still looking.
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4A first conditional and future time clauses + when, until, etc.

first conditional sentences: if(or unless) +simple present,
will I won't + base form

If you don't do more work, you'll fail the exam.
He'll be late for work if he doesn't hurry up.
She won't get into college unless she gets good grades.

Use the present tense (NOT the future) after ifin first
conditional sentences.
unless = if ... not
I won't go unless she invites me. = I won't go if she doesn't
invite me.
You can also use an imperative instead of the will clause,
e.g., Come and see us next week ifyou have time.

48 second conditional

second conditional sentences: if+ past simple,
would I wouldn't+ base form

If 1had more money, I would buy a bigger house.
If he spoke English, he could get a job in a hotel.
I'd get along better with my parents if I didn't live with them.
I wouldn't do that job unless they paid me a really good salary.
If I were you, I'd buy a new computer.

Use the second conditional to talk about a hypothetical I
imaginary situation in the present or future and its consequence.
Compare:
1don't have much money, so I can't buy a bigger house (real
situation).
If I had more money, I'd buy a bigger house (hypothetical I
imaginary situation).
Use were for all subjects if the second conditional ifdause
contains the verb be.
Ifl were you ...

future time clauses

As soon as you get your test results, call me.
We'll have dinner when your father gets home.
I won't go to bed until you come home.
I'll have lunch before I leave.
After I graduate from college, I'll probably take a
year off and travel.

Use the simple present (NOT the future) after when,
as soon as, unti~ before, and after to talk about the future.
as soon as = at the moment when) e.g.
I'll call you as soon as 1 arrive.

would I wouldn't +base form

My ideal vacation would be a week in the Bahamas.
I'd never buy a car as big as yours.

You can also use would I wouldn't + base form
(without an ifdause) when you talk about
imaginary situations.
The contraction of would is 'd.

A Remember the difference between first and
second conditionals.

If 1have time, I'll help you.
= a possible situation. I may have time.

If 1had time, I'd help you.
= an imaginary I hypothetical situation.
I don't I won't have time.

4C usually and used to

present habits and states

I usually get up at 8:00 on school days.
I don't usually go out during the week.
Houses in the suburbs usually have yards.
Do you usually walk to work?

past habits and states

We used to be close friends, but we don't see each other anymore.
I used to go out with that girl when I was at school.
Did you use to wear glasses?
She didn't use to have blond hair. She had dark hair before.

For present habits use usually or normally + simple present.
For past habits use used to I didn't use to + base form. Used to does not exist in the present tense.
We use used to for things that were true over a period of time in the past. It usually refers
to something that is not true now.
1used to live downtown. = I lived downtown for a period of time in the past, but now I don't.
Used to I didn't use to can be used with action verbs (e.g., wear, go out) and
non-action verbs (e.g., be, have).
We often use not ... anymore I any longer (= not now) with the simple present to contrast
with used to.
I used to go to the gym, but I don't anymore I any longer.
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4A
a Complete with a word or expression from the list.

after as soon as before if unless until when

After we have dinner, we could go for a walk.

I I must write the date on my calendar I forget it.
2 Let's wait under the tree it stops raining.

3 This job is very urgent, so please do it you can.
4 We won't get a table at the restaurant we don't hurry.

5 I'll pay you back I get my first paycheck.
6 I can't go you pay for my ticket. I'm broke.

7 They'll be really happy they hear your news.

8 I want to go on working I'm 65. Then I'll retire.

9 I must renew my passport I go to Mexico.
10 you work harder, you won't pass the final exam.

48

b Complete with the simple present or will.

I'll give him your message when I ----'ii.IL.- him. (see)

Don't forget to turn off the lights before you __.
(leave)

2 Go to bed when the movie __. (finish)

3 They __ married until they find a place to live. (not get)

4 If I see Emma, I __ her you are looking for her. (tell)

5 I'll call you as soon as I __ at the hotel. (arrive)

6 You won't be able to park unless you __ there early. (get)

7 As soon as it stops raining, we __ out. (go)

8 She won't like curry if she __ spicy food. (not like)

9 Don't write anything until I __ you. (tell)

la When she finds out what he's done, she __ furious. (be)

a Write second conditional sentences.

If you 1speak to your boss, I'm sure he 1understand.

Ifyou spoke to your boss, I'm sure he would understand.

I It 1be better for me if we 1meet tomorrow.

2 She 1not treat him like that if she really 1 love him.

3 If I1 can live anywhere in the world, I 1 live in
New Zealand.

4 The kitchen 1 look bigger if we 1 paint it white.
5 I 1 not buy that house if I 1be you.

6 He 1be more attractive if he 1wear nicer clothes.

7 If we 1not have children, we 1 travel more.

8 What 1you do in this situation if you 1be me?

4C

b First or second conditional? Complete the sentences.

If you tell her anything, she-.lL1e1L everybody in the office. (tell)

We'd have a dog if we~ a yard. (have)

I It'll be quicker if we __ a taxi to the airport. (take)

2 If you started exercising, you __ better. (feel)

3 What would you do if you __ your job? (lose)

4 If you buy the food, I __ tonight. (cook)

5 I think he'd be happier if he __ alone. (not live)

6 I'll be very surprised if Marina __ coming here. (not get lost)

7 Where will he live if he __ the job in Montreal? (get)

8 If she didn't have to work so hard, she __ life more. (enjoy)

a Correct the mistakes in the higWighted phrases. b

She wasn't use to be so shy. She didn't use to be

I ~ use to get U2 at 6:30, but I don't any more.

2 Did she always used to have long hair?

3 Do you use to have breakfast before you go to work?

4 They didn't used to have a car; they used to ride bikes
everywhere.

5 He doesn't like coffee, so he use to drink tea in
the morning.

6 He used be a teacher, but now he works for
Greenpeace.

7 Do usuaIly you wear pants or skirts?

8 Last year we used to go to Caracas in August.

9 Does she use to live near you when you were children?

10 At school we aon't use to wear a uniform. We wore
what we liked.

Complete with used to in [±], El, or ITl and a verb from the list.

argue be (x2) go have (x2) like live play work

El I didn't use to go to the theater much but now I go twice a month.

I I±J Kirsty in Boston but she moved to Orlando last year.

2 ITl you a mustache? You look different.

3 El I my boss but now we get along pretty well.

4 I±J We really close, but now we hardly ever meet.

5 ITl Where you before you started with
this company?

6 I±J She tennis professionally, but she retired last year.

7 I±J When I lived in Paris, I always breakfast in a cafe.

8 ITl you with your parents when you were
a teenager?

9 El He so thin. In fact, he was very overweight before.
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SA quantifiers
large quantities small quantities zero quantity

They have a lot of money. A Do you want some ice crean,? B Just a little. There isn't any room in the car.
She has lots of friends. The town only has a few banks. There's no room in the car.
He eats a lot. Hurry up. We have very little time. A How much money do you have?
There aren't many cafes near here. I have very few close friends. B None.
Do you watch much TV? · Use little + uncountable nouns, few + plural . Use any for zero quantity with
Don't run. We have plenty of time. countable nouns. a El verb. Use no with a I±J verb.

Use a lot ofI lots ofin I±J sentences. · a little and a few; some, but not a lot, . Use none (without a noun) in· · very little and very few; not much I many. short answers.· Use a lot when there is no noUll,
e.g., He talks a lot. more than you need or want less than you need

· Much I many are normally used I don't like this city. It's too big. There aren't enough parks.
in El sentences and rn, but a lot of
can also be used. There's too much traffic. The buses aren't frequent enough.

· Use plenty ofin I±J sentences to There are too many tourists.

mean as much as we need or more. · Use too + adjective, too much + uncountable noun, too many + plural countable nouns.

· Use enough before a noun but after an adjective.

58 articles: a / an, the, no article
Use a I an with singular countable notlns Don't use the

- the first time you mention a thing I person. I saw an old man with a dog. - when you are speaking in general
- when you say what something is. It's a nice house. (with plural and uncountable nouns).
- when you say what somebody does. She's a lawyer. Women often talk more about money.
- in exclamations with \t\fhat ... f What an awful day! - with some nouns (e.g., home, work,
- in expressions like ... three times a week school) after at I to I from,

Use the
She's not at home today.

- when we talk about something I saw an old man with a dog,
- with downtown (no preposition).

we've already mentioned. and the dog was barking.
They went downtown today.

- when there's only one of something. The moon goes around the sun. - before meals, days, and months.
- when it's clear what you're referring to. He opened the door. I never have breakfast on Sunday.

- with places in a town, e.g., bank and tlleater. I'm going to the bank. - before next I last + days, week, etc.
- with superlatives. It's the best restaurant in town. See you next Friday.

se gerunds and infinitives
Use the gerund (verb + -ing)
I after prepositions and phrasal verbs. I'm very good at remembering names.

She kept on talking.
2 as the subject of a sentence. Eating out is cheap here.
3 after some verbs, e.g., dislike, enjoy. I don't mind getting up early.

Common verbs that take the gerund include: Finish, mind, practice, quit,
recommend, stop, suggest and phrasal verbs, e.g.) give up, keep on, ete.

Gerunds and infinitives form the
negative with not, e.g., not to be,
not being.

These common verbs can take
either the gerund or infinitive
with no difference in meaning:
begin, continue, hate, like, love,
prefer, start.

Use the infinitive A Some verbs can take a gerund or

I after adjectives. My house is easy to find. an infinitive but the meaning is

2 to express a reason or purpose. He's saving money to buy a new car. different, e.g.,

3 after some verbs. e.g., want, need, learn. She's never learned to drive. Try to be on time.
Try not to make noise. ; make an effort to be on time.

Common verbs that take the infinitive include: (can't) afford, agree, decide, Try doing yoga.
expect, forget, help, hope, learn, need, offer, plan, pretend, promise, refuse, ; do it to see if you like it.
remember, seem, try, want, would like Remember to call him.

A Use the base form ; Don't forget to do it.

I after most modal and auxiliary verbs I can't drive. We must hurry. 1 remember meeting him years ago.
2 after make and let. My parents don't let me go out much. ; I have a memory of it.

She always makes me laugh.
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5A
a Circle the correct answer. Check (.....) if both are possible.

I think this restaurant is§! too much expensive.

1 There are too much I too many people in my salsa class.

2 Nobody likes him. He has very little I very few friends.

3 We've had a [at ofI lots ofrain recently.

4 There aren't enough parking lots I parking lots enough downtown.

5 I have no I I don't have any time.

6 He works a lot I much. At least ten hours a day.

7 A Do you speak Japanese? B Yes, a little I a few.
8 I don't have no time I any time for myself.

58
a Circle the correct answer.

Did you see news lethe news) on TV last night?

I Did you lock door I the door when you left a house I the house?
2 My brother is married to Russian I a Russian. She's lawyer I

a lawyer.
3 We go to theater I the theater about once a month I the month.
4 What beautiful I a beautiful day! Let's have breakfast on

a patio I the patio.
5 I love classical music I the classical music and Italian food I

the Italian food.
6 Who is a girl I the girl by a window I the window?
7 I leave home I the home at 8:00 and get to work I the work at 9:00.

8 Men I The men aren't normally as sensitive as women I the women.
9 We usually have dinner I the dinner at 8:00 and go to bed I

the bed at about II :30.

10 She has a lovely face I the lovely face and the attractive eyes I
attractive eyes.

5C

bRight (.....) or wrong ()C). Correct the wrong sentences.

She drives too much fast. too fast

1 Slow down! We have plenty time.

2 We have too many work at the moment.

3 I think I made a few mistakes in the letter.

4 He isn't enough old to understand.

S We can't go tomorrow. We're too busy.

6 We have very little time to do this.

7 A How many eggs are there? B Any.

8 He's retired so he has much free time .

b Complete with a / an, the, or - (no article).

Can you give me _a_ ride to IlK- station?
I want to catch -..1JJ.L 6:00 train.

We went to __ movies __ last night.
We saw __ great movie.

2 A Do you like __ sports?
B It depends. I hate __ baseball. I think
__ players earn too much money.

3 He always wears __ expensive clothes and
drives __ expensive car.

4 lake's __ musician and __ artist.

5 They've changed __ date of __ meeting.
It's __ next Tuesday now.

6 We walked __ downtown but we got __
taxi back to __ hotel.

a Complete with the gerund or infinitive.

Smoking is banned in all public places. (smoke)

I It's very expensive an apartment downtown. (rent)

2 Are you afraid of ? (fly)

3 I called the restaurant a table for tonight. (reserve)

4 Be careful noise when you come home
tonight. (not make)

5 She's worried about the exam. (fail)

6 Everybody kept on until after midnight. (dance)

7 an only child is a little boring. (be)

8 It's easy the way if you look at the map. (find)

9 He's terrible at languages. (learn)

10 A Why are you learning Spanish?
B I want talk to my in-laws. They're Argentinian,
and they don't speak English. (be able to)

b Complete the sentences with work, to work, or working.

I regret not workin~ harder when I was at school.

I I spent all weekend on the computer.
2 I've decided overseas next year.

3 You must harder if you want to get promoted.

4 My boss often makes me late.

S He isn't very good at on a team.
6 I don't mind on Saturdays if I can have a day

off during the week.
7 He's gone to the US in his uncle's store.

8 with members of your family can be pretty
difficult.

9 My husband promised not on my birthday.

10 I used in a restaurant when I was a student.
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6A reported speech: statements and questions

You usually have to change the pronouns.
"I like ... ">She said she liked ...

Using that after said and told is optional.

If you report what someone said on a different
day or in a different place, some time and place
words can change, e.g., tomorrow>the next day,
here>there, this>that, etc.
'Tll meetyou here tomorrow. " >He said he'd meet me
there the next day.

A . Must changes to had to BUT must nol stays the same.
"You must not touch it." She said J must not touch it.

direct statements reported statements

"I like shopping." She said (that) she liked shopping.
''I'm going tomorrow." He told her he was going the next day.
''I'll always love you." He said he would always love me.
"I passed the exam!" She told him she had passed the exam.
"J've forgotten my keys." He said he had forgotten his keys.
"I can't come." She said she couldn't come.
"I may be late." He said he might be late.
"I must go." She said she had to go.

• Tenses usually change like this: present>past; wiII>would;
simple past I present perfect>past perfect

A After said don't use an object pronoun.. Some modal verbs change, e.g., can>could, may>might,
must>had to. Other modal verbs stay the same, e.g., could, He said he was tired NOT He said me ...

might, should, etc. After told you must use a person or pronoun.
He told me he was tired. NOT He teld he '>'Ias...

direct questions reported questions . When you report a question, the tenses change as in

"Are you married?" She asked him if he was married. reported statements.

"Did she call?" He asked me whether she had called.
. When a question begins with a verb (not a question

"What's your name?" I asked him what his name was. word), add if(or whether).

"Where do you live?" They asked me where I lived.
0 You also have to change the word order to subject + verb

and not use do I did.

reported speech: commands

direct speech reported speech

"Go away:' She told him to go away.
"Don't worry." The doctor told me not to worry.
"Can / Could you help me!" I asked the salesperson to help me.

A You can't use said in these sentences.
NOT $he-said-him le go o""":l'

To report an imperative or request, use told or asked +person + the infinitive.
To report a negative imperative, use a negative infinitive (e.g., not to do).

68 the passive: be + past participle

A lot of films are shot on location.
My car is being repaired today.
Death in Venice was directed by Visconti.
She died when the film was being made.

My bike has been stolen.
You'll be picked up at the airport.
This bill has to be paid tomorrow.

We often use the passive when it's not clear
or important who does an action, e.g.,
My bike has been stolen.
(Somebody stole my bike. I don't know who.)
If you want to say who did the action, use by.

6C relative clauses
defining relative clauses

Julia's the woman who I that works with me.
It's a book that / which tells you how to relax.
That's the house where I was born.
That's the boy whose father plays for the Lakers.
He's the man (who / that) I met on the plane.

To give important information about a person, place, or thing use
a relative clause = a relative pronoun + (subject +) verb.

Use the relative pronouns who / that for people, that / which for things,
and where for places. Use whose to mean "of who I of which."

That is more common than which in defining clauses.
Who, which, and that can be omitted when the relative pronoun is the
object, not the subject, of the clause, e.g., He's the man (that) lit/et on
the plane. (The subject of met is 1, so it is not necessary to use that.)

non-defining relative clauses

This painting, which was painted in 1860) is worth $2 million.
Last week I visited my aunt, who's nearly 90 years old.
Stanford) where my mother was born) is a beautiful town.
My neighbor) whose son goes to my son's school, has just re-married.

If a relative clause gives extra, non-essential information
(the sentence makes sense without it), you must put
it between commas (or a comma and a period).
In these clauses, you can't leave out the relative
pronoun (who, which, etc.).
In these clauses, you can't U'ie that instead of who I which.



GRAMMAR BANK

6A
a Complete the sentences using reported speech.

"The hotel is full." The receptionist told me
the hotel was Iidl .

I ''I'll call the manager:' The waiter said _
2 "I've passed all my exams." Jack said _
3 "You should get to the airport early:' They said that

we _

4 "I may be late." Jack said _
S "I didn't tell anybody!" Mary said _
6 "Can you help me?" She asked us _
7 "00 you want to dance?" He asked me _
8 "Have you been here before?" I asked her _
9 "What music do you like?" She asked me _

10 "Where's the nearest bank?" I asked her _

68

b Complete the reported imperatives and requests.

"Don)t stop here." The traffic officer told us not to stop there

1 "Be quiet!" The teacher told us _
2 "Please don't smoke!" I asked the taxi driver _
3 "Open your mouth." The dentist told me _
4 "Don't tell anyone!" Melinda told us _
S "Could you show me your driver's license?" The police officer

asked me _

6 "Please turn off your cell phones." The flight attendant
told us _

7 "Don't eat with your mouth open!" I told my daughter _
8 "Can you bring me the check, please?" He asked the waiter _
9 "Get off at the next stop." The bus driver told me _

10 "Don't wait." Our friends told us _

a Correct the mistakes in the highlighted phrases.

A lot of cars made in Brazil. are made in Brazil.

I A new highway is being build at the moment.

2 The movie based on a famous novel.

3 This program were watched by millions of people.

4 My suitcase was stole when I was in Florida.

S The Harry Potter books were written for ).K. Rowling.

6 I couldn't send you an e-mail because my computer
was repairing.

7 You will taken to your hotel by taxi.

8 Oh no! Our flight has being canceled.

9 English is spoke in this restaurant.

10 Seat belts must wear at all times.

6C
a Complete with who, which, that, where, or whose.

The man whose car I crashed into is taking me to court.

1 We drove past the house we used to live.
2 The girl was talking to you is the boss's daughter.
3 Look! That's the man son plays for the Red Sax.

4 The car was an invention changed the world.
S That's the restaurant I told you about.
6 Is this the store you bought your camera?
7 What was the name of your friend wife is an actress?
8 The woman called this morning didn't leave a message.
9 It's the movie won all the Oscars last year.

IJ This is the book everybody is reading at the moment.

b Check (V') the sentences in a where you could leave out the
relative pronoun.

b Rewrite the sentences with the passive.

They sell cold drinks here. Cold drinks are sold here

They subtitle a lot of foreign fIlms.
A lot of foreign films _

2 Someone threw the letters away by mistake.
The letters _

3 Some people are painting my house.
My house _

4 They have sold all the tickets for the concert.
All the tickets for the concert _

S They will play the game tomorrow.
The game _

6 Somebody must pay this bill tomorrow.
This bill _

c Are the highlighted phrases right (V') or wrong ()()?
Correct the wrong ones.

After Rome we went to Venice, that we loved. )(
which we loved

I Is that the girl you used to go out with ?

2 My brother, that you met at my wedding,
is getting divorced.

3 It's a machine that makes candy.

4 He lives in Acapulco, that is on the west coast ofMex:ico.

S Our neighbor, who yard is smaller than ours,
has an enormous dog.

6 Jerry, who I work with, is completely bilingual.

7 The movie I saw last night was fantastic.

8 I met some people who they come from the same
town as me.
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7A third conditional

third conditional sentences: if+ had + past participle,
would + have +past participle.

If I'd known about the meeting, I would have gone.
If I hadn't gone to that party, r wouldn't have met my wife.
You wouldn't have been late if you'd gollen up earlier.
We would have arrived at 6:00 if we hadn't gollen lost.

The contraction of had is 'd.

78 tag questions, indirect questions
tag questions

Use third conditional sentences to talk about a hypothetical I
imaginary situation in the past (which didn't happen) and its
consequence. Compare:
Yesterday I got up late and missed my ITain. (= the real situation)
IfI hadn't gotten up late yesterday, I wouldn't have missed my
ITain. (= the hypothetical I imaginary situation)
To make a third conditional, use if+ past perfect and would
have + past participle.

affirmative verb. ne alive la

It's cold today, isn't it?
You're Peruvian, aren't you?
They live in Kyoto, don't they?
The game finishes at 8:00, doesn't it?
She worked in a bank, didn't she?
We've met before, haven't we?

You'U be OK, won't you?

indirect questions

ne alive verb, affirmative ta

She isn't here today, is she?
You aren't happy. are you?
They don't know, do they?
She doesn't eat meat, does she?
You didn't like the movie, did you?
She hasn't been to Rome before, has she?
You won't tell anyone, will you?

Tag questions are often used to check
something you already think is true.
Your name's Mafia, isn't it?
To form a tag question use:

- the correct auxiliary verb, e.g., do I does for
the present, wiU I won't for the future, etc.

- a pronoun, e.g., he, i~ they, etc.
- a negative tag if the sentence is affirmative,

and an affirmative tag if the sentence is
negative.

direct question indirect question

Where's the bank? Could you tell me where the bank is?
What time do the stores close? Do you know what time the stores close?
Is there a bus stop near here? Do you know if there's a bus stop near here?
Does this train go to Toronto? Could you tell me if this train goes to Toronto?

To make a question more polite we often begin Could you teU me.. .?or
Do you know...?The word order changes to subject + verb. e.g., Do you know
where the post office is? NOT Do ''ON .~"o·,,· ....ohere is the post effiee?

7e phrasal verbs

If the question doesn't start with a question
word, add if{or whether) after Couldyou teU
me...?1 Do you know...?
We also use this structure after Can you
remember... ?, e.g., Can you remember where
he lives?

group I: no object - verb + up, on, etc., can't be separated.

Come on! Hurry up! We're late.
The plane took off two hours late.
Go away and never come back!

group 2: with object - verb + up, on, etc., can't be separated.

I'm looking for my keys. NOT I'm leeking-my keys fer.
I asked for chicken, not steak.
I don't get along with my sister.
I'm looking forward to the party.

group 3: with object - verb + up, 0'1, etc., can be separated.

Please turn off your phone. I Please turn your phone off.
Can you fill out this form, please? ICan you fill this form out, please?
They've set up a new company. I They've set a new company up.
Don't throw out those papers. I Don't throw those papers out.

A phrasal verb is a verb combined with a
particle (= an adverb or preposition).
Sometimes the meaning of the phrasal verb is
obvious from the verb and the particle, e.g., sit
down, come back.
Sometimes the meaning is not obvious. e.g.
give up, keep on talking (= continue talking).
In group 3, where the verb and particle can be
separated, if the object is a pronoun. it must go
between the verb and particle.
Turn it off. NOT Tu.., offit.
Throw them away. NOT Thr........."'. th.....

A Sometimes a phrasal verb has more than one
meaning, e.g.,
The plane took off.
He took offhis shoes.



GRAMMAR BANK

7A

b Cover A-K. Look at I-I I and try to remember the end of the sentence.

a Match the sentence halves.

1 If you hadn't reminded me, I
2 This wouldn't have happened

3 If they hadn't worn their seat belts,

4 We wouldn't have been late

5 We would have gone to the beach

6 If you hadn't told me it was him,
7 You would have laughed

8 I wouldn't have bought it

9 If you'd arrived two minutes earlier,
10 If you hadn't forgotten the map,

11 It would have been cheaper

A if you'd seen what happened.

B we wouldn't have gotten lost.

C if it hadn't rained.

D you would have seen them.

E if I'd known you didn't like it.

F if we'd bought tickets on the Internet.

G if you'd been more careful.

H they would have been killed.

I I would have forgotten.

J I wouldn't have recognized him.
K if we hadn't missed the bus.

c Complete the third conditional sentences
with the correct form of the verbs.

Ifyou hadn't helped me, I wouldn't havefllJ.i.>bgd
on time. (not help, not finish)

We if our best player
_____ injured. (win, not be)

2 If she he was so stingy, she
_____ with him. (know, not go out)

3 I you some money if you
____ me. (lend, ask)

4 If we more time, we _
another day in Miami. (have, spend)

5 I to help you if you
_____ me about it earlier. (be able, tell)

6 If you me yesterday,
I my plans. (ask, change)

7 You the weekend ifyou
_____ with us. (enjoy, come)

78
a Complete with a tag question (are you?, isn't it?, etc.)

Your name's Mark, isn't it?

I You don't take sugar in your coffee, _
2 They're on vacation this week, ?
3 He can't be serious, _

4 She eats meat, _
5 You won't be late, _

6 She was married to Tom Cruise, ?
7 We've seen this movie before, _

8 You didn't tell anybody, _
9 You would like to come, _

10 It's hot today,

7C

b Make indirect questions.

Where's the station? Could you tell me where the station is?

1 Where do they live? Do you know _
2 Is there a bank near here? Can you tell me _

3 Where can I buy some stamps? Do you know ?
4 Does this bus go downtown? Could you tell me ?
5 What time do the stores open? Do you know ?
6 Where are the restrooms? Could you tell me _

7 Is Susan at work today? Do you know ?
8 Did the Mets win last night? Do you know _
9 Where did we park the car? Can you remember _

10 What time is it? Could you tell me _

a Complete with the right particle (in, on, etc.).

What time did you get --'IlL this morning?

1 Could you turn __ the radio? I can't hear it.

2 I'm in a meeting. Could you call __ later, say in half an hour?
3 Hurry __ IWe'll be late.

4 The game is __I Brazil won.

5 How long has she been going __ with him?

6 Are we having dinner at home or are we eating __ I

7 Athletes always warm __ before a race.

8 I didn't wake __ until 8:30 this morning.

9 If you don't know the word, look it __ in a dictionary.

10 I went online to find __ what time the train left.
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b Rewrite the sentences. Replace the object with a
pronoun. Change the word order where necessary.

Turn on the TV. Turn it 011

1 Take off your shoes.
2 Could you fill out this jorm?
3 Do you get along with your sister?
4 Turn off your cell phones.
5 I'm looking for my glasses.
6 Please pick up that towel.
7 Turn down the music!
8 I'm really looking forward to the trip.
9 Can I try on this dress?

10 Don't throwaway that letter!

ID



Food and restaurants

1 Food
a Put two food words in each column. Use your dictionary to help you.

beans duck lettuce l'IEt"sl

~ches shrimp IJnmpl ",Imon I'srem"nl
sausage I'sosld31 strawberries l'strobEriz/

b Add three more words to each column.

meat fish I seafood fruit vegetables

2 Food adjectives
Complete the adjective column with a word from the box.

fresh frozen homemade low-fat raw frol ~cy I'spalsil sweet takeout

Adjective
1 I love my mother's cooking. food is always the best.

2 Mexican food can be very

3 Sushi is made with fish.

4 Food that is kept very cold is

5 food is food you buy at a restaurant and take home to eat.

6 People on a diet often try to eat food.

7 These eggs are . I bought them today.

8 This tea's very . You've put too much sugar in it!

3 Restaurants and cooking
a Match the words and pictures.

knife Inarfl pi knives Inalvz/

fork

desserts Idr'z"rtsl

spoon

plate

glass

main courses /mem k~rsIzJ

napkin

salt and 29'per

~ppetizers

b Match the words and pictures.

boiled rice 11

roast chkken

baked potatoes

grilled fish

fried eggs

steamed vegetables

o p.6 Can you remember the words on this page? Test yourself or a partner.
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Sports VOCABULARY BANK

Verb

78-91

with (Brazil) 2-2.

(the game) 3-0.

I Costa Rica US 3-0.

2 The Chicago Bulls
(to Celties).

3 Spain

4 Costa Rica

Will

lose

tie

A You win a game, competition, medal,
or trophy. You beat another team or person
NOT Costa Rica wet! the us.

c Complete the Verb column.

do get in shape get ~ured /'lIld3~rd/ go play

score train warm up

2 Verbs
a Complete with the past tense and past participles.

beat

b Complete the Verb column with the past tense

of a verb from a.

spec~tors

team

stadium

sports a~na

I People and places
a Match the words and pictures.

~tain /'krept~n1

coach

fans

~yers

referee

b Match the places and sports.

court /brtl course

field pool slope track

I tennis / basketball _

2 soccer / baseball _

3 swimming / diving _
4 running / horse racing _
5 golf _

6 skiing _

Verb
I Players usually before

a game starts.

2 Professional athletes have to
every day.

3 it's dangerous to play tennis on
a wet court. You might

4 I've started going to the gym,
because I want to

5 He's a good player. I think he's
going to a lot of goals.

6 Would you like to
swimming this afternoon?

7 I basketball twice a week.

8 My brothers yoga and tai chi.

Can you remember the words on this page?
Test yourself or a partner.

o p.10
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Personality

1 What are they like?
a Complete the sentences with the personality adjectives.

affectionate lo'f£kIonotl

magpulative moody

aggrl'sslve ambitious bossy charming com~tltlve inde~dent ~Ious l'd3£!osl

reliable Irr'lalobll selfish sensible sensitive sociable l'souIobll spOOetl

1
2
3

4

5
6

7
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

_~S.,..puolwle~d,---_ children behave badly because they are given everything they want.
_____ people always want to win.

_____ people think about themselves and not about other people.
_____ people use force to succeed and may fight or argue.
_____ people have an attractive personality that makes people like them.
_____ people have common sense and are practical.
_____ people are friendly and enjoy being with other people.

_____ people get other people to do what they want cleverly or even unfairly.
_____ people are happy one minute and sad the next, and are often bad-tempered.
_____ people like doing things on their own, without help.
_____ people like giving orders to other people.
_____ people show that they love or like people very much.
_____ people are people you can trust or depend on.

_____ people understand other people's feelings or are easily hurt or offended.
_____ people want to be successful in life.

_____ people think that someone loves another person more than them or wants what other people have.

b With a partner, look at the adjectives again. Are they positive, negative, or neutral characteristics?

ambitielis friendly honest I' anostl imaginative

kind organized ~tient l'pelIntl reliable

responsible selfish sensitive sociable

3 Negative prefixes
Which negative prefIx do you use with these adjectives?
Put them in the correct column.

I rn-/;",-/ IT-

lazy

~et

shy

un-

clever

~nerous

Lnsecure

unambitious

2 Opposite adjectives
Match the adjectives and their opposites.

outgQing hardworking self-confident

stingy stlIpid talkative

Can you remember the words on this page?
Test yourself or a partner.

o p.l5

"Are we there yet? Are we there yet? Are we there yet?"
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Money VOCABULARY BANK

---

1 _

The book _

1__-
1 _

1 _

My house _

cost earn

waste Iwelstl

tax

loan

salary

A piece of money made of metal.

A piece of paper money.

Money a person gets for the work he I she does.

Money that you pay to the government.

Money that somebody (or a bank) lends you.

Money that you borrow from a bank to buy a house.

A machine that you use to get money.

ATM biU com

mortgage I'm~rgldy'

be worth Iw~rel borrow can't afford I~'f~rdl charge

inherit invest lend owe loul save take out

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Preposition
1 I paid _ dinner last night.

2 /ulia said she would pay me _ tomorrow.

3 Would you like to pay cash or credit card?
4 I spent $50 _ books yesterday.

5 I don't like to lend money friends.
6 1 borrowed a lot of money _ the bank.

7 They charged us $60 a bottle of wine.

Can you remember the words on this page?
Test yourself or a partner.

o p.21

~ !rB:[[ljA~'''~;:r:1 My uncle died and left me $2,000. 1---- $2,000 from my uncle. Ii{" I iiili'ii,!i~~
2 I put some money aside every week for my next vacation. I money every week. ~iLW:a
3 I asked my brother to give me $10 until next week. I $10 from him. ~"-';~"~""_""'" •••_-
4 My brother gave me $10 until next week. He me $10.

5 I often spend money on stupid things. I often _

6 I don't have enough money to buy that car.

7 I had to pay the mechanic $500 to repair my car.

8 I went to the ATM and got $200.

9 I bought a book. It was $25.

10 /im gave me $100. I haven't paid it back yet.

11 I bought some shares in the telephone company.

12 I work in a supermarket. They pay me $2,000 a month.

13 I could seU my house for about $200,000.

Complete with a verb in the correct tense.
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3 Nouns
Match the words and definitions.

2 Prepositions
Complete the Preposition column.

1 Verbs



Transportation and travel

Match the words and pictures.

land (vb) take off (vb)

I Plane

check-in counter

!!!ggage /'IAgld:y!

boarding card/pass

baggage claim

gate

suitcase

aisle /ad/

2 Train
Match the words and pictures.

train station

platform

(rail) car

ticket office- -

the subway

3 Road
a Match the words and pictures.

bus bike

truck • car

• van taxi

motorcycle streetcar

helmet highway

b Complete the compound nouns.

area belt crash

limit lot stand

1 gas __

2 traffic __

3 seat __

4 rush __

5 car __

6 £'lfking __

7 traffic __

8 speed __

9 I'l'blic __

10 pedestrian __

11 bike __

12 taxi __

13 £'lfking __

hour jam lane light

station ticket transportation

a place where you can get gas, often with a shop or cafe

I
~
the time of day when there is a lot of traffic

when two or more cars hit each other

money you have to pay for parking illegally

when there is so much traffic that cars can't move

~
buses, trains, ete.

a place where you can't drive

a narrow part of the road for bicycles only

where taxis park when they are waiting for customers

a place where you can leave your car

4 Travel

flight journey I'ri3~rni/

trip travel

____ means to go from one
place to another.

2 A is an occasion when
a person travels from one place to
another and back.

3 A long trip is sometimes called
a _

4 A trip on an airplane is a

(an you remember the words on
this page? Test yourself or a partner.

o p.30
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Describing people VOCABULARY BANK

1 Age
Complete the phrases.

mid- early about late forties

I He's __ 20. = 19,20, or 21

2 He's in his __. = between 41 and 49
3 She's in her __ thirties. = between 34 and 36
4 She's in her __ sixties. = between 67 and 69

S He's in his __ seventies. = between 71 and 73

2 Height and build
Match the sentences and pictures A-C.

1 He's tall and slim.
2 He's short and a little overweight 10Dv"r'welt/.

3 He's medium height I'midi"m halt! and well built.

A

A Thin and slim are both the opposite of fat and heavy, but slim = thin in an
attractive way. Heavy is more polite than fat.

,~
'-

Match the sentences and pictures.

She has blond hair and a )Jllnytail.

2 She has long wavy hair.

3 He has gray hair and a beard Ibrrd/.

4 She has short brown curly hair.

S She has red shoulder-length hair.

6 He's bald Ib~ldl and has a mustache Im,,'slaeSI.

7 She has straight dark hair and bangs.

4 General adjectives
a Are these adjectives [±] or El? Are they used

for men, women, or both? Write M, W, or B.

3 Hair

[±] or El M,W,orB

attractive

beautiful • •
good-looking •
handsome I'hrens"m/ •
plain •
~tty I'pntil • •
~Iy •

A. What does he / she look like? =Can you describe his I her appearance?
What is he / she like? =Can you describe his I her personality?

Can you remember the words on this page? Test yourself or a partner.

o p.41
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Education

1 Verbs
Complete the Verb column.

behave cheat do fail ~duate learn leave pass review start '(Ma) take

I When she was in school, she used to for hours every evening.

2 [must tonight. I have a test tomorrow.

3 Our history teacher was terrible. We didn't anything.

4 If you don't your homework, you can't watch TV later.

5 The teacher was angry because some of the students had tried to on the test.
6 [f you want to be a doctor, you have to a lot of exams.

7 [n the US, children school when they are five and can't before they are 16.

8 I hope I'm going to my exams. My parents will be furious if I

9 He was a rebel at school. He used to very badly.

10 This is my last semester at the university. I'll in June.

Verb
study

____ (ordo)

2 Places and people
Match the words and definitions.

college elementary school

£!ivate school professor

~duate

£.l!blic school

Q!!school principal

secondary school student

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

A school paid for by the government that gives free education.

A non-government school where you have to pay.

A school for very young children, e.g., 1-4.
A school for young children, e.g., 5-11.

A school for older children, e.g., 12-18. (It includes junior high or middle
school and high schoo!.)

[n the US, a general term for post-secondary education at the university level.

The "boss" of a school.

A senior university teacher.
A person who is studying at a school, college, or university.
A person who has finished high school or university and has a degree (e.g., a bachelor's degree).

c

o

A

Match the sentences and pictures.

I We have to wear a horrible uniform!

2 The discipline here is very strict.

3 My schedule is terrible this semester!

4 I love math' It's my favorite subject.

5 Look! [ got my test results today!

Can you remember the words on this page?
Test yourself or a partner.

o p.52

3 School life
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Houses VOCABULARY BANK

I Types of houses
Match the words and pictures.

apartment building

cottage /'kalldy'

house

townhouse

2 Where people live
Match the sentences.

I I live in the country.

2 I live downtown.

3 I live in the suburbs.

4 I live in a village /'vIIJdy'.

5 I live in a small town.

6 I live in a residential area.

7 I live on the second floor.

3 Parts of a house
Match the words and pictures.

balcony

chimney

fence

&irage /gd'rady'

g;g:den

gate

~tio

porch

roof

steps

yard

4 Furniture

a It has 20,000 inhabitants.

b It's very small, witb only 800 inhabitants.

c There are a lot of houses but no offices or big stores.

d It's right in the middle of tbe city.

elt's tbe area outside the central part of town.

f There is one floor below me.

g There are fields and trees all around me.

a Put two words in each column.
Use your dictionary to help you.

bathroom kitehen living room bedroom

stove toilet

bedside table- -

coffee table- -

dresser

shower

dishwasher

armchair
b Add two more words to each column.

Can you remember the words on this page? Test yourself or a partner.
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Work

1 Describing your job
a Read the texts and match them to the pictures. What are the jobs?

Ionly work part-time - four mornings a
week. And I sometimes work overtime on
Saturday mornings. I don't earn a big
salary. I(s a temporary or "temp" job and I
only have a six-month contract But the
working hours suit me as I have young
children. When they go to school, Iwould
like to find a ~manent job and work
full-time. What I like most about my job is
working in complete silence! The only
noise you can hear is people turning
pages and whispering.

2 I took a six-month training course at a
technical college to meet the
qualifications for the job and then I
worked for a local company to get some
ex~rience. I worked long hours for a
low salary and so I quit last year and
became self-employed. Iprefer working
for myself Idon't work regular hours
(sometimes people call me in the
middle of the night) but you can earn a
lot of money in this job, especially in the
winter. If I'm lucky, I'll be able to retire
when I'm 60!

_____ (opposite _
_____ (opposite _

b Match the highlighted words in the texts and the definitions.

1 a written legal agreement contract

2 the knowledge you get from doing a job
3 a series of classes to learn to do a job
4 the time you spend doing a job
5 working for yourself, not for a company
6 to stop working when you reach a certain age, e.g., 65
7 left a job because you wanted to
8 lasting for a short time
9 for only a part of the day or the week

10 the experience, skills, and knowledge you need for a job

2 Saying what you do
Complete the Prepositions column.

Prepositions
1 I work a multinational company.
2 I work a manager.
3 I'm charge the marketing department.
4 I work a factory.
5 I'm responsible customer loans.
6 I'm college.
7 I'm my third year.

3 People
Write two more jobs in each column.

-er

la""}'er I'byorl
£l!!mber

-or

actor
conductor

-ist

psychologist
scientist

-ian

electrician
librarian

others

accountant
chef IIEfI

A An em~er is a person or
company that employs other people.
An em£!Qyee is a person who
works for somebody.

Can you remember the words on
this page? Test yourself or a partner.
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Shopping VOCABULARY BANK

1 Places
a Match the words and pictures.

department store

~ermarket

farmers' 111arket

shopping mall

b Match the shops and pictures of what you can buy there.

bakery s~· ,.,,------c-=,

-----bookstore

flower shop

drugstore I JJharmacy

newsstand

stationery store

travel ~gency

shoe store

2 In the store
Match the words and definitions or pictures.

bargain I'bargonl
receipt In'sit!

basket
refund

cash ~jster customer discount

sale salesperson shopping cart

manager

store window

a time when stores sell things 7
at lower prices than usual

2 something that you buy for
8

what you think is a good price

3 a place at the front of a store 9
where you can see the products

10
4 a piece of paper which shows

you have paid for something 11

S a reduction in the price

6 a person who works in a store 12

,.
______ money that is paid back to you when you

return something you bought---.
______ a person who buys things in a store

______ the person who is in charge of
a store, hotel, ete.

-----ii
3 Verbs and phrases

Match the sentences.

1 I often buy books online.

2 This store sells books.

3 I'm going to buy the dishwasher on credit.

4 1 went back to the store to complain.

S r had to stand in line for ages in the bank.

6 I want to try on this dress.

7 I'm just looking.

8 I had to pay 8% sales tax.

a I had to wait behind lots of other people.

b I don't need any help right now.

c I buy books on the Internet.

d I'm going to pay for it over 12 months.

e I want to see what 1 look like in it.

f I had to pay tax on it.

g You can buy books in this storc.

h I went there to tell them I wasn't happy.

o p.85 Can you remember the words on this page? Test yourself or a partner.
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Movies

1 Kinds of movies
Match the movies and types.

• action movie

• comedy

• horror movie

• musical

• science fiction- -• thriller

• western

2 People and things
Match the words and definitions.

audience /'3di~ms/ €ftSt directeI extra

sequel /'sikw~V ~traEk ~cial effects
plot

star

scene /sinJ

subtitles
script

3 Verbs and phrases
Match the sentences 1-6 with the sentences a-f.

1 The movie was set in 19th century Italy and England.•

2 It was based on a novel by E.M. Forster.•
3 It was filmed / shot on location in Florence, Italy.•
4 It was directed by lames Ivory.•
5 Helena Bonham-Carter played the part of Lucy.•

6 It was dubbed into other languages.

I cast

2

3 director

4 soundtrack

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

all the people who act in a movie
the most important actor or actress in a movie

the person who directs a movie
the music of a movie

the story of a movie
a part of a movie happening in one place
the people who watch a movie in a theater

a movie that continues the story of an earlier movie

special images, often created by a computer
the words of the movie
person in a movie who has a small,
unimportant part, e.g., in a crowd scene

transcription (usually translation) of the
dialogue of a movie that appears at the
bottom of the screen

a He was the director.
b It was situated in that place at that time.
c This was her role in the movie.

d The actors originally spoke in English.

e It was an adaptation of the book.
f It was filmed in the real place, not in a studio.

Can you remember the words on this page? Test yourself or apartner.
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Phrasal verbs VOCABULARY BANK

Look out!

Nobody turned up.

I broke up with him.up
away
down
up
up
up
down
into
forward to
out
away
out
on
down
in

up
back
off
up
up
on
into
out
in
out

up
up
along with
back, back
out
away
up
up
off
off
up
up
in

out

Particle
for

together in secret.

I When I go to a restaurant I always ask something low-fat.
2 I often eat with friends at local restaurants.
3 Players usually warm before a match starts.
4 When we have an argument, we always make quickly.
5 How do you get your brothers and sisters?
6 Take the camera to the store and get your money
7 I took some money of an ATM.
8 A German woman gave all her money to charity.
9 I organized a school reunion but nobody turned

10 She had to get very early every morning.
I1 We set early and caught the 6:00 a.m. train.
12 The plane took and soon I was looking down on the ocean.
13 I picked my suitcase and followed the "Exit" signs.
14 A taxi picked me and took me to the airport.
15 I checked at the airport and got my boarding pass.
16 We were talking on the phone, but suddenly she hung
17 If he's not at home, I'll call later.
18 I think people should turn their cell phones in ;estaurants.
19 I tried to learn to dance salsa but I gave . I was terrible at it.
20 I want to take a water sport like scuba diving.
21 If I like this course, ['11 keep studying next year.
22 Bethany has written a book which is going to be made a movie.
23 The reporter decided to find if school is easier than it used to be.
24 I have to hand my story tomorrow.
25 Carol's parents didn't like her boyfriend so they went
26 After a year she broke with her boyfriend.
27 If you have something you never use, throw it
28 Slow ! You're driving too fast.
29 She worked, ran the house, and brought the children.
30 My parents lived abroad, so they didn't see my children grow
31 Bill and Melinda Gates set a foundation to provide vaccinations.
32 You're very nervous. You need to calm
33 I bumped an old friend in the street yesterday.
34 He was looking having dinner with his friends.
35 Look .! There's a car coming!
36 Her grandmother passed last year at the age of 93.

37 We can't go to the concert. It's sold
38 Turn the TV. There's a program I want to watch.
39 Turn the radio. It's too loud.
40 Where can I plug my computer?

11 Some phrasal verbs have more than one meaning:
I was hot so I took off my jacket. The plane took off.

a The phrasal verbs below are all from Files 1-7. Cover the Particle column and look at sentence 1.
Try to remember the phrasal verb.

b Uncover to check. Then do the same for the other sentences.

o p.110 Can you remember the words on this page? Test yourself or a partner.
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Irregular verbs
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English sounds SOUND BANK

• voiced

• unvoiced

• vowels followed by Irl

• diphthongs

1 tree Itril 12 tourist I'tonst! 22 parrot I'prerot! 34 thumb leAm!

2 fish mJI 13 up IApl 23 bag !bregl 35 mother I'mh50rl

3 ear IIrl 14 computer Ibm'pyutorl 24 keys !kizJ 36 chess ItJts!

4 cat Ikret! 15 bird !bord/ 25 girl Igo,V 37 jazz Id;,rezJ

5 egg IEgl 16 owl lau11 26 flower I'Bauo,1 38 leg IIEgl

6 chair ItJerl 17 phone Ifoun! 27 vase IveIs! 39 right Iralt!

7 clock Iklok! 18 ca, !korl 28 tie Itall 40 witch IWItJI

8 saw Isol 19 train Itreutl 29 dog Idogl 41 yacht Iyot!

9 horse Ihors! 20 boy !boil 30 snake Isnetkl 42 monkey I'mA~kil

10 boot Ibut! 21 bike !batkl 31 zebra I'zibrol 43 nose InouzJ

11 bull Ibul/ 32 shower I'Jauo,1 44 singer I'sllprl

33 television l'tt10vI3fi! 45 house Ihausl
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Sounds and spelling - vowels

usual spelling Abut also

cp ee speed sweet people magazme
ea peach team key niece receipt
e refund medium

tree

i
1 dish bill pretty women

trip fit busy decided
ticket smce village physics

fish

t@
eer beer engineer senous
ere here we're

ear beard
ear appearance

~
a fan travel

crash tax
carry land

cat

j e menu lend friendly already
text spend healthy many
plenty cent said

egg

~
air airport upstairs their there

fair hair wear pear
are rare careful area

chair

-~
0 shop comedy watch want

'\ ","
plot shot calm
cottage on

clock

al bald wall thought caught

c=O aw draw saw audience

saw

~
or score floor warm course
al bore sports board

horse

cl!f
00 pool moody suitcase JUice
u* true student shoe move soup

through
boot

,. especially before consonant + e

usual spelling Abut also

.~
u full could should
00 cook book would woman

look good
bull

~
A very unusual sound.
sure plural

tourist

rn u public subject money someone
ugly duck enough country
hurry cup tough

up

~
Many different spellings,
/0/ is always unstressed.
about complain

computer

v, er term prefer learn work

~ ir dirty third world worse
ur curly turn journey

bird

~
ou hour lounge

proud ground
ow town brown

owl

~
0* broke stone owe slow

frozen stove although
oa roast coat shoulders

phone

oedr ar garden charge heart
starter

,,@ ..@

car

"~ a* save gate break steak

~
al railroad plain great weight
ay may say gray they

train

lis 01 boiled nOIsy
spoiled com

oy enjoy employer
boy

~
1 fine sign buy eyes
y shy motorcycle height
19b flight frightened

bike
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Sounds and spelling - consonants

usual spelling Abut also

~
p plate

transport trip
pp shopping apply

parrot

~.
b beans bill

probably job
bb rabbit dubbed

bag

~
c court script chemistry school
k kind basket mechanic sequel

keys
ck track lucky quit

t g golf grilled
burger forget

gg aggressive luggage
girl

'f&l
f food roof enough laugh
ph photo nephew
ff traffic affectionate

flower, v van vegetables of
travel invest
private behave

vase

~
t try tennis worked passed

stupid strict
It attractive cottage

tie

1t
d director afford failed bored

comedy confident
dd address middle

dog

~
s steps likes science scene
ss boss assistant
ce/ci twice city

snake

"It
Z lazy freezing
s lose cosy

loves cousins
zebra

~
sh short dishwasher sugar sure

selfish cash chef mustache
ti ambitious station

shower (+ vowel)

ci special sociable
(+ vowel)

~.~ decision confusion usually

television

usual spelling Abut also

& th thin thriller
healthy path
math both

thumb

~
th the that

farther whether

mother

~
ch change cheat
tch watch match
t (+ure) picture future

chess

'~~
j jealous just

, . g generous manager
dge bridge judge

jaZZ

! I lettuce salary
until reliable

11 sell thriller
leg

~
r result referee written wrong

elementary fried
rr borrow married

right

V w wear waste one once
west.ern highway

wh white which
witch

)!1 y yet year
yogurt yourself

before u 1I niversi ty argue
yacht

~
m mean slim lamb

romantic charming
mm summer swimmmg

monkey

:21
n napkin honest knife knew

none spoon
nn tennis thinner

nose

~
ng cooking going think bank

• • spring bring

singer

~
h handsome helmet who whose

hard inherit whole
unhappy perhaps

house
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Annabel Wright p. 56, 57, 103.

Thanks to: Paul Seligson and Carmen Dolz for the
Sounds chart, p. 157.
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